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Philosophy – an alternative version.
As long as we decided to talk about the concept of freedom, we could not avoid mentioning the
concepts of good and evil. Once we touched the good and evil, we could not avoid discussing the
man’s consciousness. Once we touched the consciousness, we inevitably arrive to the question
of Life and the purpose of Life. But once we touch the question of Life, we have no chance to
avoid discussing its Creator (or His supposed “absence”). Finally, it appears that we can not
address the concept of freedom without plunging into the depths of philosophy – known as the
“mother of all sciences”. So, let us spend another chapter of this book and address philosophy as
well. Otherwise, the picture of reality (that inevitably includes the concepts of freedom, justice,
and fair social order) would never be complete. This chapter will certainly help to complete the
picture.
The problem with the so-called “modern Western philosophy” is not only that it wants the
Egyptian slave to believe that “nobody” has ever created this Universe, and the Universe
allegedly “existed eternally”, being something “eternal” and “immortal”, i.e. having a quality of its
supposedly “nonexistent” Creator. Even worse, the said Freemasonic philosophy wants you to
believe that you, mortal, have neither soul, nor spirit, and so, with the termination of your life, your
consciousness would simply disappear. Notably, those Freemasonic “philosophers”, which
concocted the current version of the “modern Western philosophy”, are not able to provide any
plausible explanation to their gullible pupils as to what the consciousness of Homo sapiens
actually is and what is the difference between the Homo sapiens and the rest of the warmblooded animals that go by the name “mammals”.
I will try to make up somehow for this deficiency.
To begin with, it shall be mentioned that the humble author of these lines does not accept the socalled “modern Western philosophy” at all. I was taught it, of course, as would any other educated
slave in the modern slave-owning Egypt. The basics of it were taught to me in the obligatory
atheist school. I was taught the so-called “Western philosophy” to a greater depth in the Soviet
military college (that was equal in grade to a typical university). Funny enough, in the atheist
USSR since the late ‘50s- and till its ignominious collapse, the Freemasonic “western” philosophy
was taught under the title of the so-called “Marxist-Leninist philosophy” (to which, as you might
guess, neither Talmudist Marx, nor his follower Talmudist Lenin had any relevance).
I could not say that I was an excellent student when it comes to the so-called “Marxist-Leninist
philosophy” (which was just the 100% analogue of the “modern Western philosophy”). You could
hardly be a good student when it comes to studying a certain ridiculous discipline, which you
perceive as a deliberate cheating. Nonetheless, I would say that I “took a full course” of the socalled “Western philosophy”, and thus I more or less understood what the Freemasons wanted an
“educated” Egyptian slave to believe in. However, I have never accepted this kind of “philosophy”.
I always had an alternative philosophy of my own, which, with my growing into an adult man,
slowly developed into a more or less harmonious philosophical system.
I have to mention, in a manner of “by the way”, that I have a technical education (I am a military
engineer by my profession). Thus, unlike those who studied the so-called “humanities” (and
therefore often have difficulties in understanding various physical processes, as well as the points
of logic and mathematics), I grasp these more or less well. At least, I could not force myself to
believe that aluminum could penetrate steel or that an apparent mathematical program, known as
the “genetic code in a form of the DNA chain” could allegedly “write itself” in the process of the
so-called “evolution”. My understanding of physics and mathematics and my grasp of logic rebel
against such notions.
I can not say that I profess someone’s ready-to-use system of philosophy. So, my philosophy is
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not precisely a “philosophy of Mao Tse-tung” and not precisely a “philosophy of Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini”; it is not a “philosophy of Plato” and not a “philosophy of Aristotle”. It is not
even a mixture of some known philosophical systems. I did not bother to take someone’s ready
philosophy and to modify it or to develop it further. I created mine more or less from scratch; it
contains no plagiarism at all. The influence of existing philosophical systems on me was minimal
(if there was any influence at all), thanks to the fact that I simply ignored philosophy, either
because of finding it boring and erroneous, or because of finding it being a deliberate cheating.
Thus, since my philosophy is not based on any pre-existing philosophical system, it is simply a
“philosophy of Dimitri Khalezov” (although like many other Russians, I do not like surnames and
prefer not to use my own surname either, as you probably have noticed). Besides, I have never
intended to teach or to preach my philosophy. It was developed for my personal use only.
Another detail is that I did not spent much of the precious time on thinking over and over when it
came to the philosophical questions. I am not Aristotle, not Plato, and not Mao Tse-tung. I clearly
lack their scope of knowledge and their level of assiduity. I have to mention also that I am not a
“philosopher” in the commonly understood sense, because my turn of mind is not typically
“philosophical”. Although I am capable of abstract thinking, I do not spend much time trying to
think about things that might not even exist in reality. My turn of mind is far more practical, I would
even say “primitively technical”. Moreover, as you probably noticed, I am quite a cynical person.
My cynicism would unlikely allow me philosophizing in the typical “philosophical” manner,
especially over well-known philosophical matters that are known to be extremely boring. That is
why I developed my own system of philosophy in quite a “lazily”, or, perhaps, inversely, in a
“lively” manner – by simply living my life and from time to time making some observations, noting
some scientific discoveries, sometimes comparing them to information from religious books, and
so – making corresponding philosophical conclusions.
On the other hand, I could not say that my philosophy was not influenced by “anyone”. It was not
influenced by any well-known philosopher (whose systems I found erroneous, and, moreover,
boring). However, it was apparently influenced by the religious doctrine.
The problem of almost all known philosophers was that they tried to create their philosophical
models while either not believing in God (i.e. being convinced or pretended atheists, or
superstitious polytheists), or, in the best case, being not sure about God’s existence, about God’s
nature, and also being not sure to which particular extent God (in case He “existed”, of course)
was responsible for the current state of affairs.
In the case of the humble author of these lines, things were much simpler in this sense. I am not
an atheist. Therefore, I am not superstitious at all. Although it might sound strange for some naïve
souls, only the atheists are superstitious; religious people are not. I mean only the atheist could
believe in such crap as the alleged existence of so-called “karma”, or in the so-called “universal
mind”, or in the so-called “spirituality”, for example. Religious men go primarily by logic; therefore,
questions would immediately come to their minds upon hearing such a term as the so-called
“karma”: What material is so-called “karma” made of? Is it two-dimensional? Or threedimensional? Or higher-dimensional? How many-dimensional? Does it have a form? What form?
Is it mortal? How old it is? And when its death is expected? Was it born? (By whom?) Or created?
(By whom?) When? Where? Or it too evolved? When? How? From what animal? Also from a
monkey? Or from a buffalo? Does it have any cellular structure? Does it have any genetic code?
Who wrote that code? Does it have gender? What gender? Does it reproduce? By what method
and how often does it reproduce? Does it have rest? Or it is always awake? Where the so-called
“karma” is situated? Outside our Universe? Or inside our Universe? Where inside? In the Moon?
Or in Venus? Where does it draw energy for its functioning from? What is the mode and what is
the physical nature of its interaction with the mortals? Is it electromagnetic? Or gravitational? Or
is it the same so far unknown one that links an entangled quant-pair? You can continue the list of
such questions intended to clarify the nature and the qualities of the so-called “karma”.
The “believers” in the so-called “karma” would never be able to answer any of these questions.
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Neither would the “believers” in the so-called “universal mind”, in the so-called “spirituality”, in the
so-called “cosmic energy”, and in the so-called “new age”. They did not even bother to ask
themselves these questions, while it would be logical to ask them first. It is because they do not
really believe in the crap they profess. They are merely superstitious.
The same thing could be said about the so-called “polytheists” and those who believe in the
supernatural abilities of idols, icons, crosses, statues, “holy grails”, amulets, etc. Such “beliefs”
could be justified, perhaps, by widespread illiteracy, obscurantism, and general ignorance in the
ancient world, but they could hardly be justified today, in the age of the obligatory secondary
education, moreover, in the conditions when the Holy Scripture was translated from the obscure
Latin into any and every known language the descendants of Adam could only speak in.
If you are a convinced materialist, and you do not believe in God, but prefer to believe Darwin’s
theory of “evolution”, and the modern Western interpretation of the metaphysics, then, logically,
you should not believe in any so-called “spirituality”, in any so-called “karma”, in any so-called
“global mind” or “universal mind”, or in any so-called “new age”, because the materialistic atheist
doctrine does not leave a space for such superstitions. You can not believe in any so-called
“cosmic energy” (in relation to the so-called “spirituality”) either, because no such thing has ever
been discovered by the modern science, while it is the very science that conditions the actual
materialistic viewpoint of the atheists.
On the other hand, if you do not believe Darwin’s theory and do not believe the Freemasonic
metaphysics, then here is the Holy Scripture – the best known source (from any available today)
explaining the state of affairs from the religious point of view. If the modern translation of the Holy
Bible is not enough for you, here is the Holy Quran, in addition, that goes, moreover, with the
multi-volume explanation, also translated, at least to English (although that multi-volume
explanation, unfortunately, tries to convince the Egyptian slave that he is still allegedly a “Muslim”,
i.e. allegedly the “slave of Allah”, rather than the slave of the cop, it, nonetheless, does fairly good
job when it comes to the scientific facts described in the Quran).
What I am trying to say is that to “believe” in some “multiple gods” like did the Ancient Greeks, or
to believe in idols and amulets like do the modern Buddhists, after being acquainted with the
Christian or Muslim doctrines, and after learning mathematics, physics, chemistry, astronomy,
and even logic, in addition, is a bit silly, to put it in the mildest form.
Ruthless logic leaves no room for all those co-called “karmas”, “samsaras”, “nirvanas”, “shangrilas”, “new ages”, “cosmic energies”, “spiritualities”, “universal minds”, and even for “cabbalas” in
the 21st century A.D. All abovementioned esoteric crap is not compatible with the doctrine of the
atheistic materialism. It is not compatible with the common sense of the educated man either.
That is to say that logic does not permit any superstition today, in the year 2013 A.D. (at least, to
those who are familiar with logic). It leaves only two options:
1) You believe in the Creator and His promises;
2) You believe in the Freemasonic atheism and in their promises (primarily, in their promise that
nothing would happen with the consciousness of the Egyptian slave after the latter’s death).
When it comes to the humble author of these lines, since I am familiar with logic and, moreover,
am friendly with it, I elected the first option.
However, I am not actually a “believer in God”. The concept of the “Belief” or the “Faith”, as well
as that of being a “Believer”, implies that a certain man, who has never had a chance to see the
Creator with his very eyes, is told by other men that it is proper – to believe in God, and so that
man tries to convince himself that the Creator indeed exists and so – to embrace the Faith. The
strength of his Faith, however, would never be absolute, because it always depends on the selfconvincing abilities of that particular “believing” individual. He may convince himself to, let’s say,
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99%, but yet some 1% of doubt would remain, still. It is even worse with the majority of the
modern so-called “Christians” and the so-called “Muslims”. The absolute majority of the so-called
“Christians” are convinced atheists, and their professed “belief” in Jesus Christ’s mother is merely
a superstition – not different in principle from the “belief” of other similarly superstitions folks in the
so-called “karma”, in the so-called “cabbala”, or in the so-called “new age”. The absolute majority
of the modern so-called “Muslims” are convinced atheists as well, although they would never
admit it. They are certain that they evolved from the monkey, but they can not dare to formally
reconcile this conviction of theirs with what appears to them a superstition of believing in Almighty
Allah. A typical nowadays “Muslim” (even if he is a mullah who writes books on the so-called
“Islam” and instructions on implementation of the so-called “Shariah”) deep inside his mind thinks
like this: “yah, it seems Darwin was right and we indeed evolved from the monkeys, but what if
Allah also exists? Let me pray to Him, just “in case”, perhaps, if it is true, maybe this prayer would
be counted…” Approximately the same level of “belief” is possessed by today’s so-called “Jews”.
There were some folks, however, who did not need to “believe” in God, because they saw Him
with their very eyes. For example, Adam and Eve. Or forefather Abraham. Or his wife Sarah. Or
Prophet Moses. Or Prophet Mahomet. As long as they encountered God, they no longer needed
to “believe” in Him. They just took the fact of God’s existence as is. No one needs to “believe” in
the existence of his own mother, because her existence is self-evident. I hope you agree with this
logic. So, in the particular case of the humble author of these lines, he did not actually need to
“believe” in God. Because he knows for sure that the Creator exists. Therefore, I do not need to
convince myself about His existence as do the absolute majority of the “believers”. Thus, I could
hardly be called a “believer”. I do not want to go into detail explaining why I know it; so, let it be
my personal secret. I just inform you that I know that the Creator exists, rather than believe in this
like the majority of the people do.
That is why, perhaps, my “unappealable” manner of attributing certain things to God and to the
Next Life (that you could routinely encounter in my narration here and there) might appear
“insane” to the typical atheists (it is because unlike them I am not an atheist), or simply “weird” –
to the typical “believers in God” (it is because unlike them I am not a “believer”).
Anyhow, despite the “weird” and relatively uneducated nature of the actual “philosopher”, I
believe that my philosophy is more or less harmonious and systematic and therefore it is capable
of addressing any and every important philosophical question – thus, being able to effectively
stand against any other system of philosophy.
Finally, even though I have never intended to share my philosophy with others and developed it
for my personal use, since I began addressing various philosophical questions in this work, I feel
obliged to present my general philosophical views to the reader. So, here they are.
Instead of describing my self-developed philosophy, which could be boring (almost all known
philosophies are boring I and I am afraid that mine could be boring as well), I will simply list the
main differences between it and the official “modern Western philosophy”. By looking at these
differences, the reader will understand the philosophy of the humble author of these lines clearly.
I believe this method will save also a lot of paper. Thus, I hope to fit my entire philosophical
system in some 15 pages of text or so.
P.S. in fact, I was able to fit it into the said number of pages, but with my habit of making lengthy
lyrical digressions, the description of my philosophy will occupy a bit more space in its final form.
Let us abbreviate the names of the two philosophical systems that we are going to compare; so it
will be convenient to mention them each time. The so-called “modern Western philosophy” will be
abbreviated to “W”, and philosophy of the humble author of these lines – to “D”.
Here are the differences:
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The question of the Universe:
W. The Universe is endless in space and in time. Nobody has ever created it. It existed by itself,
moreover, eternally. It existed one million years ago. And one billion years ago. And one trillion
years ago. And one zillion year ago. And just any number of years ago. It has no end – i.e. even
if you fly in it with the maximum possible speed and continue your travel with unlimited number of
billions of years you would never reach its end. Because it has no end – it is unlimited in space.
The most important postulate that automatically arises from the summary of the above claims that
there is nothing that could exist outside the borders of the Universe, because it simply has no
borders. Besides, the Universe does not have a limit in time. It existed eternally and it will exist
eternally.
D. The above is blatant lie. The Universe is limited in space and in time. Moreover, it constantly
expands in space – i.e. each minute it becomes bigger and bigger and bigger. This means that
before our Universe was smaller in space. And before that – even smaller. Thus, a certain,
definite number of years ago it was merely a point and all dimensions, as well as time, were
“compressed” into that point. Once “someone” (obviously located outside of that point) caused
that point to expand, by applying to it a certain action, inside the expanding space at once
appeared those “dimensions” and the “time”. This was clearly established by the variety of recent
scientific discoveries (that took place as “recently” as back in the ‘20s of the 20th century A.D.)
But when it comes to the “forming factor” of my philosophy, I picked up this particular piece of
information from the Holy Quran, where the process of creating the Universe from a single spot is
mentioned more or less in detail.
When it comes to the supposedly “endless” nature of the Universe, according to my philosophy
(confirmed by both – recent scientific suppositions and by the plain mentioning of this fact in the
Holy Quran), the mortal indeed can not reach the “end” or “hit the wall” of the Universe. However,
it is not because the Universe is allegedly “endless in space” as claimed by the Freemasons in
their philosophy. The Universe is limited in space, indeed (otherwise, it could not expand as it
does).
The mortals can not reach the “end” of the Universe, or “hit its wall” because of a totally different
reason. The Universe is created in such a manner, that its internals have a certain curvature of
space – much in the same sense the supposedly “flat” surface of our Planet Earth has a certain
curvature of plane, which ultimately makes that seemingly “flat” surface spherical. You can draw
on the “flat” surface of the Earth an unlimitedly long “straight” line. However, this supposedly
“straight” line of yours would never be really “straight”, thus, detaching our Planet and pointing to
some distant star in the space. Your line would always curve in accordance with the curvature of
the surface of the Earth. It is because you are drawing your “straight” line in the two-dimensional
space (known as “plane”), while in order to detach the Earth and to point to the star your line must
have been drawn in the three-dimensional space (a/k/a “volume”). Thus, instead of leaving the
spherical Earth by travelling by such a “straight” line, you would merely commit a round-the-world
voyage, arriving at the end to the very same spot you started your “straight direction” from.
The point in the above example is that the supposedly “two-dimensional” surface of the Earth in
reality is curved in the third dimension (the vertical one). However, we could easily perceive that
our Planet in reality is round, rather than flat, because our senses are intended to understand the
three-dimensional world. Although, to pay a tribute to the notorious narrow-mindedness of the
biped, it shall be reminded that the so-called “humanity” used to believe for centuries that our
world was flat, rather than spherical, despite the Holy Quran, which was available for the last
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1400 years in Arabic, and for at least 1300 years in Latin1, clearly explained that the Earth was
round.
Now you understand what the curvature of the two-dimensional surface is. It is when the twodimensional world (“plane” or “the Earth’s surface” in our particular case) is curved in the third
(vertical) dimension. Add to this model just one more dimension, and you will understand what
the curvature of the three-dimensional space is. It is just bent in the fourth dimension – exactly
like the two-dimensional surface is bent in the third dimension. You can not draw an unlimitedly
long straight line even in the three-dimensional space of ours, because this supposedly “threedimensional” space in our Universe in reality is curved in a certain fourth dimension (although we,
the three-dimensional mortals, can not perceive this fourth dimension with our three-dimensional
senses, but can only imagine it). Thus, you could never reach the end of our Universe in order to
be able to “hit its wall”. It is because if you travel by a straight direction (the “straight” in the threedimensional sense) in our space, your trajectory would always curve in accordance with the
curvature of the space. Thus, you would eventually commit a world-encircling voyage (in the
“Universal”, rather than “Global” sense) and you will arrive to the same spot you started your
“direct” journey from. You indeed can (theoretically, because our practical life Here is limited)
travel around the Universe, but you would never be able to reach its “wall” – in the same sense
that you would never actually reach the horizon while attempting to travel by the Earth’s surface.
To make it easier to understand, let us consider this example. We are three-dimensional men.
So, we are able to understand that the seemingly “two-dimensional” plane (surface) could be
curved in the third (vertical) dimension, thus making our planet Earth round. Let us reduce an ant
to the presumably “two-dimensional” creature, presuming that the ant lives in the two-dimensional
world and therefore is unable to understand that, in addition to “length” and “width”, there is also
“altitude” or “thickness”. So, the ant, not being able to understand that its two-dimensional world
could be curved in the third (vertical) dimension, attempts to travel around a certain sphere – let’s
say, around a football, hanging on a “non-existent” (for the ant) string from the ceiling. The ant
goes and goes straight and straight, but it always goes around the same ball. It appears to the ant
that it goes “straight”, but in reality it just goes around without being able to quit its “two
dimensional” universe represented by the surface of the ball. This is because the ball, in reality, is
three-dimensional, while the ant in our example – supposedly “two-dimensional”.
To make this example even more illustrative, place the ant not onto the outer surface of the ball,
but onto its inner surface – this will be about the perfect model to understand what I am trying to
say. Let’s say, some “clever” ant decides to travel by the internal surface of the ball very far in an
attempt to finally reach the end of its two-dimensional “universe” and to gnaw through its wall.
However, it would never be able to reach such a “wall”. It will go around and around. In order to
quit such a world, the ant must gnaw through the actual surface it travels on. However, in our
presumption, the ant is “two-dimensional”, but its supposed action of gnawing through the surface
is only possible if the ant were “three-dimensional”, thus being able to move not only on the
surface, but also vertically.
Another interesting observation is that for such a presumably “two-dimensional” ant, trampling the
two-dimensional (yet curved) surface, the concept of “emptiness” will differ from the concept of
“emptiness” of us, the three-dimensional bipeds. While we know that the surface of the football
the ant travels on is made of material (or “matter” to respect the philosophical jargon) called
“leather” and this leather is of such and such thickness, it is not so for our “two-dimensional” ant.
It does not even understand what the “thickness” is. It does not exist for the “two-dimensional”
creature. Thus, unless the ant encounters on its way another similar ant, or just another twodimensional movable object, it would not perceive the flat surface it travels on as anything
tangible. It will perceive it as the “emptiness”. This is another reason why the “two-dimensional”
1

The Latin translation of the Holy Quran was ordered by the Roman Catholic Church almost immediately
after the book of the Holy Quran was compiled in Arabic and soon it was made. Thus, the number of years
the Holy Quran exists in Latin is approximately equal to the number of years it exists in Arabic.
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ant can not “gnaw through” the spherical surface of our football, in addition to the reason
described above. The ant simply does not see the actual surface. It perceives it as the
“emptiness”. But you can not gnaw through the “emptiness”, can you?
If you employ your imagination, you could easily imagine that the same perception of the
“emptiness” of the two-dimensional surface would befall even a three-dimensional man, if he is
illiterate and is not acquainted with the concepts of logic, physics, and mathematics, particularly
geometry. If you build a relatively big room, where neither ceiling, nor walls are visible (being
relatively far away), and its floor is more or less even and evenly colored, and let some savage or
a child walk in this room, they would not perceive the floor they step on as anything tangible, even
despite themselves being actually three-dimensional. If you ask them a question: “is there
anything around you?”, their answer will be: “nothing; only emptiness”. The respondent must be
fairly educated and acquainted with logic to be able to answer you that underfoot there is a floor
and the volume is not actually “empty”, but filled with air. Neither the savage, nor the child would
notice these. For them it is “emptiness”, unless they encounter some tangible object standing on
the floor (let’s say a table or another man). Thus, the floor will not exist even for the threedimensional creature, not trained to properly use its three-dimensional senses. But for the twodimensional creature the floor would not exist for sure. You don’t even have to doubt it.
The same thing is with the supposedly “three-dimensional” space in our Universe (which in reality
has one more dimension, to which the actual space curves). We, mortals, are merely missing one
dimension to be able to quit our Universe while in This life. We do not perceive that fourth
dimension. And we are not able to “gnaw through” it, because we do not know how to do it even if
our abstract minds understand that there is the fourth spatial dimension Here. We are threedimensional creatures, and all our tools Here are made from three-dimensional matter and,
correspondingly, have a three-dimensional application. However, the space in our Universe is
obviously four-dimensional.
Moreover, we, having three-dimensional senses, can not even perceive that the space in our
Universe is not actually “empty”. Yes, indeed, a space-craft seems to travel in the “emptiness”,
while outside of the atmosphere of the Earth, and this state of “emptiness” is only violated when
the spacecraft encounters some tangible matter (let’s say, an asteroid, or another spacecraft, or
so-called “cosmic dust”, at least). However, the so-called “vacuum” in the space is apparently
material. If it were “empty”, it could not possess such a quality as the abovementioned “curvature
of space”. You can not curve something that does not exist, can you? You could only curve some
matter. It is self-evident. Of course, the space is not “empty”. It is just another matter that is not
tangible for us, the three-dimensional bipeds. This is just another reason why we, mortals, could
not gnaw through the “wall” of the Universe. Obviously, we can not gnaw through the vacuum of
the space, even though it is not actually “emptiness”, but merely a four-dimensional matter…
This, by the way, was explained in the Holy Quran too. In order to compose the model of the
Universe described above, I combined the information I picked up from the Quran with the
knowledge obtained from reading about various scientific suppositions in regard to the Universe
(those about the curvature of space2, about Lobachevskian geometry3, about the so-called “Big
4
Bang” theory and about the fact of the expansion of the Universe, advanced by Georges
5
6
Lemaître and by Edwin Hubble , etc.) Finally, I arrived to my current belief in regard to the
Universe.

2

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Curvature#Higher_dimensions:_Curvature_of_space
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hyperbolic_geometry
4
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big_Bang
5
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Georges_Lemaître
6
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edwin_Hubble Note: actually, the concept of the “Big Bang” and of the
expansion of the Universe, widely misattributed to Edwin Hubble, was first advanced by the Belgian
Roman Catholic priest Georges Lemaître, two years prior to Hubble – i.e. in 1927 A.D.
3
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Which philosophical model of the Universe do you prefer – mine or of the “western philosophers”?
The sub-question: was the Universe created?
W. No, it was not. It existed ever. In its “unlimited in space” and “unlimited in time”.
D. Of course, it was created. By the Creator. Exactly as explained in the Holy Bible and confirmed
one more time, moreover, in precise detail, in the Holy Quran.
The sub-question: why was the Universe created?
W. We have already told you, stupid, that the Universe was not created. So, you don’t need to
ask your question “why”.
D. You have to be a native Russian speaker to at once understand “why”… In English they use
the Latin word to call the Universe; thus, the absolute majority of the English speakers do not
perceive any meaning in the word “Universe”. It is just a technical foreign term that has no literal
sense. It is not so in the Russian language. In Russian it is called by the native Russian word,
rather than by the Latin one. Even in the philosophical jargon it is called in Russia by the same
word – “Vselennaya” (“Вселенная”). This is a noun, of course. However, this noun was created
out of a certain verb. The verb this noun was created of is “vseliat’” (“вселять”). This Russian
verb has a meaning “to settle into”; or “to populate with dwellers”; or “to put tenants in”. Thus, the
Russian word for the “Universe” has a literal meaning of “a volume intended to put live tenants
in”. So, thanks to the fact that I am a native Russian speaker, not to mention that I am a Christian,
acquainted with the Christian doctrine, I perceive that the Universe was created by the Creator in
order to populate it later with some live creatures.
The sub-question: will be there an end to the Universe (in a sense of the “intentional
destruction of the Universe”)?
W. No. The Universe does not have a limit in time. It existed eternally and it will exist eternally.
Nobody could put an end to its existence. Moreover, it is not even technically possible. Logically,
to be able to destroy the Universe, its Destructor must be located outside of the Universe. But we
know (we know, we know, we know, ha-ha-ha), that nothing could exist “outside of the Universe”,
because there are no such “outsides” of it; it is unlimited not only in time, but also in space.
D. Hmm… I would not dare to claim so. The Creator, Who created the Universe, is obviously
capable of destroying His creation as well; at least, judging from the technical point of view.
Moreover, according to His promise, the End of the World will come in any case. When it comes
to me, I am a man with a bit “feudalist” mentality and I know very well that a human differs from a
slave primarily by the ability to perform what was promised by him in any case and at any cost.
Thus, to presume that the Lord God (Who demands that men must be humans rather than
slaves) could renege on His promise would be a blasphemy for me. I am absolutely certain that
God does all that He promises. If the End of the World was promised, it will certainly come.
However, I am not quite sure if the “End of the World” would mean the destruction of the entire
Universe or the destruction of our current life on this Planet only. My reviews of various religious
books in search of answers to this question were not able to clarify this. Thus, the “End of the
World” could mean either – the destruction of the entire Universe, or the destruction of only the
current life on the Planet Earth.
Besides, I am obliged to mention that I do not share views of others who try to link the Promised
End of the World to the potentially self-destructing practices of the inventive mankind – such as a
man-made ecological catastrophe of an extinction magnitude or a full-scale nuclear war. I am
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certain that God would interfere and stop any “premature” man-initiated “end of the world”, if such
a thing would arise, and only the End of the World in the Biblical (or the Quranic for that matter)
sense is technically possible. I do not believe that the End of the World could be initiated by any
planetary collision either. The point is that the Promised End of the World must be absolutely
unexpected, while the potential collision of the Planet Earth with an asteroid, a comet, or another
planet would be in any case predictable and therefore expected. Besides, I am sure that all folks
who advance the abovementioned scenarios of the “end of the world” do so because they are not
able to believe in the multi-dimensional world (a/k/a “multiple heavens”). Thus, they envisage the
potential End of the World based on their primitive metaphysical perceptions, instilled in them by
the Freemasonic “modern Western philosophy”. Since I do believe in heavens, I do not need to
limit myself to the primitive three-dimensional scenarios of those limited folks. In my opinion, the
Promised End of the World will come by some action directed from other dimensions that we do
not perceive (comparable to an action of the three-dimensional “creator” who could easily take
the entire “two-dimensional” world, made of paper, into his hand, crumple it, and throw it into fire).
The question of dimensions and “heavens”.
W. There are only three well-known spatial dimensions in this world; and we maintain that no
other world could exist. There are no more spatial dimensions except the well-known “length”,
“width” (or “breadth”), and “height” (or “depth”), which are defined by parameters “X”, “Y”, and “Z”
that we use in the well-known spatial coordinate system. All other spatial dimensions above the
perceivable three are merely theoretical and they exist only in sick imaginations of geeky
mathematicians obsessed with their loony “curvilinear models” and other similarly loony “abstract”
stuff that has no practical correspondence in the physical space we live in.
So-called “heavens” do not exist. Perhaps, illiterate medieval “Christians” and “Muslims” mistook
the so-called “heavens” for the well-known blue sky.
That is why in almost all languages, except only English, (where “sky” and “heaven” are distinctly
different words of completely different roots) the concepts of the “heavens” and the “sky” are
typically called by the same word or, at least, by related words of the same root.
D. To continue claiming in the 2013 A.D. that the space in our Universe is allegedly “threedimensional” (i.e. allegedly lacking the well-known curvature of space, which, in turn, reveals the
fourth spatial dimension) is an obscurantist approach not different in principle from the claim that
our Planet Earth is flat rather than spherical.
The “heavens” are just the well-known religious term for the “worlds”, relative to the “dimensions”.
Each extra “heaven” is just one-step higher world that features one extra dimension. We, mortals,
live in the obviously four-dimensional space (despite ourselves being actually three-dimensional
creatures) and this World of ours is called in the religious tradition the “First Heaven”. The Creator
lives in the well-known “Seventh Heaven” (where Hell and Paradise are also located, just to
remind you). It means that the World of the Creator is ten-dimensional. A simple arithmetic
calculation and common sense suggest so (four dimensions + another six heavens = ten
dimensions).
When it comes to the mixing up of the concepts of “heaven” and “sky” in all languages, except in
English, I am sure that it was intentional. The concepts of being a “sodomite” and “gay” were
intentionally mixed up too. But it does not mean that if someone is cheerful or light-hearted (the
former meaning of the adjective “gay” in the English of the ‘50s and earlier) he is necessarily a
sodomite. On the other hand, it does not mean that the so-called “gay” is no longer a sodomite if
the Freemasons decided that from now on, the sodomites must be called “gays” and updated all
English dictionaries accordingly. I mean a male homosexual would have obvious difficulties
explaining in the Seventh Heaven that he was the “gay” rather than the “sodomite”. The same
could be said about mixing up the concepts of “sky” and “heavens”. If the Freemasons decided
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that the blue sky (the Earth’s atmosphere as visible from beneath) and the religious concept of
“heavens” (moreover, in plural) shall be called by the same word, it does not mean that the “sky”
and the “heaven” became the same thing. They were different and they remain different. The
Freemasons indeed could re-name things. But the things stubbornly remain the same even after
being re-named.
Perhaps, as a little “lyrical digression”, typical to the author of these lines, the intentional mixing
up of the concepts of “heaven” and “sky” shall be addressed further, because, in reality, the
attempt to mix them up, and so – to confuse the believer in God, was undertaken by the
Freemasons in the English language as well. Let us compare 25 different English translations of
the Christian Bible, as well as those of the Jewish Torah (Book of Genesis, very beginning); if you
find boring reading the same thing 25 times, read only a couple of them and in the rest – only
compare words in bold in the first place (verse 1:1) and in the second place (verse 1:8); just to
save your time – the wrong translations are from No. 1 through No. 16, and the proper ones start
from No. 17:
1) The Holy Bible, King James Version (original 1611 edition):
1 In

the beginning God created the Heauen, and the Earth. 2And the earth was without forme, and
voyd, and darkenesse was vpon the face of the deepe: and the Spirit of God mooued vpon the
face of the waters. 3And God said, Let there be light: and there was light. 4And God saw the light,
that it was good: and God diuided the light from the darkenesse. 5And God called the light, Day,
and the darknesse he called Night: and the euening and the morning were the first day. 6And God
said, Let there be a firmament in the midst of the waters: and let it diuide the waters from the
waters. 7And God made the firmament; and diuided the waters, which were vnder the firmament,
from the waters, which were aboue the firmament: and it was so. 8And God called the firmament,
Heauen: and the euening and the morning were the second day.
2) The Holy Bible, King James Version (Pure Cambridge 'Authorized Version'):
1 In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth. 2And the earth was without form, and
void; and darkness [was] upon the face of the deep. And the Spirit of God moved upon the face of
the waters. 3And God said, Let there be light: and there was light. 4And God saw the light, that [it
was] good: and God divided the light from the darkness. 5And God called the light Day, and the
darkness he called Night. And the evening and the morning were the first day. 6And God said, Let
there be a firmament in the midst of the waters, and let it divide the waters from the waters. 7And
God made the firmament, and divided the waters which [were] under the firmament from the
waters which [were] above the firmament: and it was so. 8And God called the firmament Heaven.
And the evening and the morning were the second day.

3) The Holy Bible, New King James Version:
1 In

the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. 2The earth was without form, and void;
and darkness was on the face of the deep. And the Spirit of God was hovering over the face of
the waters. 3Then God said, “Let there be light”; and there was light. 4And God saw the light, that
it was good; and God divided the light from the darkness. 5God called the light Day, and the
darkness He called Night. So the evening and the morning were the first day. 6Then God said,
“Let there be a firmament in the midst of the waters, and let it divide the waters from the waters.”
7Thus God made the firmament, and divided the waters which were under the firmament from the
waters which were above the firmament; and it was so. 8And God called the firmament Heaven.
So the evening and the morning were the second day.
4) The Holy Bible, American Standard Version:
1 In

the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. 2And the earth was waste and void;
and darkness was upon the face of the deep: and the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the
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waters. 3And God said, Let there be light: and there was light. 4And God saw the light, that it was
good: and God divided the light from the darkness. 5And God called the light Day, and the
darkness he called Night. And there was evening and there was morning, one day. 6And God
said, Let there be a firmament in the midst of the waters, and let it divide the waters from the
waters. 7And God made the firmament, and divided the waters which were under the firmament
from the waters which were above the firmament: and it was so. 8And God called the firmament
Heaven. And there was evening and there was morning, a second day.
5) New American Standard Bible. Updated Edition:
1 In

the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. 2The earth was formless and void, and
darkness was over the surface of the deep, and the Spirit of God was moving over the surface of
the waters. 3Then God said, "Let there be light"; and there was light. 4God saw that the light was
good; and God separated the light from the darkness. 5God called the light day, and the darkness
He called night. And there was evening and there was morning, one day. 6Then God said, "Let
there be an expanse in the midst of the waters, and let it separate the waters from the waters".
7God made the expanse, and separated the waters which were below the expanse from the
waters which were above the expanse; and it was so. 8God called the expanse heaven. And
there was evening and there was morning, a second day.
6) The Jerusalem Bible, Reader's Edition:
1 In

the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. 2Now the earth was a formless void,
there was darkness over the deep, and God's spirit hovered over the water. 3God said, "Let there
be light," and there was light. 4God saw that light was good, and God divided light from darkness.
5God called light "day," and darkness he called "night." Evening came and morning came: the
first day. 6God said, "Let there be a vault in the waters to divide the waters in two." And so it was.
7God made the vault, and it divided the waters above the vault from the waters under the vault.
8God called the vault "heaven". Evening came and morning came: the second day.
7) The New Jerusalem Bible:
1 In the beginning God created heaven and earth. 2Now the earth was a formless void, there was
darkness over the deep, with a divine wind sweeping over the waters. 3God said, 'Let there be
light', and there was light. 4God saw that light was good, and God divided light from darkness.
5God called light 'day', and darkness he called 'night'. Evening came and morning came: the first
day. 6God said, 'Let there be a vault through the middle of the waters to divide the waters in two'.
And so it was. 7God made the vault, and it divided the waters under the vault from the waters
above the vault. 8God called the vault 'heaven'. Evening came and morning came: the second
day.

8) Youngs Literal Bible:
1 In the beginning of God's preparing the heavens and the earth -- 2the earth hath existed waste
and void, and darkness [is] on the face of the deep, and the Spirit of God fluttering on the face of
the waters, 3and God saith, ‘Let light be’; and light is. 4And God seeth the light that [it is] good,
and God separateth between the light and the darkness, 5and God calleth to the light ‘Day’, and
to the darkness He hath called ‘Night’; and there is an evening, and there is a morning -- day one.
6And God saith, ‘Let an expanse be in the midst of the waters, and let it be separating between
waters and waters’. 7And God maketh the expanse, and it separateth between the waters which
[are] under the expanse, and the waters which [are] above the expanse: and it is so. 8And God
calleth to the expanse ‘Heavens’; and there is an evening, and there is a morning -- day second.

9) The New English Bible:
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1 IN

THE BEGINNING OF CREATION, when God made heaven and earth, 2the earth was earth
was without form and void, with darkness over the face of the abyss, and a mighty wind that
swept over the surface of the waters. 3God said. 'Let there be light', and there was light; 4and saw
that the light was good, and he separated light from darkness. 5He called the light day, and the
darkness night. So evening came, and morning came, the first day. 6God said: 'Let there be a
vault between the waters, to separate water'. 7So God made the vault, and separated the water
under the vault from the water above it, and so it was; 8and God called the vault heaven. Evening
came, and morning came, a second day.
10) New World Translation of the Holy Scripture (this is a standard Book of “Jehovah
Witnesses”):
1 In

[the] beginning God created the heavens and the earth. 2Now the earth proved to be formless
and waste and there was darkness upon the surface of [the] watery deep; and God's active force
was moving to and fro over the surface of the waters. 3And God proceeded to say: "Let light
come to be." Then there came to be light. 4After that God saw that the light was good, and God
brought about a division be-tween the light and the dark-ness. 5And God began calling the light
Day, but the darkness he called Night. And there came to be evening and there came to be
morning, a first day. 6And God went on to say: "Let an expanse come to be in between the waters
and let a dividing occur between the waters and the waters". 7Then God proceeded to make the
expanse and to make a division between the waters that should be beneath the expanse and the
waters that should be above the expanse. And it came to be so. 8And God began to call the
expanse Heaven. And there came to be evening and there came to be morning, a second day.
11) The Five Books of Moses. A new translation with Introductions, Comments, and Notes by
Everett Fox:
1At the beginning of God's creating of the heavens and the earth, 2when the earth was wild and
waste, darkness over the face of Ocean, rushing-spirit of God hovering over the face of the
waters 3God said: Let there be light! And there was light. 4God saw the light: that it was good.
God separated the light from the darkness. 5God called the light: Day! and the darkness he
called: Night! There was setting, there was dawning: one day. 6God said: Let there be a dome
amid the waters, and let it separate waters from waters! 7God made the dome and separated the
waters that were below the dome from the waters that were above the dome. It was so. 8God
called the dome: Heaven! There was setting, there was dawning: second day.

12) The Chumash. The Stone Edition. The Torah: Haftaros and Five Megillos with a Commentary
Anthologized from the Rabbinic Writings:
1 In

the beginning of God's creating the heavens and the earth - 2when the earth was
astonishingly empty, with darkness upon the surface of the deep, and the Divine Presence
hovered upon the surface of the waters - 3God said, "Let there be light", and there was light.
4God saw that the light was good, and God separated between the light and the darkness. 5God
called to the light: "Day", and to the darkness He called: "Night". And there was evening and there
was morning, one day. 6God said, "Let there be a firmament in the midst of the waters, and let it
separate between wafer and water". 7So God made the firmament, and separated between the
waters which were beneath the firmament and the waters which were above the firmament. And it
was so. 8God called to the firmament: "Heaven". And there was evening and there was morning,
a second day.
13) Webster's Bible:
1 In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth. 2And the earth was without form, and
void; and darkness was upon the face of the deep: and the Spirit of God moved upon the face of
the waters. 3And God said, Let there be light: and there was light. 4And God saw the light, that it
was good: and God divided the light from the darkness. 5And God called the light Day, and the
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darkness he called Night: and the evening and the morning were the first day. 6And God said, Let
there be a firmament in the midst of the waters, and let it divide the waters from the waters. 7And
God made the firmament; and divided the waters which were under the firmament from the
waters which were above the firmament: and it was so. 8And God called the firmament Heaven:
and the evening and the morning were the second day.
14) Jewish Publication Society Bible:
1 IN THE beginning God created the heaven and the earth. 2Now the earth was unformed and
void, and darkness was upon the face of the deep; and the spirit of God hovered over the face of
the waters. 3And God said: 'Let there be light'. And there was light. 4And God saw the light, that it
was good; and God divided the light from the darkness. 5And God called the light Day, and the
darkness He called Night. And there was evening and there was morning, one day. 6And God
said: 'Let there be a firmament in the midst of the waters, and let it divide the waters from the
waters'. 7And God made the firmament, and divided the waters which were under the firmament
from the waters which were above the firmament; and it was so. 8And God called the firmament
Heaven. And there was evening and there was morning, a second day.

15) Basic English Bible / Darby Bible:
1At

the first God made the heaven and the earth. 2And the earth was waste and without form;
and it was dark on the face of the deep: and the Spirit of God was moving on the face of the
waters. 3And God said, Let there be light: and there was light. 4And God, looking on the light, saw
that it was good: and God made a division between the light and the dark, 5Naming the light, Day,
and the dark, Night. And there was evening and there was morning, the first day. 6And God said,
Let there be a solid arch stretching over the waters, parting the waters from the waters. 7And God
made the arch for a division between the waters which were under the arch and those which were
over it: and it was so. 8And God gave the arch the name of Heaven. And there was evening and
there was morning, the second day.
16) The Holy Bible, Darby's New Translation:
1 In

the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. 2And the earth was waste and empty,
and darkness was on the face of the deep, and the Spirit of God was hovering over the face of
the waters. 3And God said, Let there be light. And there was light. 4And God saw the light that it
was good; and God divided between the light and the darkness. 5And God called the light Day,
and the darkness he called Night. And there was evening, and there was morning- the first day.
6And God said, Let there be an expanse in the midst of the waters, and let it be a division
between waters and waters. 7And God made the expanse, and divided between the waters that
are under the expanse and the waters that are above the expanse; and it was so. 8And God
called the expanse Heavens. And there was evening, and there was morning - a second day.
The above were cheating translations, below are the genuine ones; please, compare:
17) JPS Hebrew-English Tanakh. The Traditional Hebrew Text and The new JPS Translation Second Edition:
1When

God began to create heaven and earth - 2the earth being unformed and void, with
darkness over the surface of the deep and a wind from God sweeping over the water - 3God said,
"Let there be light"; and there was light. 4God saw that the light was good, and God separated the
light from the darkness. 5God called the light Day, and the darkness He called Night. And there
was evening and there was morning, a first day. 6God said, "Let there be an expanse in the midst
of the water, that it may separate water from water." 7God made the expanse, and it separated
the water which was below the expanse from the water which was above the expanse. And it was
so. 8God called the expanse Sky. And there was evening and there was morning, a second day.
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18) Holy Bible Contemporary English Version:
1 In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. 2The earth was barren, with no form of
life; it was under a roaring ocean covered with darkness. But the Spirit of God was moving over
the water. 3God said, "I command light to shine!" And light started shining. 4God looked at the
light and saw that it was good. He separated light from darkness 5and named the light "Day" and
the darkness ''Night". Evening came and then morning - that was the first day. 6God said, "I
command a dome to the water above it from the water below it". 7And that's what happened, God
made the dome 8and named it "Sky". Evening came and then morning - that was the second
day.

19) World English Bible:
1 In

the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. 2Now the earth was formless and
empty. Darkness was on the surface of the deep. God's Spirit was hovering over the surface of
the waters. 3God said, "Let there be light", and there was light. 4God saw the light, and saw that it
was good. God divided the light from the darkness. 5God called the light "day", and the darkness
he called "night". There was evening and there was morning, one day. 6God said, "Let there be
an expanse in the middle of the waters, and let it divide the waters from the waters". 7God made
the expanse, and divided the waters which were under the expanse from the waters which were
above the expanse; and it was so. 8God called the expanse "sky". There was evening and there
was morning, a second day.
20) The Living Bible Paraphrased:
1WHEN

GOD BEGAN creating the heavens and the earth, 2the earth was at first a shapeless,
chaotic mass, with the Spirit of God brooding over the dark vapors. 3Then God said, "Let there be
light." And light appeared. 4,5And God was pleased with it, and divided the light from the
darkness. So he let it shine for awhile, and then there was darkness again. He called the light
"daytime," and the darkness "nighttime." Together they formed the first day. 6And God said, "Let
the vapors separate to form the sky above and the oceans below." 7,8So God made the sky,
dividing the vapor above from the water below. This all happened on the second day.
21) Good News Bible Today's English Version:
1 In

the beginning, when God created the universe, 2the earth was formless and desolate. The
raging ocean that covered everything was engulfed in total darkness, and the power of God was
moving over the water. 3Then God commanded, "Let there be light" - and light appeared. 4God
was pleased with what he saw. Then he separated the light from the darkness, 5and he named
the light "Day" and the darkness "Night". Evening passed and morning came - that was the first
day. 6-7Then God commanded, "Let there be a dome to divide the water and to keep it in two
separate places" - and it was done. So God made a dome, and it separated the water under it
from the water above it. 8Не named the dome "Sky". Evening passed and morning came - that
was the second day.
22) The New American Bible:
1 In

the beginning, when God created the heavens and the earth, 2the earth was a formless
wasteland, and darkness covered the abyss, while a mighty wind swept over the waters. 3Then
God said, "Let there be light," and there was light. 4God saw how good the light was. God then
separated the light from the darkness. 5God called the light "day", and the darkness he called
"night". Thus evening came, and morning fol-lowed - the first day. 6Then God said, "Let there be
a dome in the middle of the waters, to separate one body of water from the other". And so и
happened: 7God made the dome, and it separated the water above the dome from the water
below it. 8God called the dome "the sky". Evening came, and morning followed - the second day.
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23) The Holy Bible, New International Version:
1 In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. 2Now the earth was formless and
empty, darkness was over the surface of the deep, and the Spirit of God was hovering over the
waters. 3And God said, “Let there be light,” and there was light. 4God saw that the light was good,
and he separated the light from the darkness. 5God called the light “day,” and the darkness he
called “night.” And there was evening, and there was morning - the first day. 6And God said, “Let
there be an expanse between the waters to separate water from water.” 7So God made the
expanse and separated the water under the expanse from the water above it. And it was so.
8God called the expanse “sky”. And there was evening, and there was morning - the second
day.

24) The New Revised Standard Version of the Bible:
1 In the beginning when God created the heavens and the earth, 2the earth was a formless void
and darkness covered the face of the deep, while a wind from God swept over the face of the
waters. 3Then God said, “Let there be light”; and there was light. 4And God saw that the light was
good; and God separated the light from the darkness. 5God called the light Day, and the
darkness he called Night. And there was evening and there was morning, the first day. 6And God
said, “Let there be a dome in the midst of the waters, and let it separate the waters from the
waters.” 7So God made the dome and separated the waters that were under the dome from the
waters that were above the dome. And it was so. 8God called the dome Sky. And there was
evening and there was morning, the second day.

25) Finally, Cambridge Annotated Study Bible (it goes with certain omissions, but, in stead, with
some embedded comments):
“…1:1–2:4a The Priestly Account of the Creation. The emphasis falls on the sovereignty of God
and the orderliness of the process of creation. Throughout this section, God is given the name
elohim in the Hebrew original. 1:2 The earth was a formless void. God forms and orders the world
out of existing, chaotic matter. The deep … the waters. In the mythology of Canaan and
Mesopotamia the waters were the symbols of chaos which the more powerful beneficent deities
had to bring under control. 1:3 God said. The power of God to achieve his purpose is evident
when he speaks his intention and it is accomplished. 1:4 God separated the light from the
darkness. The ordering of light and darkness establishes the rhythm of time, with evening
followed by morning, which is the principle of Israelite days beginning at sundown. 1:6-10 God …
separated the waters … the waters that were gathered together. God’s ordering of the world
results in the separation of sky and earth, of sea and dry land. 1:14-19 The ordering of day and
night is accomplished by the positioning of the sun, moon and stars. 1:26-28 Let us make
humankind in our image. The Hebrew word for man is adam, which serves as the name of the
first human being in these creation stories. Essential to the role of humans created in God’s
image is their exercise of authority over the earth and all living things upon it…”
First of all, it shall be noticed that in between the Biblical verses in Genesis 1:1 and Genesis 1:2 a
large portion of history is missing. The verse 1:1 obviously describes the creation of the Universe.
The verse 1:2 obviously describes the creation of Life on This Planet. Perhaps, millions, if not
billions of [earthly] years have passed in between these two events.
The above omission does not devaluate the importance of the Holy Bible in any case. You have
to understand that the Bible was recorded by some mortals who heard the story from some elder
mortals, who, in turn, heard the story from even more elder mortals. It was initially an oral
tradition, that was passed from generation to generation, and eventually, some people decided to
record it. But by the time they decided to record it, the story might have been somehow distorted
and some portions of it could be simply forgotten. The text of the Bible was written by the mortals
in any case. It was not the Lord God Who wrote it. Though, it does not mean that you have to
disbelieve the Bible. You just have to apply your common sense when analyzing its text.
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However, the point of our interest here is not an obvious omission in between the verses 1:1 and
1:2. The point of our interest is the attempt of the Freemasons to mix up the concepts of
“heavens” in plural, “heaven” in singular, and “sky”. Compare those different versions of the Holy
Scripture and you will notice that in almost all of the above English translations in the verse 1:1
the term “heavens” in plural is used, and only a couple of times it used in singular – i.e. “heaven”,
and only in one of them – particularly in “Good News Bible Today's English Version” (No. 21),
“the universe”, instead of “heaven(s)” is used. However, it is not so with the term in the verse 1:8.
The above translations No. 8 and 16 use the word “Heavens” in plural. The translations No. 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15 use the word “Heaven” in singular. The translations No.
17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, and 25 use the word “Sky”, instead.
The original Hebrew words in the verses 1:1 and 1:8 were obviously different. Do not make any
mistake by thinking that the translators of the Bible were just “ignorant”, “negligent”, or “frivolous”.
It was not so. Do not be gullible. Be cynical, instead. The translators of the Holy Scripture knew
perfectly well what they were doing when they were cheating their gullible reader. It is especially
notable in the case of the translation No. 21 that those, who translate the Holy Scripture,
understand that in the first case they are dealing with the “creation of the Universe” (and so they
used the word “Universe”, rather than “heaven(s)”), while in the second case they are dealing with
the creation of the Earth’s atmosphere – and so they use the proper word “sky”. Another notable
thing is an attempt to use the word “vapor” instead of “water” in the translation No. 20 (“The Living
Bible Paraphrased”). The attempt to distinguish the “waters above” from the “waters below” by
calling the first ones by the word “vapors” rather than “waters” also indicates that the translators
of the Bible understand perfectly well what they are translating.
If to believe any of the translations No. 1 to 16, it appears that God created the “heavens” twice.
Moreover, the very “heaven” is most probably the blue atmosphere above the Earth in this case (I
mean if to believe the Freemasonic translations).
In reality, however, God created heavens (i.e. He created our Universe, the First Heaven, and
several higher Heavens, in addition) in a separate action. And while He was creating the current
instance of life on This particular Planet, He created sky (i.e. the blue atmosphere), which is an
entirely separate action from creating the “heavens”. But when it comes to the Freemasons,
because they want their slaves to disbelieve in God, they do their best to mix up different
concepts and so to confuse the potential believers. That is exactly why in almost all languages
(even in English, as you can see) the concepts of “heaven” and “sky” are [intentionally] mixed up.
The question of matter.
W. Nobody has ever created matter. It existed always. However, matter is capable of evolving
itself, evolving from simpler forms to more complex forms, and from complex forms to even more
complex forms. Moreover, at some point, when matter “evolves itself” to a certain level of
complexity, it could even cross the border between inanimate and animate and thus – beget life.
Matter could only be three-dimensional. All various types of matter, both inanimate and animate,
could be divided into a limited number of different atoms, pertaining to each kind of matter, called
“chemical elements”. However, all various atoms pertaining to various chemical elements (slightly
7
above a hundred in total – as shown in the “Periodic Table” ) are composed of only three
elementary particles – “protons”, “electrons”, and “neutrons”. These three elementary particles
are the smallest pieces of matter. There is nothing smaller than the elementary particles and
therefore they are indivisible.
D. Matter (at least, three- and four-dimensional one in our Universe) was created by the Creator
7
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simultaneously with launching the process of expanding our Universe from a single point.
Perhaps, it was not “precisely created by the Creator” in a sense that the Creator Personally
shaped any and every electron and atom with His Own hands. Most probably, the creation of
matter was launched in a certain automated “bulk” process, something akin to a “chain-reaction”,
in accordance with some natural laws governing such things (however, I am not enough educated
to know these laws, so I abstain from claiming it). Yes, all tangible matter in our four-dimensional
Universe is indeed three-dimensional – exactly as the Freemasonic metaphysics claim. However,
it does not mean that higher-dimensional matter could not exist in addition to tangible threedimensional matter. Apparently, four-dimensional matter exists too. Presumably, it is the very
matter our supposedly “empty” (yet curved in the fourth dimension) space is made of.
Matter can not “evolve itself” from simpler forms to more complex forms, lest to beget animate
matter from inanimate matter, as the impudent Freemasonic “philosophers” claim. The process of
creation of more complex forms of matter from simpler forms of matter indeed took place, but it
was not because of the alleged ability of inanimate matter “to evolve itself”, but because of certain
laws of physics, known to the Creator, Who consciously launched the process of creation of
matter in this particular manner.
The three alleged “elementary particles” (proton, electron, and neutron) are by no means
“indivisible” as the latest published version of the “modern Western philosophy” claims. The
Freemasons did not even bother to update their published version of philosophy after it was
discovered by fundamental science that the former “elementary” particles were not so
“elementary”, because they were composed of some smaller particles – dubbed “quarks”. Despite
science long ago stopped calling proton, electron, and neutron “elementary” and began to use the
word “elementary” in a reference to the quarks, the published version of the Freemasonic
“philosophy” still maintains, in the genuinely obscurantist manner, that the “elementary” particles
proton, electron, and neutron are allegedly “indivisible”, even today, even in 2013 A.D.
In reality, however, since then, it was discovered that not only the former “elementary” particles
were divisible into “more elementary” quarks. It was further discovered that even the quarks were
not actually “elementary”, since they were divisible too – into even smaller particles. Those newly
discovered particles smaller than the quarks were dubbed “strings”. The mortal blow to the
Freemasonic “modern Western philosophy” was delivered by the extremely “politically incorrect”
discovery, which clearly showed that those most elementary “strings” existed in ten spatial
dimensions, rather than in three. This meant that not only three-dimensional mater could be
composed of those 10-dimensional “strings”, but just any higher-dimensional matter as well – up
to 10-dimensional, which supposed to be matter in the Seventh Heaven, where the Creator lives.
In a manner of “by the way”, it shall be mentioned that the Freemasons were so pissed off with
the discovery of the 10-dimensional nature of the “strings” that they banned all publications that
were dealing with it. Around the years 2000-2004, practically none of such “politically incorrect”
publications were available either on the Internet, or even in the printed format (not counting
highly-specialized academic papers not intended for a lay reader). Only recently, perhaps, around
2009-2010 or so, the “politically incorrect” truth of the 10-dimensional nature of the “strings” found
its way to the Internet for the second time.
The question of the origin of life.
W. Life is a carbon- and water-based cellular form with complex organization and heritable
genetic information. However, it has never been “created” as claimed by illiterate obscurants that
represented various religions and other superstitions. Life was conceived of itself. Inanimate
matter was constantly evolving into more and more complex matter, and finally inanimate matter
begot animate matter. Newly arisen animate matter was well-organized. It was able to adapt to
changing conditions, to divide itself into two genders, to regenerate itself, to reproduce, and even
to improve its quality through variation, mutation, and natural selection. The genetic code of each
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species (in a form of DNA-chains) just wrote itself and then constantly improved its own
programming through evolution.
D. Oh really? Ha-ha-ha! I do not know how about you, my dear reader, but the humble author of
these lines has a technical education and he is quite friendly with elementary logic. So, I am sure
that I could sit for the entire aeon in a certain abiotic environment (for example, amidst multiple
pieces of rock, sand, etc. on a river-bank) and this environment would not beget even a pair of
screw-bolt + nut, not to say about begetting a functioning engine with a canister of gasoline or a
ready to use radio with fully charged batteries. It would not beget even a counterfeit copy of
Microsoft Windows XP (that “wrote itself” either directly onto a bootable CD-ROM or, at least,
“inscribed itself” onto a set of clay tablets, as a kind of draft version to begin its further “evolution”
from). So, the notion that Life begot itself from nothing, while the genetic code in a form of the
DNA-chains “wrote itself” for me is even more insane than the notion that aluminum planes could
penetrate steel buildings.
Of course, Life was created. All forms of life known Here – from the most primitive bacteria,
including dangerous pathogenic microorganisms, intended to strike the so-called “humans”, and
the seemingly “inanimate” viruses, intended for the same thing, to the actual so-called “humans”,
were created by the Creator, Who created our Universe. It was the Creator, the Lord God, Who
wrote the genetic code of any and every known species, including the DNA chain of the virus of
smallpox, and the DNA chain of the causative agent of syphilis.
The question of the so-called “dinosaurs”.
W. Dinosaurs were a diverse group of large animals, presumably cold-blooded, probably of the
reptilian class, that used to live on the Planet Earth for well over hundred millions years, but
became extinct for some not so clear reason around 60 million years ago or so.
D. The so-called “dinosaurs” have never lived on the Planet Earth. They were conceived by the
Freemasonic sect around the turn of the century in order to make the so-called “Christians” to
finally disbelieve in Creation and to switch to the theory of Darwin. After that, their fabricated
bones (initially made from gypsum and later – also from plastic) were allegedly “found” on
multiple instances in various spots of the Earth (several millenniums prior to this, they were not
“found” even once) and proudly presented by the shameless Freemasons to various museums
and other collections that display them even today. However, even today, neither of those
fabricated “bones” on display in various museums and in other collections, contains any cellular
structure, lest any DNA. These allegedly “fossilized” “bones” are still made of gypsum and plastic
– exactly like 90 years ago, when the Freemasons launched their “dinosaurs-project”.
The question of the hydrocarbons.
W. In organic chemistry, a hydrocarbon is an organic compound consisting entirely of hydrogen
and carbon. Hydrocarbons in a liquid form are referred to as petroleum (literally “rock oil”) or
mineral oil, whereas hydrocarbons in a gaseous form are referred to as natural gas. Petroleum
and natural gas are found in the Earth's subsurface with the tools of petroleum geology and are a
significant source of fuel and raw materials for the production of organic chemicals. Hydrocarbons
are economically important because major fossil fuels such as coal, petroleum and natural gas,
and its derivatives such as plastics, paraffin, waxes, solvents and oils are hydrocarbons.
D. The above is a monstrous lie that would be presumably swallowed by the gullible. It is the “lie
by definition”. By using the term “organic” in relation to hydrocarbons in the obligatory manner
(even when it comes to the name of the scientific discipline – so-called “organic chemistry” that
studies such minerals) the cheaters presumed that the gullible would swallow their impudent
claim of the allegedly “organic” nature of hydrocarbons without questioning it. This method is well-
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known. For example, when some U.S. senators after 9/11 were pestering the U.S. Government,
accusing it of being unable to prevent the hijackings, because it supposedly “ignored intelligence
information”, as well as when they were accusing NORAD of its failure to intercept the hijacked
planes, they did it on purpose – to instill in the gullible the notion that there were actual
“hijackings”. If they won’t ask these “questions” in a loud manner, some other questions would
inevitably arise, doubting both – the actual claims of the alleged “hijackings”, along with the
alleged armor-piercing capabilities of aluminum. With hydrocarbons the Freemasons use the
same method of cheating (which is as old as This World, but is still workable, as you can see). By
calling hydrocarbons “organic”, and by dubbing “organic” even chemistry that studies them, the
cheaters automatically instill nonsense, which claims that oil, coal, and natural gas are allegedly
products of earlier life on this planet. Although I am neither chemist, nor geologist, but merely a
cynical person (although not devoid of common sense and of elementary knowledge when it
comes to physics and chemistry), I would dear to claim that neither petroleum, nor natural gas,
nor coal, nor any other hydrocarbons are “organic”. They are as “inorganic” as granite, basalt, or
water, and thus have nothing to do with any alleged “organisms” (since the word “organic” implies
the word “organism”).
Actually, it is only in the West duped victims of the Freemasonic propaganda were forced to
believe in the alleged “biogenic” origins of petroleum, in addition to the “by definition” “organic”
nature of hydrocarbons. The Westerners were duped with this exactly like with the story of the socalled “dinosaurs”, and so took both stories for granted, without demanding any proof. In the case
of the so-called “dinosaurs” they hardly noticed that their “bones” were not actually made of bone,
but of plastic and gypsum, but in the case of petroleum they could hardly notice that even the
very word “petroleum” implied “rocks” (“petra” means “rock” in Greek and Latin and “oleum”
means “oil”) rather than any “dead organisms”. However, in the USSR (from where the humble
author of these lines originates) the “politically incorrect” doctrine of abiogenic origin8 of petroleum
used to be the official scientific doctrine and so it continues to be in today’s Russia and Ukraine.
While Russian and Ukrainian scribblers work off their Western grants, trying to convince their
gullible readers that oil is allegedly “biogenic” (thus, justifying its ridiculous today’s prices and
supporting the hysteria in regard to the allegedly “limited” oil reserves), the official doctrine of the
Russian and Ukrainian petroleum science remains precisely the same as used to be in the Soviet
times – stating that oil is being constantly produced in the depths of the Earth by the high
pressure and so it has nothing to do with any “organisms” (while its reserves are obviously
inexhaustible).
It is a bit more difficult to claim the “abiogenic” nature of coal, compared to petroleum (since no
official scientific doctrine exists in this regard, similar to the official Soviet doctrine on petroleum),
but my philosophy, nonetheless, insists that coal is as “abiogenic” as petroleum and natural gas,
and therefore calling it “organic” is the deliberate cheating of the gullible. The alleged “fossilized”
traces of “fossil plants” allegedly found in coal are merely falsifications not different in principle
than the alleged “bones” of the so-called “dinosaurs”, known to be manufactured from gypsum
and plastic.
The question of the previous instance of Life on this Planet.
W. Life on the Planet Earth exists from much earlier times than the infamous obscurantist book
called “Bible” claims. The dinosaurs are the confirmation of this. Coal and petroleum (that is wellknown fossil fuel, formed when large quantities of dead organisms, usually zooplankton and
algae, buried underneath sedimentary rock and undergo intense heat and pressure) are another
confirmation of the fact that life on the Planet Earth exists for well over 3 billions of years, and not
merely a few millenniums as the Jewish and Christian doctrine claims.
D. It seems that indeed, there was a previous instance of life on the Planet Earth. Perhaps, even
8
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more than one previous instance. However, it (or “they” if they were more than one) had nothing
to do with the so-called “dinosaurs”, fabricated by the Freemasons at the beginning of the 20th
century A.D. This previous life had nothing to do with petroleum and coal either.
In the Holy Quran God says that there was indeed a previous instance of life and when it comes
to the humble author of these lines, he has no habit of disbelieving God’s words. God explained
that He killed the previous instance of life on the Planet Earth, in order to create a new instance of
life, and so current life, the mankind inclusive, appeared Here.
The Holy Bible did not say anything about the previous instance of life, but it does not mean that
there was none. The problem with the Bible is that its very beginning is incomplete. As you
remember from our previous comparison from 25 different English translations of the Bible, some
sizeable part of the narration is clearly missing in the Book of Genesis between verses 1:1 and
1:2.
In the verse 1:2, the ready to be populated Earth, despite being described as “formless”, was
covered with water, which clearly indicates that the Planet certainly had form; to be more precise,
the well-known form of a globe – the same one as it has today. When it comes to the next step –
the well known creation of “day” and “night”, as well as the creation of a certain celestial
“firmament”, a/k/a “an expanse between the waters to separate water from water”, that was called
“sky” in the correct translation of the Bible, it appears that God, in order to kill the previous
instance of life and to start the new one, firstly stopped our Planet from revolving around itself,
and caused it to be covered with water. Moreover, it appears that He also destroyed a previous
instance of the Earth’s atmosphere. And after that – He obviously resumed the revolving of the
Planet (thus, creating “day” and “night”), and also created what is described as “sky”, i.e. He recreated the Earth’s atmosphere.
Since the portion of the history is obviously missing in between verses 1:1 (creation of the
Universe) and 1:2 (creation of the current instance of Life on the particular Planet Earth), there is
absolutely no contradiction between the fact that traces of organic life on the Earth could belong
to Carboniferous and Cretaceous periods (if it is true at all; a cynical person shall doubt it to begin
with), while the current instance of life, Adam and Eve inclusive, lasts merely 7-8 millenniums or
so. The Freemasons and their flock (I mean those folks who have a blind faith in the plastic and
gypsum “bones” of the so-called “dinosaurs”, in alleged “biogenic” origins of rock-oil, and in the
armor-piercing capabilities of aluminum planes) would certainly see a contradiction in this, but the
humble author of this philosophical system does not see any.
The question on the theory of the so-called “evolution of species”.
9

W. All life on Earth is descended from a certain “last universal ancestor” , a primitive single-cell
organism, akin to a bacterium, which lived approximately 3.8 billion years ago. Speciation and the
divergence of life were conditioned by evolution, which is the change in the inherited
characteristics of biological populations over successive generations by means of natural
selection, assisted by variation and mutation. Humans, a/k/a “Homo sapiens”, too evolved from
the same universal ancestor, although they went through the longest evolution process,
compared to other species. The immediate predecessors of the modern humans outwardly
resembled a cross between a human and a monkey – exactly as it was proven by well-known
archeological discoveries, which found bones and even sculls of some extinct rational beings that
were half-way between the monkey and the human. Modern monkeys, and particularly apes, are,
therefore, the closest “relatives” of the species of the humankind.
D. Any and every species on This Planet was created on purpose, in the most “revolutionary”
manner, as opposed to the alleged “evolution”. That is to say that each species was created “as
9
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is” – in the ready to live and to reproduce form. The Lord God, the Creator, created each species
by specifically programming its unique genetic code in a form of the DNA-chain. Moreover, the
Creator programmed not only physical characteristics of the species, but even their behavioral
characteristics, conditioned by corresponding instincts and emotions (which are the most complex
in the so-called “humans”, and are less complex in more primitive animals). The phenomena of
variation and mutation indeed exist, because these too were provided for by the Creator, Who
programmed the abilities of species to vary and to mutate in their corresponding genetic codes.
However, each species could vary and mutate only within its own species. In no way could
variation and mutation cause one species to transform into another species. And neither could
natural selection, which too was provided for by the Creator. Natural selection was only designed
to improve the quality of the breed, minimizing potentially negative results of variation and
mutation, and to better adapt newer generations of the same species to potentially changing
natural conditions. Thus, neither natural selection, nor variation, nor mutation, could cause one
species to “mutate” or to “evolve” into another species.
For example, a leopard and a jaguar look almost the same and have the same size; moreover,
they are apparently “very close” to each other from the zoological point of view – the modern
science classifies them as belonging to the same feline family. Nonetheless, they are different
species. Despite their similar look, these two cats do not recognize each other as “relatives” and
no interbreeding of them is technically possible. First of all, they will refuse to mate, but even if
you do such an interbreeding in the forceful manner, it won’t work anyway. In contrast,
unprecedented mutation and variation in dogs could produce breeds that differ in appearance
from the well-known wild wolf to the queer poodle, and in size – from the “Great Dane” and the
mastiff, weighing up to 125 kg (275 lbs), to ridiculously small lap-dogs of merely 2 pounds. And
yet, all of them – the wolf, the mastiff, the poodle, and the Chihuahua remain the same species –
they can interbreed (at least, in theory) and produce survivable progeny. Wolves and dogs used
to mutate and vary for at least a few millenniums and yet they were not able to separate into
different species being “so far” from each other that could no longer interbreed. They clearly
remain the same species. The same thing could be said about so-called “humans” that could vary
in size and in appearance from less than 150 cm tall African pygmies, which belong to the socalled “Negroid race”, to almost twice as big (in terms of body weight) descendants of the former
Vikings in modern Scandinavia, that belong to the so-called “Caucasian race”, and yet remain the
same species, which can interbreed. This is just to confirm that neither variation, nor mutation,
nor natural selection could cause the species to “evolve” into different species. The species
always remain the same as they were at the moment of the Creation.
When it comes to the so-called “humans”, lest the so-called “humankind”, the Lord God did not
create any “humans”. He created “man”, rather than “human”, or “mankind”, rather than the socalled “humankind”. The terms “man” and “mankind” are the officially recognized names of our
species from the biological point of view. However, “human” is a judicial term that has nothing to
do with zoology. It means a “person, a direct God’s slave, who has full rights for his freedom and
his full rights for participating in making public decisions, as well as for participating in the
institution of justice”, as opposed to “servant”, “serf”, “slave”, or “child”. The so-called “humankind”
is a mocking Freemasonic neologism designed to make fun of the stupid Egyptian slaves that
were made to believe that they were allegedly “humans”, moreover equal not only to children and
women, but even to male-homosexuals, to cannibalistic savages in deep forests, and lately even
to the apes (and yet were lower than the cop). That is to confirm that God did not create any
“humans”. The Lord God created the man (Adam) in His Own Image, and in His Own Appearance
(perhaps, even using His Own DNA as a sample, but I would not dare to claim it, since I do not
know it for sure). The Lord God created the man from earthly matter (a/k/a “soil”, or “ground”, or
“earth”) + water + air – exactly as described in any and every religious book. The statement of
“creation from earth”, perhaps, shall not be understood too literally like many primitive folks try to
do (despite of having a much better education than Adam or Moses). It probably means that all
typical chemical elements that could be encountered in the soil were used in creating the mortal
body of the man. After that, the Creator also added the fourth “element” – the spirit, made from
the flames of scorching fire. Hence, any and every known religion, as well as earlier non-religious
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philosophical systems, perceived that the man was made from four “elements” – earth, water, air,
and fire.
Perhaps, you will be also interested to learn that the Hebrew word for ground, “adamah”, sounds
like the word for and name of Adam.
After creating Adam (male), in His Own Image and in His Own Appearance, God created Eve
(female). To make it easier to perceive how He did it, I simply quote the Bible (Genesis 2):
1) The Holy Bible, American Standard Version:
21And

Jehovah God caused a deep sleep to fall upon the man, and he slept; and he took one of
his ribs, and closed up the flesh instead thereof: 22and the rib, which Jehovah God had taken
from the man, made he a woman, and brought her unto the man.
2) The Holy Bible, New King James Version:
21And

the LORD God caused a deep sleep to fall on Adam, and he slept; and He took one of his
ribs, and closed up the flesh in its place. 22Then the rib which the LORD God had taken from man
He made into a woman, and He brought her to the man.
3) The Holy Bible, New International Version:
21So

the LORD God caused the man to fall into a deep sleep; and while he was sleeping, he took
one of the man’s ribs and closed up the place with flesh. 22Then the LORD God made a woman
from the rib he had taken out of the man, and he brought her to the man.
4) The New Revised Standard Version of the Bible:
21So

the LORD God caused a deep sleep to fall upon the man, and he slept; then he took one of
his ribs and closed up its place with flesh. 22And the rib that the LORD God had taken from the
man he made into a woman and brought her to the man.
5) The Five Books of Moses. A new translation by Everett Fox:
21So

YHWH, God, caused a deep slumber to fall upon the human, so that he slept, he took one
of his ribs and closed up the flesh in its place. 22YHWH, God, built the rib that he had taken from
the human into a woman and brought her to the human.
6) The Chumash. The Stone Edition. The Torah: Haftaros and Five Megillos:
21So

Hashem God cast a deep sleep upon the man and he slept; and He took one of his sides
and He filled in flesh in its place. 22Then Hashem God fashioned the side that He had taken from
the man into a woman, and He brought her to the man.
7) World English Bible:
21Yahweh

God caused a deep sleep to fall on the man, and he slept; and he took one of his ribs,
and closed up the flesh in its place. 22He made the rib, which Yahweh God had taken from the
man, into a woman, and brought her to the man.
8) The Holy Bible, Darby's New Translation:
21And

Jehovah Elohim caused a deep sleep to fall upon Man; and he slept. And he took one of
his ribs and closed up flesh in its stead. 22And Jehovah Elohim built the rib that he had taken from
Man into a woman; and brought her to Man.
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As you can see, this time there is absolutely no contradictions in the various English translations
of the Bible (apart from that in the last translation God is called by the Hebrew word “Elohim”,
which is akin to the well-known Arabic word “Allah”, and apart from that in the typically “neoEgyptian” translations of the Bible the well-known Tetragrammaton “YHWE”, formerly rendered in
English as “Jehovah”, is cunningly replaced with the word LORD, spelt with all letters capital – in
order to confuse the immortal Creator with mortal Jesus Christ, who was too often referred to as
“Lord” in the text of the Bible).
The above narration might sound weird to a typical illiterate Christian of the last millennium who
did not see a terrestrial globe in the primary school and so had difficulties imagining that our world
was round rather than flat. And yet that Christian believed in God and in His promises. He refused
to surrender his unlicensed sword to the cop, was not in any hurry at all to attach any “license
plate” to his carriage, or to receive any so-called “ID-card” from the cop, and preferred to flog his
wife at least once in a week, and to force her to wear a headscarf, instead of “helping” her to
wash dishes and instead of lighting her cigarette in the so-called “gentlemanly” manner.
However, the same narration shall no longer sound weird to a modern Egyptian slave, which is
firstly educated, and secondly – acquainted with the latest achievements on the fields of
anesthesiology, surgery, and cloning. And yet, such an Egyptian slave, despite his being a
“Christian”, prefers to believe that the so-called “humankind” evolved from monkeys, or, in the
best case – was planted Here by some so-called “extraterrestrials” (and that those so-called
“extraterrestrials” are not going to place him in Hell after his death).
Let us read it again, with our eyes OPEN:
…the LORD God caused the man to fall into a deep sleep; and while he was sleeping, he took
one of the man’s ribs and closed up the place with flesh. Then the LORD God made a woman
from the rib he had taken out of the man, and he brought her to the man...

Do you really see anything “weird” or technically impossible in the above statement? Or the silly
theory of “evolution” of the so-called “human” from the monkey sounds more plausible to you than
the version offered by the Holy Scripture?
Oh, talking about anesthesiology, surgery, and cloning, I almost forgot about genetics. I hope you
understand that the Lord God apparently took the part of Adam’s body in order to obtain and to
modify his DNA (a/k/a “genetic code”) and so – to create a female of the same species. But,
perhaps, you can not understand why He took particularly the bone? Why not a piece of skin?
Why not a hair? Why not a piece of his mucous membrane? The DNA is the same in any and
every cell of the body, so it does not actually matter which part of the body to use for that reason.
The geneticists would have easily answered this question to you if they only believed in God. But
because they do not believe in God (despite actually confirming the Biblical version of the
creation with their discovery of the DNA, which was merely a mathematical program, obviously
written by the Creator), I will answer in their stead.
The problem is that the cells of any body tissue constantly regenerate in the process known as
“cell division” and their regeneration never stops. Each cell has the well-known DNA chain that is
nothing else than the individual genetic code. In any and every cell of any body tissue the DNA
chain is double (except only gamete where it is single). That double chain is twisted into a spiral.
The number of the “chain links” in the DNA chain of the so-called “human” is something like 1023.
If you have difficulties imagining how many it is, it is 10 with 23 more zeros (for comparison, a
million has 6 zeros; a billion – 9 zeros, trillion – 12 zeros). In the process of the cell division, the
spiral of the double DNA untwists and each untwisted single DNA chain quickly builds its own
mirror-copy using chemical elements available in the cell. Once the build-up of the complete DNA
copy is accomplished, the cell finally divides itself into two cells, both having newly built double-
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DNA spirals. Then the process of the cell-division repeats. That is how the tissue regenerates.
Considering the sheer number of the “chain links” in the DNA spiral, its untwisting and “mirroring”
is quite fast – comparable with the speed of light (not of sound, but of light, do not miss the point).
The frequency of regenerating of the cells of the skin tissue is something like once every 20-30
minutes. The “slowest” of all tissues are the bones. In them, the frequency of regenerating of the
cells is something like once every 50 hours. Logic suggests that the Creator needed some time to
modify the DNA of male Adam in order to create female Eve. So, I hope you understand now why
He took particularly the rib and not a piece of skin?
And when it comes to the alleged “bones” and even “sculls” of some alleged being that was
supposedly the cross between the monkey and the so-called “human”, I would dare to state firmly
that this is a blatant lie. The Freemasons simply cheated their Egyptian slaves – exactly like they
cheated them with the aluminum planes penetrating steel buildings and melting them to fluffy
steel dust. There was nothing like the so-called “Neanderthal man”, nothing like so-called
“Pithecanthropus”, nothing like so-called “China man” a/k/a “Sinanthropus” ever found in reality.
All of these alleged “findings” were akin to the “findings” of the gypsum-made “bones” of the socalled “dinosaurs”, which were “found” so timely – right at the moment when the new social
doctrine of capitalism needed them the most.
The last remaining philosophical question in this connection is this: but why do the monkeys bear
so many similarities to the so-called “humans”? They are simply too similar to us to afford denying
their apparent relationship to the so-called “humans”!
The philosophical answer to this philosophical question is this: pigs (swine) are even more similar
to the so-called “humans” than the monkeys. If the similarity between a monkey (especially an
ape) and a man could reach some 98%, the level of similarity between a pig and a man is very
close to 100%. The pig differs from the descendant of Adam only by its outward appearance. The
pig’s internal organs are so much the same, that the pigs are even used for growing
transplantable organs for the so-called “humans”. The pig’s blood, in theory, could be transfused
into the so-called “human” either. In fact, from all known bloods of the animals, only one type of
blood is compatible with the so-called “human” – the swine’s blood. You can not use blood of any
monkey or even that of an ape to transfuse to the so-called “human”, but it is possible to do so
with the pig’s blood. Another interesting detail is that from all known species available on this
Planet only the pig has an ability to have sunburn on its skin. The only other creature able to have
sunburn is the descendant of Adam. The shocking discovery of the genetic similarity between the
“humans” and the pigs is, in fact, so shocking, that the so-called “good guys” made sure it
wouldn’t be publicly discussed, especially in the Muslim world (but not because of the well-known
Muslims’ loathing for the swine, but because of their possession of the Holy Quran that describes
something related to this particular miracle from the scientific point of view). Due to this attitude,
not too many articles dealing with this phenomenon exist in the free access today. The said
shocking discovery, therefore, is known mostly to specialists, and to a much lesser extent – to the
lay crowd. A few articles discussing the unprecedented similarity between the pigs and the socalled “humans” are available in the Internet, nonetheless. For example, these two10 11.
Anyhow, what I am trying to say is that the Freemasonic geneticists, who long ago discovered
that the genome of the pig is practically identical to that of the so-called “human”, are not in any
hurry at all to add the pig to the above philosophical question of the monkeys and ask:
But why are the monkeys and the pigs so similar to the humans? Doesn’t it contradict the
“theory” of the creation?
10

http://nationalhogfarmer.com/news/human-to-pig “Human to Pig Genome Comparison Complete”, Sep.
15, 2005,
11
http://phys.org/news/2012-11-pig-genome-sequenced-combat-animal.html “Pig genome sequenced:
Research could help combat animal and human disease”, November 14, 2012, University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign.
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The answer to this dangerous question is this:
No, it doesn’t. Especially if you read the Holy Quran, that was available for the last 1400 years –
i.e. well before the so-called “humans” invented the microscope, discovered the cellular structure,
found the DNA chain conditioning the genome, and decrypted the actual genome, noticing in the
process that the pig indeed does not differ much from the so-called “human”. In the text of the
Holy Quran it is stated plainly that God punished some rebellious tribes of the descendants of
Adam in high antiquity by transforming them into the pigs and the monkeys. Moreover, it was
presumably done after the Deluge, not before it; i.e. the earliest monkeys and the earliest pigs are
presumably younger than three well-known sons of Noah.
It sounds weird and unbelievable, doesn’t it? But it is because you do not actually believe in God,
mostly thanks to the Freemasonic philosophical system they managed to instill in you against
your will in the obligatory secondary school for the young Egyptian slaves, further “improved” in
some atheist university. For those who believe in God, and especially for those who know about
God, it does not sound weird, lest unbelievable. For them it sounds quite logical, and, moreover,
inadvertently confirmed by the very science that used to deny God in the previous century.
Intriguingly enough, the motif of transformation of descendants of Adam into the pigs by God, by
“gods”, and even by witches was not uncommon in antiquity. Mentioning of transformations of
adams into pigs was present in Hittite- and in South American mythologies, for example. Even
Homer mentioned a story of how Odysseus’ companions were transformed into pigs in his
immortal “Odyssey”. Taking into consideration the antique traditions, the fundamental similarity
between the pigs and the so-called “humans”, moreover, confirmed by modern genetic science,
and the fact that God plainly mentioned this in the text of the Holy Quran (moreover, three times
in different contexts in different chapters of it), even the committed atheist shall begin to hesitate.
The question of the Deluge.
W. There was nothing like the so-called “Deluge” in reality. This was merely a myth, cultivated in
extreme antiquity by superstitious primordial humans. There was the well-known glacial epoch,
instead, that indeed might cause extinction of certain kinds of life in certain areas, changes in
climate, and migration of other kinds of life, migration of humans inclusive.
D. There was the Deluge (a/k/a “the Flood”) – exactly like it was described in the Holy Bible and
in the Holy Quran, which killed the entire life on the Earth, except Noah, his sons, their wives, and
certain animals and birds that were taken in pairs to be with Noah in his Ark, and except,
perhaps, fish and some other water-life.
I would not bother arguing with various critics who criticize the technicalities of Noah's Ark,
because I do not see any point in arguing with them – of course, they would find inconsistencies
in the Bible (there are many inconsistencies in it, indeed, but all of them could be discounted,
based on the consideration that the Bible was recorded by mortals who might somehow distort or
exaggerate the story in accordance with their level of understanding, in addition to the fact that it
could have been “naturally” distorted by the oral tradition over the course of time). I am sure that
Noah’s Ark indeed existed, it was as huge as described, and it was indeed used for the purposes
stated in the Holy Scripture. However, I presume that Noah and is sons were assisted by God in
designing, building, and especially in populating his Ark, because the recorded Biblical story
presents this enormous undertaking in too a simplified manner.
Those “clever” and “modern” so-called “humans”, which evolved from monkeys, would, of course,
laugh at me and perceive me “crazy” for believing the story of Noah’s Ark. Do not forget,
however, that these “modern” and “clever” are the same ones who live in slave-owning Egypt as
the slaves of the Freemasons (being prohibited from paying in gold, from having weapons of their
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own, from driving unlicensed vehicles, from spanking their own children, and even from raping
their own duly registered female cohabitants called “wives”). A typical Egyptian slave indeed
ridicules the technicalities of the Ark of Noah, applying to the inconsistencies of the several
millenniums-old Biblical text his “critical” mind and logic of an “educated” so-called “human”.
However, neither his “education”, nor his “critical mind”, nor his “logic” prompted him to apply the
equally critical approach to the ridiculous theory of Darwin that no one bothered to provide any
proof of and which therefore formally remains the theory, even today, in 2013 A.D., or to apply the
equally critical approach to the alleged “UFOs” of the so-called “extraterrestrials”, or to apply it to
the “bones” of the so-called “dinosaurs” made of gypsum and plastic. This is not to mention his
failure to apply the equally critical approach to the suggested armor-piercing capabilities of
aluminum planes penetrating steel buildings and melting them with kerosene into fluffy steel dust.
The problem is that I am not a typical “believer” in God, as I have mentioned before. Thus, I take
everything that was said by God as the dogma, without doubting it, and without trying to find any
“rational justification” like do many modern so-called “creationists”, who tend to always “justify”
God (while not even being 100% sure that God indeed exists and therefore needs their unasked
for advocacy). I do not think that God’s actions and God’s information need any “justification” on
the part of the impudent Egyptian slaves (who began thinking of themselves as being not only as
“clever” as God, due to their education, but, evidently, even “fairer” than God in the “enlightened”
19th and 20th centuries A.D.). Unlike those folks, who do not even bother to notice the eye of the
very “enlightener” on top of the Egyptian pyramid on their green exchange coupon, I take the
religious dogmata exactly as they must be – i.e. as the dogmata that must not be subjected to
doubt. However, it does not mean, that having a modern knowledge in physics, chemistry,
biology, history, and in some other scientific disciplines, and a technical turn of mind, in addition, I
can not figure out either rational or technical explanations in regard to God’s actions. I certainly
can explain many of God’s actions, if necessary, but not in a form of “justifying God” like many socalled “creationists” and even the so-called “Muslims” try to do nowadays.
In my humble opinion (confirmed by the latest archeological findings and corresponding analysis),
the Deluge was a kind of the “preliminary” solution – akin to the “mini-end” of the World – exactly
as explained in the Holy Scripture, while the real “final solution”, i.e. the full-scale End of the
World is yet to come. I will try to explain why I think so.
If you analyze the speed of the technological development of the so-called “humanity” in the last
millennium, you will notice that the bipeds managed to achieve notable advances in the last three
centuries only. Electricity began to be widely used less than a hundred years ago, while the widespread usage of household electric appliances (electric irons, refrigerators, vacuum-cleaners,
microwave ovens, electric cookers, fans, air conditioners, etc.) began only in the ‘50. The steamengine began replacing the sail and wind not more than 150 years ago and made the sail more or
less obsolete merely 100 years ago (typical ironclads of the first decade of the 20th century still
featured sails, as a backup option, with old-fashioned masts sticking right besides their turrets
housing monstrous 12-inch cannons). The motor began replacing the horse only 110 years ago
and finally replaced it merely 50 years ago. Electrical telegraph appeared only some 150 years
ago. Radios and telephones finally displaced drums, horns, signal fires, and homers merely 100
years ago. The photography is only 150 years old, the affordable amateur photography is merely
70 years old, and until very recent it was mostly black and white. The digital photography (I mean
the practical one) is less than 15 years old. The gramophone (phonograph) is only 125 years old,
and electrical sound recording through the usage of a microphone is merely 90 yeas old.
Magnetic tape was invented only in the ‘30s, but was not practically used until the ‘50s. The
black-and-white 16 frames-per-second silent cinematography is slightly older than a century,
while the modern cinematography is merely 70 years old. A video-tape recorder was the invention
of the ‘60s, and a video-cassette recorder – of the ‘70s. The cellular phone is merely 20 years old.
The personal computer is not more than 50 years old and its modern variety – less than 20 years
old. The television is less than 60 years old, and until very recent it was still black-and-white in
many parts of the world. Automatic firearms, which finally drove the bayonet and the sword into
oblivion (along with driving into oblivion the psychological ability of a man to fight using cold
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steel), appeared merely 120 years ago, but came into the prominence only 70 years ago. The
industrial helicopter is only 60 years old. The airplane is less than 120 years old; the actual
aviation is younger than 90 years, while the commercial passenger aviation is even younger.
Merely 55 years ago the absolute majority of travelers between Europe and America would use a
steamer rather than an airliner.
This fact is difficult to imagine for some, but it is imaginable, if you employ your logic: merely 30
years ago there were still many mortals alive who were born before the era of automobiles,
airplanes, telephones, and machineguns, and before the era of passports, and paper-“money” no
longer supported by gold (not to say before the era of obligatory license-plates, before the era of
the so-called “property taxes”, “sales-taxes”, and “value-added taxes”, before the era of so-called
“single mothers” that must be sustained at the expense of the entire community, and before the
era of computerized databases of the so-called “citizens” forced by the cop to carry biometric
identification documents). These old people, who remembered the previous era, that was “semifeudal” in the today’s perception, died out only in the later decades of the 20th century A.D.
What I am trying to say is that 400 years ago people were as retrograde as they were a thousand
years ago. Nothing changed in those 600 years. They still rode horses, rather than motorcycles,
their [unlicensed] swords were still permanently attached to their belts, even during visiting the
church, their carts and carriages still did not feature any “license-plates”, they still did not have
any “passports” or any “ID-cards”, and their wives (still in headscarves) and their daughters (still
virgins) were still afraid to be flogged or even killed for any disobedience.
All those industrial, technological, scientific, legislative, cultural, “egalitarian”, “human-rights-“, and
other achievements of the so-called “Western civilization” were achieved in a very short period of
time if you look at the entire historical time-line. All listed above was achieved in merely three
centuries, of which the last, third century (the 20th A.D.) was the “revolutionary” century in any
and every sense. It was only the 20th century A.D. that finally transformed the former so-called
“humankind” (I think the Freemasonic neologism “humankind” is quite proper if to use it as a
reference to the bipeds of the 19th century – they were “human-like”, indeed, while not being
actually “humans”) into the complete, convinced, equal to children, to females, and to malehomosexuals, and, what is the most important, peaceful slaves, no longer able to bayonet
another so-called “human”, and thus being no longer able to commit any new exodus from the
slave-owning Egypt.
Since an individual Egyptian slave, as well as their entire community, have obviously nothing to
do with the Creator (they do not even recognize the Creator’s existence officially, not to mention
that they formally denied His Law in their so-called “jurisprudence”, in many cases going as far as
even criminalizing it), the Creator, Who is also the Law Giver, without doubt, considers such a
“civilization” as Evil; moreover, as irreparable Evil. The modern Egyptians slaves went just too
deep into the so-called “civilization” – well beyond the line of no return, and this is obvious.
Indeed, the so-called “citizens” of the capitalist society must be exceptionally evil, moreover,
being convinced in the evil they do, if they, being formally acquainted with the Christian doctrine,
and particularly – with the Commandment Number One, dared to print the Egyptian pyramid with
corresponding Latin inscription and the eye of Satan right on the great seal of their “sovereign”,
“all-citizens’” state, as well as on its exchange-coupon called “money”. Their bold claim that they
allegedly evolved from monkeys, rather than from Adam and Eve, could be, perhaps, neglected
against such a blasphemous background as the one depicted on one US dollar bill…
However, as long as there are still some kind of Mafia groups here and there, some so-called
“lawless” Tribal Areas and recalcitrant Afghanistans with free Pashtuns, some feudalist Kurds
whose unlicensed Kalashnikovs became a part of their national costume, or some remaining
Gypsies who still wander about without becoming “citizens”, there are presumably some
righteous people Here, still (at least, those whom the Creator could judge – as you probably
remember, God does not judge those who were not under His Jurisdiction in This Life; i.e. He
judges only His slaves, and not anyone else’s slaves). But, if another 20 years passes, and the
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so-called “humanity” achieves the complete “globalization” and the complete “humanization” of
this Planet, the Creator (Who strictly prohibited humans from coming back to Egypt, promising to
place in Hell all Egyptian slaves, bypassing the Last Judgment) would unlikely see any reason to
continue this particular Experiment with testing mortal Homo sapience by good and evil in this
temporary life...
I hope you agree with this logic – there would be no reason to continue with This Experiment as
long as the entire mankind became so-called “law-abiding citizens” of some capitalist state with
not even a single soul trying to repeat the way of life of the received exemplar of righteousness –
forefather Abraham (who was a nomadic, nationality-less, state-less, passport-less, ID-card-less,
uncivilized “Barbarian“ sovereign that used to possess unregistered and nontaxable gold and
silver, and unlicensed weapons, in addition, along with possessing servants and slaves, multiple
wives and concubines inclusive, and who was not in any hurry at all to request the citizenship of
the city of Sodom, but preferred to look at Sodom from a distant hill).
Now you know that the step from the Lawful society into the complete, moreover, globalized and
therefore irreparable “peaceful” Lawlessness could be made in merely a century. Look at the
recent historical examples of Turkey and the United States if you don’t believe. Both were
formally feudal in the mid-19th century, still, and both became perfectly secular capitalist states,
with not even a single vestige of religion remaining by the ‘30s of the 20th century, i.e. in less
than 80 years. Iran denounced feudalism with the equal speed, while Japan did it even faster. It is
obvious that the preliminary level of technology, science, and secular education, required to
convince the former human to denounce his individual sovereignty and to become a slave of a
certain Lawless “sovereign” state, could be achieved in merely two centuries. While the level of
the so-called “humanism”, required to make him the peaceful slave, no longer able to take up
arms, could be achieved in merely 40-50 years – i.e. on a couple of slave-generations only.
Armed with this understanding, let us consider the Antediluvian times, which are described in the
text of the Holy Scripture rather laconically (Genesis 6:5-7, quoted from the World English Bible):
“Yahweh saw that the wickedness of man was great in the earth, and that every imagination of
the thoughts of his heart was only evil continually. Yahweh was sorry that he had made man on
the earth, and it grieved him in his heart. Yahweh said, "I will destroy man whom I have created
from the surface of the ground; man, along with animals, creeping things, and birds of the sky; for
I am sorry that I have made them".”
Now let us make some simple calculations. From the time of the Creation of Adam and till the
actual Deluge, at least, one thousand and six hundred years passed. This is at minimum,
because, perhaps, some 2,000-2,300 years have passed in reality (calculations differ). But even
1,500 years was more than enough to achieve on this Planet the level of “civilization” and
“humanization” comparable to the today's achievements under the guidance of the Freemasonic
sect and under the aegis of their so-called “United Nations Organization”. If the modern so-called
“humans” could achieve everything they have now, in the modern capitalist Egypt, in merely 300
years, why should the descendants of Adam in the Antediluvian times fail to achieve the same in
comparable number of years? When it comes to me, I have no reasons to doubt, because it is
simply logical to presume so.
Modern archeological discoveries revealed that the “antediluvian” architecture in many different
parts of the world and corresponding “antediluvian” technological achievements were so
advanced that it even suggested to some archeologists that these might have been influenced by
so-called “extraterrestrials”. Moreover, the archeologists, who studied those “previous cultures”,
did not fail to notice that all those “antediluvian” so-called “civilizations” were peaceful.
Doesn’t the word “peaceful” remind you of something?
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Once again: all those “cultures”, which existed prior to the “Great Migration of Peoples”12, traces
of which were discovered in Europe, in Africa, in Central Asia, and in Northern India, as well as
the previous “civilizations” of an equal age found in other parts of the Earth, for example, in Latin
America, revealed their “settled”, “agricultural”, and “peaceful” nature, while some artifacts
revealed their unprecedented technological achievements (betraying usage of electrical saws,
capable of sawing stone, and even suggesting usage of laser technologies in some cases) .
Do not miss the point: all those “antediluvian civilizations”, traditionally believed to pertain to the
so-called “Golden Age” (the so-called “Golden Age” is the term common to Europe, to India, to
Africa, to China, and to Latin America that is being routinely used in the mythology of either
continent, as well as in their unofficial historiography) indeed had something in common. They
were “technologically developed” (rather than “obscurantist barbarian”), “settled” (rather than
“nomadic”), “agricultural” (rather than “stock-raising”), and, in many cases, they were also
“matriarchal”, rather than “patriarchal” (the archeologists did not fail to notice this detail either),
and, what was the most important – they were peaceful, rather than warlike.
The “antediluvian civilizations” featured all those qualities that were diametrically opposite to the
well-known concepts of obscurantist Genghis Khan, who claimed to be nothing less than the
“Scourge of God” sent in the relatively modern times to punish once again those descendants of
Adam who became “too civilized”, “too technologically developed”, and “too peaceful”.
It shall be remembered also, that persistent myths everywhere around the world claim that there
was a certain antediluvian “civilization” named “Atlantis”, known by its poetical name “Atlántida”
as well. This supposedly “mythical” (in the eyes of today’s “skeptical” atheist science) state was
mentioned by such a respectable modern science man as Plato13 in his works. Socrates14 used to
12

The “Great Migration of Peoples”, sometimes also called the “First Great Migration of Peoples”, used to
be a well-known term pertaining to the post-Deluge settling of peoples who expanded from approximately
the area of the Caucasus to every direction (to Persia, Northern India, Europe, nowadays Russia, MiddleEast, Egypt, Ethiopia, Libya, etc.). Hence the well-known terms “Caucasoid” and “Caucasian race” (if you
remember the Biblical story, Noah’s Ark landed on the well-known mountain called “Ararat”, which was in
the “Caucasia”, according to the traditional perception). From the point of the linguistic science, the said
Great Migration of Peoples conditioned the expansion of the well-known “Indo-European family of
languages”, that evolved from a single proto-language and therefore had a status of “the primary language
family”. The Great Migration of Peoples was presumed to take place several millenniums before Christ
(not less than 3 millenniums B.C., but not more than 12 millenniums B.C. by various estimations based on
archeological and linguistic data, as well as on recorded and spoken myths of various nations). The said
“First Great Migration of Peoples”, or simply the “Great Migration of Peoples” is no longer officially
recognized by the modern Western science, since it is “too Biblical” in essence, and, moreover, is blatantly
contradictory to the current Western anthropological doctrine (despite of being perfectly compliant with the
official doctrine of the linguistic science stating that all Indo-European languages developed from common
predecessors that spoke the corresponding proto-language and lived some 3-8 millenniums ago somewhere
either in the area of the Caucasus or around Babylonia). Today, there is not even a Wikipedia article on this
“politically incorrect” topic. Moreover, usage of this very term “Great Migration of Peoples” was
intentionally phased out during the last few decades. Today, it is being phased out even in Russian, while in
English it was phased out long time ago (perhaps, in the inter-war period, or may be in the ‘50s). What is
called “Great Migration” today refers to another known migration of peoples on a large scale – which took
place from 400 to 800 A.D., resulted in the collapse of Rome, and is separating “Antiquity” from “the
Middle Ages” on the official historical time-line, and which was formerly known as the “Second Great
Migration of Peoples”. Thus, the well-known event was clearly reduced to the status of “unevent”,
speaking in Orwellian terms. However, the said “unevent” of the “First Great Migration of Peoples” (that
created the expansion of the Indo-European family of languages) was still recognized in the official Soviet
historiography, as well as in its linguistic science in the second half of the 20th century, at least when the
humble author of these lines used to study in the obligatory secondary Soviet school.
13
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plato
14
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Socrates
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refer to Atlantis as well. The existence of Atlantis was widely discussed throughout classical
antiquity, as well as in medieval times, and discussing it within the frames of the “official science”
was banned only in the modern times (i.e. with an advent of capitalism). According to Plato,
Atlantis was a naval power located on a huge island in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean (hence
the very name of the “Atlantic” Ocean, by the way, in case you didn’t know it). Atlantis conquered
Central America and many parts of Western Europe and Africa, presumably “9,000 years before
the time of Solon, i.e. in the 10th millennium B.C.” (you can make a discount, however, when it
comes to the exact counting of millenniums, especially in the times of Plato and Socrates – what
they perceived as “10 millenniums” could be as well only “1” or “2” millenniums in reality; that is
not to mention that the digits could have been intentionally “corrected” by today’s “correctors”). In
a single day, the entire huge island of Atlantis was destroyed and sank in the ocean (which is still
called “Atlantic”, by the way) as a result of a strong earthquake.
Interestingly, practically all ancient myths connect the particular event of destruction of Atlantis
(the earthquake inclusive) to the actual Deluge in the Biblical sense, claiming that the Deluge
began with strong earthquakes in different parts of the world and these were also followed by
enormous waves smashing everything on their way (i.e. looking very much like tsunamis from the
modern point of view).
Another important observation that inevitably comes to mind after reading that highly-developed
antediluvian Atlantis was also the “naval power” is this.
Modern “educated” folks while trying to analyze (or more often “debunk”, rather than “analyze”)
the Biblical story of Noah’s Ark, automatically presume that Noah was an uneducated, and most
probably even completely illiterate savage who lived in a correspondingly savage environment –
akin to a village of cannibals in Papua New Guinea. Therefore, the maximum of which he could
build in the sense of an “Ark” was a small pirogue, or, in the best case, some big raft, but by no
means an enormous ship as described in the Bible.
It shall be presumed, however, that Noah was educated, at least. He was obviously able to read
(even some latest Babylonian kings, according to some accounts, could still read antediluvian
texts, but this knowledge they could only inherit from Noah and his sons, judging by logic).
Presumably, Noah was educated enough to make calculations as well. What I am trying to say is
that the “savage presumption” in regard to Noah is an obviously wrong approach, if we speak
about his person. But if we speak about the development of “civilization” around Noah (especially
taking into account that antediluvian Atlantis was particularly the naval power), it shall be
presumed that Noah was indeed capable of building the sizeable, durable ship, not only by using
contemporary ship-building technologies, but also by buying some ready parts of such a ship,
and, perhaps, even by employing some qualified workers to do the job.
Coming back to the supposedly “mythical” Atlantis. All those ancient accounts claimed that
Atlantis was exceptionally highly developed (moreover, developed in both senses – technological
and political). Perhaps, it was as “developed” than the modern United States. It might not achieve
the particular level of “development” of the end of the 20th century, perhaps, but it could, for
example, achieve the level of “development” of England of the 19th century. But even this level
would be impressive enough – either for surrounding “underdeveloped” states, or for the Lord
God looking at such a “development” from His Seventh Heaven. However, it is also very much
possible that defunct Atlantis achieved even the contemporary level of the so-called “civilization”,
or even exceeded it. Why not? Plus or minus a single century, as you can see on our
contemporary example, could mean a lot in this sense. If Atlantis reached its level of
“development” in 3 centuries it would look, perhaps, like the Western capitalist world at the end of
the 19th century A.D. But if it continuously “developed” in the course of 4 centuries, it might,
perhaps, even outdo the modern capitalism.
It shall be understood that the further development of modern science and technology was
frustrated by the collapse of Western science and degradation of its education system, which, in
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turn, owed to the emancipation of females (that precipitated an orgy of fast-food, fashion,
consumerism, whoring, entertainment, advertisement, etc., re-directing creative energy of the
bipeds into the very wrong direction). If the West were prudent enough to keep its females in
check, at least, conserving the state of affairs on the level of the earlier ‘20s, its science and
technology would continue to advance today at the same pace they were advancing in the ‘30s
and ‘50s (because those who advanced science and technology in those years, in their younger
years studied, instead of competing with each other for the whores’ attention). So, in this case the
today’s development would be far more serious than just further minimization of mini-skirts and
acceleration of download speeds of YouTube movies for smart-phones. What I am trying to say is
that some other civilization in similar conditions might not do such a mistake as emancipating its
females, but sticking to the classic obligatory monogamous marriage à la 19th century (concluded
by obligation rather than by so-called “love”), and therefore its science and technology could
continue their advancement unlimitedly, reaching all what is usually being attributed to the socalled “extraterrestrial” level of development in merely a half-century.
Thus, the seemingly “unbelievable” level of alleged technological advancement of “mythical”
Atlantis is quite believable, at least for those with common sense. The same could be said about
its presumed political advancement. Notably, Atlantis was often mentioned in context of
discussions about the so-called “ideal state” held by antique philosophers. It means that Atlantis
occupied in the antediluvian world approximately the same position the modern United States
occupies in the modern world, because the latter is being perceived too as a kind of an “ideal
political system”, as a “cradle of democracy”, and as an “example to follow”. Ironically enough,
(and perhaps, even “blasphemously enough”) the modern doctrine of cooperation between the
15
European and American imperialism is called by the term “Atlanticism” .
Anyhow, despite its concurring many parts of Western Europe, Africa, and Central America
(according to the ancient accounts), i.e. despite the typical imperialist nature of antediluvian
Atlantis, its internal political system was apparently “peaceful”, i.e. advocating “civilization” rather
than the warlike mentality. If it was not so, Atlantis could not be mentioned in discussions in
regard to the so-called “ideal state” (I hope you realize that no “philosopher” ever considered
Genghis Khan’s Golden Horde or the modern so-called “lawless” Tribal Area in Pakistan, where
every Pashtun is armed with an unlicensed machinegun and still pays in gold rather than in
paper, as a candidate to be discussed when it comes to the so-called “ideal state”).
What I am trying to imply is that the most advanced “antediluvian cultures” of the so-called
“Golden Age” might resemble, perhaps, something similar to what the Freemasons show in their
futuristic Hollywood movies – i.e. how the peaceful slaves (with implanted identification
microchips) enjoy the comfort of their presumably immortal lives in big futuristic cities or how
these slaves fly to distant stars in their futuristic spaceship.
I want to draw your attention to the fact that all those “cultures” of the so-called “Golden Age”,
discovered by archeologists in America, in Europe, in Africa, in India, in Central Asia, as well as in
yet to be discovered sunken Atlantis, were peaceful. This discovery surprised modern
archeologists and historians (who presumed that primordial so-called “humans” must be savages
by definition because they lacked the modern atheist education that professes peace – so those
primordial folks supposed to continuously “murder” each other with hatchets and spears, instead
of making architectural innovations and developing metallurgical engineering), but it does not
surprise the cynical author of this philosophical system.
It shall be known, that all rulers (even the temporarily democratically elected ones) always want to
enslave their subjects and so – to disarm them as the first step, to instill in them the peaceful
slavish mentality – as the second step, and to instill in them feminine mentality – as the third step.
The point is that the disarmed, and, moreover, peaceful slaves, especially those equal to females
15
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and to male-homosexuals, and especially in those peaceful states that do not maintain mass
armies with the obligatory mass-conscription, but only typical police- and elite “special task”
forces, are unable to rebel against their rulers. Their feminine mentality prevents such slaves from
any rebellious thinking in the first instance; they sincerely believe that they are equal to sodomites
and to whores and this is the “ideal” state of affairs, which must be preserved by an armed cop.
Their “peaceful” mentality prevents them from the rebellious thinking either. But, what is more
important, it prevents them from any possibility of killing enemies, especially if these are their own
so-called “compatriots”, thus making any rebellion technically impossible. The “peaceful”
mentality also effectively prevents the slaves from being able to kill other so-called “humans” on a
short distance – such as through the usage of bayonets and swords, as well as from killing them
through the usage of weapons of mass destruction (some primitive or improvised varieties of
which could be manufactured easily, especially in a technologically developed society). Their
state of being untrained in usage of conventional military-grade weaponry and in military tactics,
thanks to the absence of the mass-armies, and their state of being completely disarmed when it
comes to the personal weapons just complete the desired picture (I mean “desired” by the slaveowners who run the state, not “desired” by the Creator, of course).
Another thing that shall always be remembered is that the larger are the so-called “sovereign
states”, the better are relations between such “sovereignties” and their so-called “international
cooperation”, the lesser are the chances of some recalcitrant folks inside to resist the slavery or
to escape such slave-owning “jurisdictions”. With the achievement of the total so-called
“globalization”, these chances will become equal to zero. I think it is pretty self-evident. Look at
how impudently the United States pursues its outrageous extradition demands and its outright
abduction policies all over the world and you will understand what I mean. You could still escape
some slave-owning European capitalist state to the newly discovered free lands of Americas, or
to some feudal Afghanistan, and you could still keep your “illegitimate” savings in gold in an
untouchable Swiss bank, but you could do so only as long as such recalcitrant feudalist areas still
exist on the world map. When such countries are wiped out or forced to join the so-called
“international community”, as a result of the “international cooperation” and “globalization”, the
human without quotation marks has simply nowhere else to go. The last not evil thing he could
still do in This Life in such a situation is to try to attain the well-known “blue suicide” by shooting a
cop, as not to feel lonely on the way to the Last Judgment.
Let us make a little lyrical digression and take a closer look at the infamous concept of the socalled “extraterrestrials” that supposedly fly in so-called “UFOs” in a form of “flying saucers” or of
any other form.
Prior to the “enlightened” (the eye of the actual “Enlightener” is available on top of the Egyptian
pyramid on one US-dollar bill in case you are interested in his personality) 20th century A.D.
people did not talk about any so-called “flying saucers” and about any so-called “extraterrestrials”.
There were only two groups of people:
1) Those who believed that there were Heavens and that life Here was created by the Creator
originating from other dimensions.
2) Those who believed the Freemasonic version of metaphysics, i.e. those who believed that this
world was the only world, that it was strictly three-dimensional, strictly “material”, unlimited in
space and in time, and therefore had no choice than to believe the theory of Charles Darwin.
With the development of the Freemasonic propaganda machine and their obligatory secular
education (where the basics of their philosophy were taught even in the secondary and even in
the primary schools, not to say on the university level) more and more Homo sapiens quit the first
group and joined the second group. It was pretty obvious and was quite understandable from the
point of logic. Thus, by the ‘40s (when the “religious revival” was not yet allowed, since the former
seminarian Uncle Joe was still alive and was still preaching the new Exodus and the only way to
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counteract the Reds was the official atheism), the absolute majority of Westerners joined the
second group and the first group was reduced to the negligible nothing.
That is to say that all Westerners, the so-called “Christians” inclusive, believed in the notion that
they allegedly evolved from monkeys. This belief automatically implied that the development of
the so-called “civilization” of the so-called “humans” was continuous – so the so-called “humans”
gradually evolved from the monkeys into something like a cross between the monkey and the socalled “human”, passed the stage of the so-called “Pithecanthropus”, so-called “Neanderthals”,
and finally “evolved” into the so-called “Cro-Magnon men” (i.e. our current race) in the epoch of
the so-called “Upper Paleolithic”. The epoch of the so-called “Upper Paleolithic” on the officially
approved historical time-line is exactly the epoch of mammoths, saber-toothed tigers (a/k/a
Machairodus16), and other well-known extinct species (that were indeed real, unlike the so-called
“dinosaurs” whose “bones” were manufactured from gypsum).
The combination of this presentation by official Freemasonic science (history, archeology,
anthropology, sociology, zoology, etc.) with the theory of Darwin inevitably created an impression,
that the so-called “humans” developed slowly from the stage of near complete savages, who
used to hunt on the mammoths with boulders, into the enlightened literate representatives of the
classical antiquity (primarily associated with ancient Greeks, Egyptians, Babylonians, etc.) over
the course of some 8-10 millenniums or so.
Educated Westerners began to live with this idea that became embedded in their brains and
therefore it predetermined their further thinking. With the discovery of the “cultures” of the socalled “Golden Age” (i.e. “antediluvian” in the religious sense, but “pertaining to the savage epoch
of the Upper Paleolithic” in the atheists’ perception) the educated Westerners were shocked. It
could not occur to them that these “cultures” were merely antediluvian and they could develop
themselves in merely 2-3, maximum 4 centuries – exactly like did the Western capitalism. Their
pre-programmed views on the development of the so-called “humans” simply prevented them
from making such a simple and obvious conclusion.
However, thinking folks, especially educated ones, and especially those with the so-called
“scientific” turn of mind, had to find an answer to this puzzle nonetheless. So, the only answer
that could come to their brains was that those ancient “civilizations” must have been taught their
unprecedented technologies by some “higher civilizations”, because to suddenly jump from the
savage hunters of the Upper Paleolithic into the builders of fundamental structures, made of large
blocks of perfectly polished granite is otherwise impossible. Since no “higher civilizations” were
discovered on Earth (and, logically, they could not exist, from the point of the officially approved
version of “development” of the so-called “humanity”), it was concluded by some “thinkers” that
the “human civilizations” of the so-called “Golden Age” must have been taught by some so-called
“extraterrestrials” (who were presumably “higher humans” or even “not humans”, but something
else). This “extraterrestrial” version, in the absence of any plausible alternative, deemed to be the
only idea capable of explaining unexplainable.
For the mean time, the real science did not mark time too. It discovered that it was possible to fly
firstly in the air, and secondly – to travel even in the vacuum of space. Soon it also discovered the
mathematical program known as “genome” or “genetic code” in the form of DNA-chain.
Since the discovery of the mathematical program known as “genome” (that by no means could
“write itself”, but was obviously written by “someone” conscious), the theory of evolution of the socalled “human” from monkey (along with the entire theory of the “evolution of life” from inanimate
matter) was left only to entertain consummate morons. However, it was still kept as a “politically
correct” part of the larger Freemasonic Western philosophy and therefore it was still taught in the
obligatory schools for their young slaves, as well as in the officially approved version of biology in
universities.
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However, not all thinking people are necessarily “politically correct”. If scientists, especially those
who gnaw granite of fundamental science, would respect the official frames of the ridiculous
“modern Western philosophy”, they would never discover anything new and would still believe
that atom was indivisible and that the Planet Earth was flat (lest discovering that our Universe
was limited in space and in time and its supposed “emptiness” was obviously material and,
moreover, curved). Thus, the ignominious defeat of the theory of Darwin by the discovery of DNA
automatically led to the presumption that the so-called “humans”, in the ready to live form, were
planted on this Planet by “someone”.
However, since those abovementioned folks preferred to disbelieve in God the Creator in the first
instance (the scientists typically do not believe in God; their so-called “scientific turn of mind”
effectively prevents them from believing in anything that is not obvious and in anything that is not
proven in accordance with their standards of proving; so at the very best case they could only
presume that perhaps God exists), they had no choice than to presume that the so-called
“humans” were planted Here by the so-called “extraterrestrials”. This presumption of theirs also
perfectly matched the presumption of the puzzled archeologists, who tend to believe that
unprecedented level of development of the antediluvian cultures must be because of the teaching
by the so-called “extraterrestrials”.
Since then, the ridiculous theory of the so-called “extraterrestrials” began widespread, spreading
further and further with every coming year. It became widespread even among the so-called
“Christians” who would rather concede their beloved Darwin’s theory in favor of the theory of
“extraterrestrial planting” than conceding it in favor of the Biblical version of Creation.
Finally, the Freemasons noticed this development too. They are not stupid, actually. They fully
realize that if the so-called “human” would remember about Creation, he would automatically
remember about Hell promised to all Egyptian slaves who dared to reside in the land of
Lawlessness. Thus, in the situation when the theory of Darwin was overthrown by their own
genetic science, the theory of the so-called “extraterrestrials” is incomparably less dangerous
alternative than the return to the Biblical version. Therefore, the Freemasons organized a certain
department responsible for manufacturing and promoting stories about the so-called
“extraterrestrials” in a hope that it would keep their slaves from recollecting the Creator from the
Seventh Heaven Who prohibited descendants of Adam from returning to Egypt, back to the land
of slavery. So, this Freemasonic department began manufacturing various “proof” of the alleged
existence of the so-called “extraterrestrials” – concocting never ending stories about “aliens”,
“flying saucers”, promoting “alternative” “scientific opinions” and outright conspiracy theories,
concocting photos, videos, “witnesses testimonies”, ordering thematic Hollywood movies, and
thematic fiction books, and so on. Hence the phenomenon of the widespread belief in the socalled “extraterrestrials” – the phenomenon unprecedented for a fully literate community
possessing a variety of high-quality translations of the Holy Scripture into any modern language.
Thus, when it comes to the cynical author of these lines, he does not believe in any so-called
“extraterrestrials” (except in those from the Seventh Heaven, of course, who could move through
dimensions and therefore do not need any “spacecraft” in the form of the so-called “UFOs”). That
is why I reject the notion that any so-called “extraterrestrials” might teach those “antediluvian
cultures” of the so-called “Golden Age” when it comes to the surprisingly high levels of their
technological or political achievements. My common sense, based on the analysis of the speed of
the development of capitalism during the last three centuries (that did not require any help from
any so-called “extraterrestrials” to invent anything from the steam-engine and a central-fire rifle to
the thermonuclear warhead and an implantable identification microchip, and to implement
anything from the prohibition of the polygamy to the prohibition of the so-called “homophobia”),
suggests that the “antediluvians” achieved that remarkable level of their “civilization” and
“humanization” (that puzzles the archeologists and historians) entirely on their own. And this was
the exact cause, which prompted the Lord God to finish them off.
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Hence, that well-known preliminary “final solution” – the Deluge.
I have to mention that even though I believe in the fact of the Deluge in the “dogmatic” manner,
as being a Christian, and so I do not need any “proof” of it, the proof of it exists, nonetheless.
Either archeologists or geologists know very well that the Deluge indeed took place. There are so
many confirmations of it that are impossible to disregard.
First of all, it is various “civilizations” that pertained to the apparent “antediluvian” times, but
became extinct without any seeming reason, being replaced by the nomadic “barbarians” of the
Indo-European family (at least, when it comes to Persia, Northern India, Europe, Middle-East,
and North Africa in this particular case).
Secondly, it is the well-known “boulders” scattered here and there all over the Earth, including
areas that could not have been affected by any alleged “glacial epoch”. Thus, their phenomenon
could not be explained by any “glacial epoch”, but only by the Flood (to be more precise, by the
strong tsunami known to take place during it). And, by the way, I have to mention that I do not
believe in the so-called “glacial epoch”, a/k/a the so-called “ice age”. I am sure it was the
Freemasonic invention of the later times (akin to Darwin’s theory or to the gypsum “bones” of the
so-called “dinosaurs”) enforced on the bourgeois pseudo-science in order to somehow explain
the unexplainable and so to make the Egyptian slaves disbelieve in the Deluge, and consequently
– to disbelieve in the Holy Scripture.
Thirdly, it is the bones, and even entire bodies of mammoths, and other contemporary animals,
some of them frozen into the permafrost of Siberia and Alaska, with their stomach contents not
yet digested, such as recently swallowed grass. One of such mammoths, the well-known
17
“Berezovski Mammoth” , whose frozen body was discovered in 1900 A.D. in Russian Far East,
even had grass in its mouth. That grass was not completely chewed at the moment the beast was
killed. The grass in its mouth was in such a good state, that scientists even concluded the exact
season of the event, dating it by end of summer, due to the fact that some plants had seeds. This
particular mammoth was obviously killed instantly, because in addition to the not yet chewed
grass in its mouth, it had its shoulder and pelvis broken, moreover, broken while still being alive.
I have to clarify also that unlike the so-called “bones” of the so-called “dinosaurs”, manufactured
by the Freemasons from gypsum and plastic, the bones of those mammoths are real. The humble
author of these lines saw them with his very eyes and touched them with his very hands;
moreover, it was not in a museum, and it had nothing to do with any “science”, so no falsification
was possible in his particular case.
Notably, legends of Eskimos, Chukchi, Komi, Lopi, and of various other groups of indigenous
peoples living in the areas where the frozen remains of mammoths are available (i.e. in Far North
of Siberia, in Alaska, in Greenland, etc.), as well as legends of American Indians in Northern
Canada, say precisely the same thing: all mammoths perished as a result of the certain “big
water” (American Indians also adding “sent by the Big Man who lives on the sky”, and Komi
adding that “the mammoth also wanted to enter a certain “Ark” of the man who was saving pairs
of various animals, but was too huge to fit into”). Most of these legends presumed to be much
older than the Christianity in those areas, and in no way could they be influenced by the Biblical
story.
It shall be noted, for the sake of fairness, that not only mammoths became extinct at that moment.
They were accompanied by some other large contemporary animals, such as saber-toothed tiger,
woolly rhinoceros (a well-known wooly mammoth’ companion in Northern hemisphere), giant
hippopotamus, cave bear, cave lion (common to Europe, Asia, and North America), steppe wisent
(giant European bison), pelorovis (giant African buffalo), various giraffes, giant tapir, all types of
17
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elephants, and many others, commonly known in today’s pseudo-science as “Ice Age fauna”
(despite many of these large animals simultaneously becoming extinct in Central America, Africa,
and Australia, hardly affected by the so-called “Ice Age”). You can educate yourself on what
species were extinct as a result of the same event from this Wikipedia article18. Make sure to pay
attention to the fact that species weighing particularly over 1 ton were the notable victims of that
extinction (and make an obligatory discount on atheistic views of the authors of that article).
However, for the sake of simplicity, in the future narration I will continue to refer to that extinction
of all large animals that took place a few millenniums B.C. as the “extinction of mammoths”, since
these are the most illustrative and the best known, thanks to the fact that their frozen bodies in
more or less perfectly preserved state are commonly available.
Another notable thing is that the modern Western scientists are not completely devoid of common
sense, and therefore they could not fail to notice the apparent relation between the time of
mammoths’ extinction (which they date by some 3,500 B.C. in the most cases, and in some
cases – by some 8,000 B.C.) and the time of the Biblical Deluge. Therefore, the modern scientists
are quite diligent in concocting various “scientific” versions “explaining” to the gullible the
unexplainable phenomenon of the sudden extinction of the mammoths. As you could sincerely
expect, the Biblical Deluge is none of their versions. The scientists prefer versions of “human
overhunting” and the advance of the alleged “glaciers”, precipitating the so-called “ice age”, with
the most recent theory of an “epidemic of deadly infectious disease” that might have killed all
mammoths. These could hardly explain undigested grass in their stomachs, and even not yet
chewed grass in their mouths, but the “scientists” apparently hoped that, unlike the defunct frozen
mammoths, which were not able to digest their last portions of green fodder, the gullible
descendants of Adam would swallow and digest their “scientific” versions anyway.
An interesting observation is that some of such mammoths (along with other animals, which I do
not list for the sake of simplicity), or to be more precise, their skeletons, were found in some
caves or in some cracks in high-rise mountains in Europe on high altitudes, not suitable for such
animals to live on. While some other of them were found in the frozen state in Siberian and
Alaskan permafrost (so that even relatively fresh grass remained in their stomachs and even in
their mouths). However, these, latter ones, were apparently killed by some violate impact before
being violently dragged to those areas where they were finally buried. Some bodies of these
animals were torn apart, some of them were mixed with similarly torn apart other animals. So,
presumably, the former ones (in high mountains in Europe) were trying to go up the mountains
escaping the waters, while the latter ones (in Far North) were instantly killed by the tsunami,
which violently dragged them to the areas where they are found now being frozen into
permafrost.
By the way, you might be interested to learn what kind of plants were discovered in not yet
chewed state in the mouth of the abovementioned mammoth, known as “Berezovski Mammoth”,
19
found frozen in the permafrost of Far North of Far East near the Kolyma river. The plants from
20
its mouth were identified as (quoting the Wikipedia article ):
Carex sp. (Sedge), Thymus serpillum (Breckland thyme a/k/a Creeping thyme), Ranunculus acer
(Banewort, a/k/a burning yellow-cup), Gentiana sp. (Gentian), Cypripedium sp. (Lady's-slipper
orchid), and Papaver alpinum (Alpine poppy).
All these plants pertain to the climate-zone typical to nowadays Austria and Switzerland. They
have nothing to do with the permafrost of Kolyma (well-known in the West, thanks to various antiSoviet authors describing the so-called “Gulag” of “murderous totalitarian” Josef Stalin).
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Some technical questions will certainly arise because of the above:
How was it possible that a mammoth with its flesh, skin, fur, and even with yet undigested green
fodder in its stomach managed to get at once frozen into permafrost of Siberia or Alaska? Why
did it live in those areas in the first instance if it was that cold there? Where could such a
mammoth find those fresh plants, typical to the Alpine climate, moreover, with seeds, if the
temperatures around were low enough to freeze its entire 10-ton body? And, what is the most
important, why its body did not decompose first, before freezing slowly to such a state?
To begin with, I have to say that the above questions are indeed reasonable. Moreover, not too
many people seem to ask themselves these questions, despite the phenomenon of the frozen
mammoths in Siberia and in Alaska is well-known, moreover, known not only to scientists, but
even to the lay citizens. They are less known in the West, because the Western “scientists” prefer
not to inform their flock of such seditious things, but in the former USSR everybody, starting from
the age of 7, was acquainted with this phenomenon, since it was widely discussed, displayed in
museums, shown in TV-programs, and described in children-books and in the books on biology
intended for the secondary school.
I think the only possible answer to the above seditious questions is this:
It is because the event of the Deluge did not include only “the Flood” in the form of “constant
strong rains” alone. It included, in addition, several more actions, such as earthquakes, tsunamis,
and… even changing the axis of the equator of our Planet Earth.
Before the Deluge, it was not cold there where the mammoths are being permanently frozen into
the permafrost. It suddenly became cold there.
The infamous Freemasonic theory of the so-called “ice age” could not help in this case. Their
alleged “glacial epoch”, in theory, could only explain some slow changes of climate – slow
enough to let the mammoths’ bodies decompose first, before being frozen. This is not to mention
that the so-called “ice age” could not instantly kill mammoths with still undigested grass that was
recently swallowed. Such a sudden change in climate could only happen because of one reason
and this reason is well-known to anyone familiar with logic:
The poles of Earth suddenly changed as a result of a certain enormous catastrophe, which
the humble author of these lines, who is the devout Christian, does not perceive as a “planetary
collision”, or a “giant meteorite impact”, but merely as the direct Act of God (unlike the typical
“believers”, I do not believe that the Creator needs to employ any “giant meteorite” in order to
stop the Earth from revolving and to resume its revolving around another axis – apparently, God
is powerful enough to do so with His finger).
There are some things that I am not sure at all about in regard to the Deluge, however. It is if
Noah and his three sons were the only representatives of the mankind saved during the Deluge,
and also if all current animals (such as modern tigers and elephants) were indeed saved during
the Deluge, and not re-created after it. Although I am quite dogmatic when it comes to the acts of
God and to His promises, I am not so dogmatic when it comes to the analysis of religious texts
that I presume might be incomplete or distorted either “naturally” within the course of time, or
based on the apparently subjective presumptions of some ancient author who finally decided to
record the millennium-old oral tradition.
The favorite argument of the “debunkers” of the Biblical story of Noah’s Ark is this:
“Ha-ha-ha! Ha-ha-ha! Ha-ha-ha! How would elephants, giraffes, hippopotamuses, etc. huge
animals fit in Noah’s Ark? This is not to mention lions, tigers, and other large predators that must
feed on fresh meat only during such a journey? Ha-ha-ha! Ha-ha-ha!”
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Our above analysis of the actual situation with the Deluge and with the alleged “Ice Age
extinction”, however, show that such large animals, along with large predators were not saved in
reality. No species larger than one ton actually survived the Flood, and those large predators did
not survive the Flood either, despite being actually smaller than one ton (I am talking about sabertoothed cats, cave lions, cave bears, large wolves, etc.). All of them perished – exactly like did
mammoths and wholly rhinoceroses. Elephants, giraffes, buffalos, and other similar beasts
perished as well – if you review the official list of species pertaining to the so-called “Ice Age
extinction” you will notice it. All large animals on all continents from Australia to America indeed
perished. So, the logical suggestion that inevitably comes to mind is that God re-created certain
species of wildlife after the Flood. It appears that He created new elephants, new bisons, new
rhinoceroses, new hippopotamuses, new bears (especially new polar bears, which supposed not
to live in those areas they live now before the Deluge due to different climate there), new giraffes,
new lions, new tigers (the current one, instead of saber-toothed), etc.
Another thing is that my common sense (based on my understanding on geography, linguistics,
genetics, and logic) suggests that Noah and his sons with their wives were, most probably, one of
a few of such groups and not the only group of survivors.
The Biblical story of Noah’s Ark explains more or less clearly the current existence of the socalled “Caucasian” race, as well as the “unevent” of the “First Great Migration of Peoples” from
somewhere around Caucasia, which resulted in the expansion of the well-known Indo-European
family of languages. However, the story of Noah alone does not explain the near simultaneous
expansion of several other primary language families, as well as of other races, in other parts of
the world, such as in Equatorial Africa, in both Americas, in Southern India, and in Far North, Far
Eastern- and South Eastern Asia, and in Oceania. This is not to mention that to assemble the
entire fauna from all parts of the world into a single Noah’s Ark would be a big cumbersome task,
while to release Australian kangaroos, African zebras, Tibetan yaks, and South American jaguars
after the Flood right on the Ararat Mountain would be a bit of a strange decision. Thus, my
common sense suggests that there must have been several groups of people similar to Noah and
his sons that were similarly saved along with some species of corresponding fauna during the
Deluge in several different parts of the Planet Earth.
In my humble opinion, these other groups of people initiated the rest of the well-known primary
language families – such as the Tibeto-Burman language family, the Sino-Tibetan language
family, the Dravidian language family, as well as corresponding language families in other parts of
the world – in Equatorial Africa, in both Americas, in Polynesia, in Far North, etc.
It shall be, however, remembered that the modern classification of different languages into the socalled “primary families of languages” (means those having a single proto-language for the entire
“family”) tends to shift towards the “anti-Biblical” stance, especially during the last half-century. It
is especially notable with the Western “science”, but in the former USSR this shift is observable
too, especially, after the so-called “Perestroika” and the “westernization” of its political system.
The intention to mix up the primary families of languages is especially noticeable when it comes
to the treatment of Semitic and Hamitic groups of languages (i.e. the languages originating from
21
Noah’s sons Shem and Ham). For example, a corresponding article in Encyclopedia Britannica,
honestly informs its reader that what is now called “Afro-Asiatic languages” formerly were called (I
quote): “…Afro-Asiatic languages, also called Afrasian languages, formerly Hamito-Semitic,
Semito-Hamitic…” The same approach you can notice at the corresponding Wikipedia article22.
It is obvious that the modern rulers no longer want their secular slaves to remember Noah and so
they decided to rename even the language-group that used to bear names of Noah’s sons for
several millenniums… It is no longer “Hamito-Semitic”, but politically correct “Afroasiatic”…
As recent as in the mid-‘60s, for example (I still have that old Soviet book in my library), it was still
21
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claimed that Armenian language had the same origins as the languages of the Hebrews and the
Arabs (both being undoubtedly “Semitic” languages, descending from Abraham, who, in turn,
descended from Shem). But today, the language of the Armenians (despite being clearly related
to the language of the Hebrews, as well as to all ancient languages originating from the area of
Babel, for example, to the language of Urartu) is classified as belonging to the well-known IndoEuropean family of languages. While the Semitic and Hamitic languages are classified today as
belonging to the alleged “Afro-Asiatic family of languages” (despite being originated, in reality,
from the same Babel area as the Armenian). The same could be said about the language of the
Pasthuns, who claim to be direct descendants of Jacob (and are indeed direct descendants of
him). Pashto language is evidently “Semitic”, since Jacob, a/k/a “Israel” was the grand-son of
Abraham. Nonetheless, Pashto is classified by nowadays “linguists” as belonging to the IndoEuropean family of languages, but the officially “Semtic” and “Hamitic” groups of languages – to
the alleged “Afro-Asiatic family”.
On the other hand, the language of the Chechens, which claimed to be descendants of Noah and
therefore even called themselves “Nohchi” from time immemorial, is classified as belonging to the
alleged “Caucasian family of the languages”, despite of being clearly related to the very same
ancient languages from the area of Babel, such as the language of Urartu. By all standards the
Chechen language must be classified as “Indo-European” – exactly as is the case with the
languages of the Pasthuns and the Armenians, but it is not being classified as such by today’s
“scientists”. That is not to mention that the majority of professional linguists ridicule the alleged
existence of the so-called “Caucasian family of the languages” and insist that no such “family”
could exist.
Although I am by no means a linguist, but merely a cynical Christian with the technical education,
and with a bit of “politically incorrect” knowledge of history (in the USSR its politically incorrect
version was taught, still, when I studied there in the late ‘70s), I would dare to claim that the
alleged “Afro-Asiatic” primary family of languages does not exist as well. It was concocted by the
cheaters in order to separate the Semitic and Hamitic groups of languages from the established
Indo-European family and so to confuse the gullible who might otherwise adhere to the Biblical
version of ethnography. The Biblical version of ethnography, by the way, was the only official
version of it right up to the turn of the century (I still had many pre-Revolution books, including
educational and encyclopedic ones, in my home in Russia and I can assure you of this).
The cheaters are vigilant. They do their best trying to confuse those who might believe in the
Biblical story, even in such small things as mixing up the classification of “dangerous” languages
and compiling alleged “primary language families” that do not exist in reality. So their victims have
to be vigilant as well.
When it comes to my presumption that other major primary families of languages originated from
people other than Noah and his sons, I of course, I can not be 100% sure, and I would not dare to
claim it for certain, but it is logical to presume so. Such a presumption explains both – distinctly
different primary families of languages known today (which are only a few on the Planet Earth, in
fact), as well as different races, the native speakers of the corresponding proto-languages.
If you employ your imagination, you could easily imagine that on the entire Earth today there are
only a few distinctive races of the mankind.
One is the well-known “white”, a/k/a “Caucasian” race. Its representatives could have blond,
black, or red hairs, and different colors of eyes, and they could vary in facial features and skin
tones from typical “white” Scandinavians, Germanic, Celtic, Slavs, Palestinians, Syrians, white
Indians, Nuristanis, etc. nations, to darker Italians, Greeks, Turks, Iranians, Tadjiks, Armenians,
Berbers, Copts, Arabs, Assyrians, Kurds, Pashtuns, Baluchis, and other Pakistanis. However, all
of them are clearly “white race” with distinctive facial features of the “white race”. These are
exactly the native speakers of the Indo-European primary language family.
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The second well-known race is the so-called “dark Indians”, such as Tamils, Telugus, and other
ethnic groups of Southern India and Sri Lanka. These are bearers of the Dravidian primary
language family (and therefore they are even commonly called “Dravidian peoples23”). Outwardly,
they have similar face features as the “white race”, but their skin is very dark – often as black as
the skin of the typical Africans.
The third well-known race is the typical “Negroid race” of sub-Saharan and Equatorial Africa (but
except Ethiopia, Somalia, and Northern Sudan) with very dark skin, distinctive face features, and
distinctive hair-type. These are bearers of another primary language family (I do not know its
exact name, because the official classification of the “black” African languages is mixed up
beyond repair, but it shall be presumed that all those languages of the Equatorial Africa could
belong either to only one, or maximum to two primary language families).
When it comes to the abovementioned exception of Ethiopia, Somalia, and Northern Sudan,
those who populate these areas today, supposedly belong to the “white race”, since they are
apparent bearers of Semitic and Hamitic languages. Nonetheless, they look “black”. However,
they have distinctively different face features compare to the typical “Negroid race” in the rest of
“black” Africa, and also different skin structure and also a different skin tone. It shall be presumed
therefore, that these nations do not represent any “pure” race, but were produced in high antiquity
by some “cross-breeding” between the white and black races (most probably, their patriarchs had
black wives, obtained from the neighbors).
Another well-known race is the so-called “yellow race”, also known as “Mongoloids” –
represented by the peoples of China, Tibet, etc. These are bearers of languages belonging to the
well-known primary language family called “Sino-Tibetan”. Kazakhs and Kyrgyz peoples seem to
belong to the same race by blood (since they have characteristic “Mongoloid” face features), but
in later times they switched from Mongolian language to Turkic as a result of the well-known
Turkish conquests and domination in those areas.
Yet another well-known distinctive Asian race is the “South-East Asian race”. Its representatives
have much darker skin than the typical “Mongoloids”, and “less mongoloid” form of eyes, as well
as different forms of lips and noses. I am talking about typical Malays, Filipinos, Khmers, Karens,
Mons, Burmese, Indonesians, etc. Unfortunately, linguistic classification of their languages is
mixed up beyond repair too, but it shall be presumed that they speak either in languages
pertaining to the well-known “Tibeto-Burmese” primary language family, or in languages
pertaining to the so-called “Austro-Asiatic family” or to the so-called “Austronesian family”. It is
very much possible also that a representative of a certain race could forget its native language
completely and switch to the language of their neighbors, especially if neighbors are more
developed or dominant (such as happened with the Kazakhs and Kyrgyz). The most recent
example of this phenomenon is the supplanting of the Tadjik language by the Uzbek language
that took place during the 19th century and continued in the 20th century in the areas of modern
Uzbekistan, or suppressing of “Red Indian” languages by Spanish and English in Americas. Thus,
it shall not surprise you if two nations both apparently belonging to the “South-East African race”
speak in two languages belonging to different primary language families. Sometimes it happens
naturally, but sometimes it also happened due to the wrong or to the deliberately wrong
classification of their languages by linguistic science.
Another distinctive race are “Polynesians”, who have very dark skin and curly hair, but notably
different facial features compare to the Negroid race from Equatorial Africa. They have their own
primary language family, known as “Polynesian”, and corresponding proto-language, dubbed as
“Proto-Polynesian”.
The remaining distinctive races of the mankind are the Red Indians in both Americas (which too
have a couple of distinctive primary language families of their own), a distinctive race of Far North
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(represented by well-known Eskimos, Aleuts, Chukchi, etc.), and maybe, some additional, not so
distinctive today (because of mixing with their neighbors, mostly due to various perturbations of
Genghis Khan’s times and consecutive Russian conquests) races of Western- and Central
Siberia, which seem to have a primary family of language of their own.
There are also some races which are not “pure”, but apparently mixed up of different breeds, both
blood and language inclusive – such as Japanese, for example, who are presumably mixed of
“Far Northern” and “white” races, Turkmens, who are obviously mixed of “white” and “Mongoloid”
races, or Sudanese and Ethiopians/Somalis who are obviously mixed of “white” and “Negroid”
races. But these are not the main point of our interest, since here we attempted to establish how
many different “pure” races might exist on the Earth after the Deluge. As you can see, they are
not too many in reality.
Perhaps, I missed a couple of races in this lay classification, because I am neither a professional
ethnographer, nor a qualified specialist in classifying languages, but I just wanted to demonstrate
that the primary language families are indeed not too many on the Earth and they indeed
correspond to certain distinctive races of the species known as “mankind”.
So, the point is that it appears that while planning the Deluge, the Creator saved not only pairs of
various speechless creatures, but a few different races of descendants of Adam as well. So, I
presume that groups of people similar to Noah and his sons must have been quite a few in
different parts of the Earth. But they were not too many in any case. May be 10 or 15, or around
these digits.
In any case, it is more logical to presume so than to deny the Deluge, which obviously took place,
even if to put aside the obligatory religious dogmatism and stick only to the available evidence.
If there were no Deluge (primarily intended to wipe out the rebellious descendants of Adam,
rather than the innocent mammoths), all those “antediluvian” cultures of the so-called “Golden
Age” must leave at least some linguistic traces in the modern languages. For example, it must
leave some traces in the modern languages of the newer Indo-European family that replaced
them at least in Northern India, Persia, Russia, Europe, Central Asia, Middle-East, and North
Africa. However, according to the professional linguists who diligently studied the subject, there
were no such traces. There are abundant archeological traces of the previous highly developed
peaceful cultures (including multiple artifacts of prominent importance that reveal
unprecedentedly high levels of their technology), but not any linguistic traces.
From the point of logic, the abovementioned is as impossible as to expect that Latin language
would not influence the language of Germanic Barbarians who toppled Rome even to the least
extent, and would not leave even a single Latin word in the Germanic languages. However,
judging by the total absence of any linguistic traces of the previous cultures, it appears as if as a
result of the “First Great Migration of Peoples”, those peoples who came to populate Europe,
Northern India, Persia, Egypt, etc. for the second time encountered not even a single man living
there before them.
It shall be reminded to the reader that modern archeological and historical “sciences” tend to
intentionally distort facts pertaining to those “antediluvian cultures”, often trying to present their
age as either “too young”, or “too old”, and so to prevent their “unexplainable” extinctions to be
attributed to the Biblical Deluge. It is especially noticeable in the modern Western approach, and
is less noticeable in Russian publications, since the Russian historians are less “vigilant” in this
sense and therefore are more “politically incorrect”, at times. That is why you could always
encounter some “sedition” if you compare Russian and English articles on the same subject, for
example, in Wikipedia.
Here is one of such examples. It is well-known to any more or less educated person that the
“Ancient Greek culture” (the one pertaining to Solon, Plato, Socrates, Aristotle, which passed the
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baton to Alexander the Great, and finally – to the Romans) began with the “unevent” of the First
Great Migration of Peoples of the Indo-European language family that moved to re-populate the
lands of Europe from the area of the Caucasus. The traditional version of the modern history
believed that it took place 2 to 3 thousand years B.C., perhaps, even 4 thousand years B.C.
Before that, the so-called “Mycenaean culture” was represented in Greece, which for some not so
clear reason suddenly ceased to exist. The modern Russian approach to the history stubbornly
continues to maintain the same thing, following the established historical tradition. So, it might
appear (at least, to the obscurantist believers in God) that the obviously antediluvian “Mycenaean
culture” on the territory called “Greece” indeed ceased to exist as a result of the Deluge.
The modern Western historical “science” (at least, as appears from its articles published in
English) is much more vigilant in this sense, so it can not afford such a “politically incorrect”
suggestion. Here is a typical claim of the Western historical “science” in regard to the so-called
“Mycenaean culture” (quoted from Wikipedia24):
“…From a chronological perspective, the Late Helladic period (LH, 1550-1060 BC) – is the time
when Mycenaean Greece flourished under new influences from Minoan Crete and the
Cyclades…”
It sounds “honest”, as usual, as you can see (almost as “honest” as official claims on the
technicalities of the Twin Towers’ collapse or on penetrating capabilities of aluminum planes).
The Western “scientists” obviously abandoned the traditional historical approach (unlike the
retarded Russians) and switched to the claims that the so-called “Mycenaean Greece” allegedly
“flourished” in the Postdiluvian times, moreover as late as during the times of Egyptian pharaohs,
or even later. This is by no means a “negligence”, do not miss the point; this is deliberate, cynical
cheating of the gullible.
Nonetheless, even from the otherwise cheating English-language articles we could draw some
useful information, still, at least, sometimes. Here is, for example, a quotation from the Wikipedia
article on Ancient (a/k/a “Postdiluvian”) Greece. I quote25 (words in bold are highlighted by me):
“…In the 8th century BC, Greece began to emerge from the Dark Ages which followed the fall of
the Mycenaean civilization. Literacy had been lost and Mycenaean script forgotten, but the
Greeks adopted the Phoenician alphabet, modifying it to create the Greek alphabet…”
If you are cynical enough, as to be able to read between the lines, and have a chance to read the
same account of history in some not yet modified Russian publication, all what you will need to do
is to replace the “8th century BC” to the “approximately 2-3 millenniums BC” and you will at once
get the point. Even if the “literacy” were still in place, and even if the Achaeans bothered to learn
the Mycenaean script, it would not help them, because they belonged to distinctly different ethnos
and did not know the extinct Mycenaean language of the “fallen” Mycenaean civilization anyway.
Note also that the script could not be “forgotten”, even when some civilization collapses and the
wildest Barbarians take over its remains. Several centuries of the Barbarian obscurantism
accompanied the spread of the Christianity in Europe after the fall of Rome. And yet, this
obscurantism did not cause the Latin script to be “forgotten”. Despite the apparent “barbarism” of
the earlier Christians, who smashed all vestiges of pagan “cultures” of Greece and Rome,
including prohibiting blasphemous so-called “Olympic Games”, neither Latin, nor Greek scripts
were “forgotten”. Both were duly preserved and even developed.
As the “Dark Age”, the term used in the above quote, as you can probably understood, these
folks perceived times when peoples still remembered the Flood and still remembered why it took
place, and therefore were not in a hurry to get “civilized” again.
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Notably, the earlier period of the Christianity in Europe, on top of ruins of the “civilized” pagan
Rome and “civilized” pagan Greece, the same folks used to call “Dark Age” as well. And they
again began to call the “Age of Light” only the period of the so-called “Renaissance” (means
“Rebirth” in Latin) of the ancient Roman and Greek paganism in the later years of medieval
Europe, which recollected the “Roman culture” and even the “Roman law”, but began forgetting
the Law of God, being only a step away from returning to capitalist Egypt, back to the land of
slavery (and also being a only a step away from re-establishing the blasphemous so-called
“Olympic Games”, just to remind you).
Here is a bit “politically incorrect” quotation from the Russian historical text on the same subject
(Russian Wikipedia article on Mycenaean civilization26, translation to English by the humble
author of these lines):
“…Archeological data from findings of the mid-Hellenic period (2,000 – 1,700 B.C.) reveals a
certain decline in culture of that period in comparison with the culture of the early-Hellenic period.
In burials of that time were absent metallic items, instead of them again appeared stone
implements; inventory of such burials is very scanty and unvaried; most probably, it could be
explained by the absence of the class stratification of society. Also disappeared monumental
structures; although it should be noted the appearance of some novelties, such as the potter's
wheel and the battle-chariot…”
I hope you can read between the lines and understand what the politically incorrect Russian text
says (apart of saying that the modern Western historical “science” indeed cheats you with the
dates and the so-called “Mycenaean civilization” pertained to the era before 2,000 B.C. and not to
“LH 1550-1060 B.C.” as the cheaters claim).
It says that the previous peaceful, well-developed Mycenaean “civilization”, where there was a
notable class stratification (i.e. a separation on poor social class and rich social class, i.e. the
separation on those who work and those who enjoy and rule) that used to have metallic items in
abundance, and produced crockery by industrial methods, without the need of the potter’s wheel,
and was engaged into monumental construction works, suddenly disappeared. Those Achaeans,
who replaced it, were apparent “barbarians”, apparently equal to each other, who failed to absorb
any achievements of the previous civilization, and preferred not to build any “monumental”
structures anymore, but to build battle-chariots, instead.
The above was only a single example, dealing with the “transition period” between the typical
“antediluvian” and the typical “postdiluvian” cultures on the territory known as “Greece”. If you go
deeper into the history and the archeology, you will discover precisely the same things in regard
to the “transition periods” on any other known “cultural” territory – from China and India to both
Americas. All antediluvian cultures were highly-developed, rich, engaged in the monumental
construction (by the hands of the poor; the “cultures” were rich, but not the construction workers),
and… peaceful. In a sharp contrast, all postdiluvian cultures (at least, in their earlier periods)
were clearly “barbarian”.
Another thing that shall be known is that apart from the Holy Bible, where the Deluge is
described, it was also described in well over 500 different myths (not only oral, but also recorded)
originated from different parts of the world, and at least half of those myths in no case could have
been influenced by the Bible. Several myths originating from Latin America and South East Asia
describe the same thing – a certain man with his immediate family was told by God to build a big
boat, to take into it pairs of various animals and birds and so to preserve them during the Flood.
The same myth exists in the Dravidian tradition in India (the Dravidian language family is different
from the Indo-European language family, just to remind you), where the exact equivalent of
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Biblical Noah is called “Manu”27 – a figure still highly regarded even in the modern polytheistic
Hinduism. Manu too was told (by the Creator, called “Brahma” in Hinduism) to build a large boat
and to assemble pairs of various animals and birds into it, and so to be saved during the Flood.
While the Biblical story of Noah describes the Deluge as “the entire earth being covered with
water, even the highest mountains”, it shall be kept in mind that the mountains in those areas
around the Caucasus were not too tall. The Andes in South America are noticeably higher, not to
mention Tibet and Himalayas where they mountains are even higher. The South American myths
dealing with the Deluge describe the level of water covering the entire Earth and even mountains,
except, however, the five highest peaks. Besides, several other myths either in Latin America or
in Asia describe several men, also told in advance by the “gods” to find refuge on some particular
high mountains, taking with them their families, and necessary food, where they were indeed
saved from the Flood. Notably, many of such myths, describing the Deluge, include descriptions
of strong earthquakes, and enormous violent waves that smashed everything in their way, which
came before the actual Flood.
And even more. Some of such myths describing the Deluge, particularly in America, also include
really strange claims:
1) Sun “suddenly began to dance wildly on the sky” and then “at once fell down from the sky”
(presumably, doing so incomparably faster than it used to do during a typical sunset). An ancient
North-European pre-Christian pagan variety of the myth on the Deluge: “Sun was at once
swallowed by a certain mythical giant wolf, which broke loose due to the gods’ negligence”.
2) Sun was absent for quite a long time; it is impossible to say for how many “days”, due to the
absence of the actual “days”, but it was very long.
3) When Sun re-appeared, its new way on the sky was different from that before the Flood; from
then on, the way of the Moon was different too, and the positions of the stars on the sky appeared
differently as well.
However, even this is not all. One of such myths originating from Latin America contains the
following statement (approximately):
“God was angry with the peoples, because they lived happily on the Earth, and this happiness of
theirs caused His wrath; therefore, He destroyed the peoples with the earthquake and the Flood.”
Anyone is welcome with his conclusions.
About the exact time of the Deluge opinions differ. For example (from the “Catholic calendar”):
“…The Masoretic text assigns it to the year 1656 after the Creation, the Samaritan to 1307, the
Septuagint to 2242, Flavius Josephus to 2256. Again, the Masoretic text places it in B.C. 2350
(Klaproth) or 2253 (Lüken), the Samaritan in 2903, the Septuagint in 3134. According to the
ancient traditions (Lüken), the Assyrians placed the Deluge in 2234 B.C. or 2316, the Greeks in
2300, the Egyptians in 2600, the Phoenicians in 2700, the Mexicans in 2900, the Indians in 3100,
the Chinese in 2297, while the Armenians assigned the building of the Tower of Babel to about
2200 B.C. But as we have seen, we must be prepared to assign earlier dates to these events…”.
Finally, this is what the philosophy of the humble author of these lines says in regard to the
Deluge:
God indeed destroyed the entire life on this Planet, except only those groups of men akin to Noah
and his sons, which He intended to save, along with some pairs of various species with them. Not
27
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all existing species were saved, however. The mammoths, along with some other large animals
known to perish together with them, were not saved. Moreover, God destroyed life on this Planet
not only by the Flood alone, but also by strong earthquakes (primarily intended to destroy various
“naval powers” that were presumed to be “ideal states”), tsunamis, and even by stopping the
Planet from revolving for a while. And when it comes to the reasons behind His decision, they are
more than clearly stated in the Holy Bible: because almost all men on the Earth became evil.
When it comes to the approximate time of the Deluge, I would dare to discard all those notions of
secular scientists (sometimes attributing the extinction of mammoths and the split of the protoIndo-European language and of other proto-languages to 12,000-8,000 B.C.) and to date these in
accordance with the Christian tradition. It is because from all available calculations the Christian
one appears the most reasonable, the most compliant with other known historical events, and
even corresponding to the approximate time of extinction of mammoths, calculated by some
honest scientists. So, I would presume that the Deluge took place around 3,700-2,700 B.C., i.e.
5-6 millenniums ago.
The question of the age of the Earth.
W. The age of the Earth is 4.54 ± 0.05 billion years (±1%). The age of the Earth is based on
evidence from radiometric age dating of meteorite material and is consistent with the ages of the
oldest-known terrestrial and lunar samples. Following the scientific revolution and the
development of radiometric age dating, measurements of lead in uranium-rich minerals showed
that some were in excess of a billion years old. The oldest such minerals analyzed to date – small
crystals of zircon are at least 4.404 billion years old.
D. In the last claim make sure to notice the “honestly” presented exact digit of x.xx4 billions.
Although I have no clue how old the Earth in reality is (i.e. unlike the impudent Freemasonic
“revolutionary scientists” I am, at least, honest, honestly saying that I do not know it), being a
cynical person, acquainted with their cheating methodic in general, I have to presume that the
Freemasons lie as usual, when claiming the “precision” of billions of years with ±1% and boldly
stating exact digits such as “at least 4.404 billion” in such an “honest” manner.
In reality, the Freemasons do not know the age of the Earth and they could not know it (not only
with the accuracy of ±0.05 billion years, but even with the accuracy of ±15 billion years). They
have not even the slightest idea of how old the Earth might be – it could be anything from 7
thousand years to 100 billion years and neither of these extremities would mean anything for the
Freemasons, because they indeed have no clue of this subject. Instead, they know very well
another subject – “Psychology of the gullible”. So they know what the latter will accept and what
they will not. So, the Freemasons know that if they say “the age of the Earth is certainly over a
billion years”, the gullible might not believe them. If they say that “the age of the Earth is
approximately 3 billion years”, the gullible might not believe them either. And even if they say that
“the age of the Earth is 4,5 billion years”, the gullible still might not believe them. But if the say
that “the age of the Earth is exactly 4.54 ± 0.05 billion years”, the gullible will certainly swallow
this, because it looks firstly exact, and secondly “honest” – the Freemasons “honestly” admit that
they do not know it for sure and present the “accuracy” with ± 0.05 billion years.
Scientists of the previous centuries (before the ridiculous Darwin’s theory was commissioned as
the main tool for making fools of pupils in obligatory schools for young Egyptian slaves) estimated
that the age of Earth might have been anything from “several hundred thousand years” (Mikhail
Lomonosov28) and “about 75,000 years” (Comte du Buffon29) to “between 20 million and 400
30
million years” (William Thomson a/k/a “Lord Kelvin” ). The latter attempted to estimate the age of
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this Planet based on the approximate speed of its cooling down (presuming that at the beginning
the Earth was hot). However, Charles Darwin, who was a contemporary of William Thomson,
considered the latter as “his biggest headache”. Darwin’s claims about the alleged “evolution”
were based on the premise that “evolution” might require some 3 billion years to produce
mammals from the most primitive single-cell organism, and some other 1.5 billion of years – to
allow “inanimate matter to beget animate matter” in the first instance. In reality, Thomson has
never claimed the upper digit “400 million” (the above claim was quoted from English Wikipedia
article on the Age of the Earth31). He established the age of the Earth at 100 millions years
initially, and after that he continuously re-verified his initial calculations, each time resulting in
smaller and smaller digits. Finally, Thomson arrived to the digit “20 million years”. Darwin was
pissed off, and so were the Freemasons who employed him. Thus, the Freemasons, who shaped
the entire “science” of the last three centuries, decided that the “age” of the Earth, from now on,
would be some 4-5 billion years – to match Darwin’s theory – and declared so. Their digit was not
suggested by any calculation and not by any scientific opinion – it was taken literally out of the
blue.
Later, emboldened by the hullabaloo caused by the production with the so-called “dinosaurs”, the
Freemasons decided to employ their most recent cheating tools – the so-called “Radiometric
dating”32, and later also – the so-called “Radiocarbon dating”33, which were “successfully” used to
“establish” the age of the “dinosaurs bones” that were manufactured, in reality, in the very same
year their supposed “age” was “established”. So, using the gullibility of the general public (and
prudent “politically correct” silence on the part of the scientists), the Freemasons finally
“established” the age of Earth as being allegedly “4.54 ± 0.05 billion years”.
In a manner of “by the way”, I have to mention also that the abovementioned “scientific” methods
of “dating” not only established that the gypsum- and plastic “bones” of the so-called “dinosaurs”
were allegedly “65 million years old”. They also established that the “Berezovski mammoth”
mentioned in the previous clause (the one frozen in permafrost with fresh grass in its mouth) died
“around 44,000 years ago”. Make sure to notice that “around 44.xxx”, rather than “around 45.xxx”
digit is used; in this way it looks more “honest” and therefore more impressive for the gullible.
When it comes to so-called “geochronology”34, my philosophical system dares to claim that this is
the most impudent of all known pseudo-sciences – comparable only with the infamous “studies”
by NIST on how kerosene could melt steel into fluffy dust, moreover, doing it in an instantaneous
manner.
It shall be also known that although unlike the so-called “geochronology” ordinary geology does
not cheat people intentionally (unless it refers to the alleged “age” of our Planet or to the actual
“geochronology”), a bigger half of knowledge accumulated by geology is cheating nonetheless.
The mortals know very-very little, if not to say “next to nothing” about the structure of our Planet.
The deepest borehole ever drilled for scientific purposes was the ridiculously expensive Kola
35
Superdeep Borehole that was merely 12,262 meters (40,230 ft) (2.21 leagues) deep. For
comparison, equatorial radius of Earth is 6,378 kilometers (polar radius is a bit smaller – 6,357
kilometers). This means that the geologists were not able to penetrate into our Planet deeper
than 0.05% of its radius. If you are friendly with logic, it shall mean to you, that all claims in regard
to the alleged “internal structure” of our Planet are merely speculations of geologists, who knew
absolutely nothing about it in reality. This is just to confirm that so-called “modern knowledge”
about our Planet could be safely disregarded in its entirety as absurd. Nobody knows the real
structure of our Planet except its Creator.
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The question of time.
W. Time is a certain “something”, perhaps, a dimension, in which events can be ordered from the
past through the present into the future. It is also the measure of durations of events and the
intervals between them. However, the abovementioned is all that we could say today about the
phenomenon of “time”, apart from the postulate that no one could move back and forth in time
and so – be able to predict the future or make changes in the past that would enable changing
the present.
In interconnection with the question of the Universe, we state that time constantly runs in the
same direction, with the same speed, and it has no beginning and no end. Time ever existed in
the past and it would eternally exist in the future. The “humankind” could, perhaps, become
extinct, rotations of celestial bodies will inevitably stop one day, because of friction caused by
cosmic dust would prevent them from rotating eternally, our Sun, will certainly cool down one day
[that would no longer be called “day”], but the something called “time” will run always. It is
because the Universe is unlimited not only in space, but also in time. It has no beginning and no
end either in the sense of expanse, or in the sense of age. Thus, time will run forever. Period.
D. Yes, I agree with the first part. Time is certainly a dimension, but it has a different nature,
compared to the spatial dimensions. For example, educated modern physicists suppose that our
Universe exists in three spatial dimensions + one non-spatial dimension – “time”. In the first three
we, mortals, along with our tools, can move, if we wish, while in the fourth one (“time”) we can not
move even if we wish. The uneducated author of the current philosophical system, however,
believes that our Universe exists in four spatial dimensions rather than in three (hence the wellknown curvature of space), plus one more, non-spatial dimension – “time”.
There is a big difference with the perception of “time” between mine and the Freemasonic
philosophical systems, however. Unlike the Freemasons, who maintain that no one could
allegedly predict the future because of being unable to move back and forth in time, I am sure
that it is only the current three-dimensional biped, also known as the “mortal”, is unable to move
back and forth in time and so – be able to foresee the future (unless, of course, he is a sinner,
resorted to prohibited36 practices of communicating with the parallel world of bodiless spirits,
particularly with the spirits of the dead men, who could pass to him certain information about the
future). So, I am sure that other creatures, which live in other worlds than our “First Heaven”, may
be capable of moving in time, or, most probably, are not capable of actually “moving”, but capable
of observing the entire “timeline” for a certain viewpoint that is located outside of the actual
“timeline”. That is to say that time, which obviously runs for three-dimensional mater that we, our
environment, and our tools are made of, may not necessarily run for other kinds of matter.
Besides, such a supposition automatically suggests that “time” is certainly material, i.e. is made
from certain matter. Time obviously flows. Almost like does water in a stream. Something that
“does not exist” can not flow. Time obviously exists. That is why it is logical to presume that time
is material, being composed of some higher-dimensional matter that is not tangible for us, the
limited, narrow-minded three-dimensional bipeds, moreover, mortal ones. Most probably, things
are arranged by the Creator in such a manner, that we, mortals, along with all our threedimensional (perhaps, even with four-dimensional) material environment, are made to passively
move along with the flow in a certain material stream of a substance called “time”.
36

God strictly prohibits the practices of communicating with spirits of the dead, as well as with any other
spirits, either in order to foresee the future, or in order to get any non-physical and non-therapeutical
medical treatment, or in order to use the spirits to harm other people, or for any other reason. Irrespective of
the reason, men communicating with the world of the bodiless spirits is strictly prohibited (being,
moreover, a capital offence in This life, and punishable by Hell – in the Next one). The only allowed
practice in relation to the spirits is the exorcism – i.e. expelling evil spirits from bodies of men possessed by
such evil spirits.
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The easiest primitive way to imagine such a model is this. Let us imagine a very large river that
has a constant flow of water into the same direction. The movement of the stream of water in
relation to the sky is not perceivable, because the sky is dark and cloudy, with a monotonous
color. The movement of the stream of water in relation to the banks of the river is not perceivable
also because the banks are too far away (or are in darkness, as a variety). The movement of the
stream of water in relation to the bottom of the river is not perceivable also, either because the
water is not transparent enough, or because the river is too deep (or because it is too dark
around). The movement of the stream of water in relation to fish is not perceivable, because there
are no fish around. Finally, the movement of the water is not perceivable because the actual flow
is very slow, even, and the water surface is therefore perfectly smooth.
Now we have a raft populated with people, which passively moves along the stream with the
speed of the latter. Will the folks on the raft perceive any movement if they are not enough
educated and are not trained in the abstract thinking? Obviously, not. But it does not mean that
they are not moving, relative to a certain view-point on the riverbank from where someone
observes their raft using a night-vision binocular. For that observer, the folks on the raft are
certainly moving. Moreover, he is able to observe certain parts of the waterway before the raft, as
well as after the raft. Thus, he could easily “predict” that the inhabitants of the raft would soon fall
down from a waterfall, for example.
Do not forget, that this model is primitive, because in this example the flow of water co-exists also
with the flow of time. An ideal, abstract model should contain only the flow of time alone. Anyhow,
this example could serve us somehow. We could imagine from it that time indeed flows and we
flow along with it passively, not being able to paddle in the flow of that non-tangible substance
called “time” in order to slow or to accelerate our movement. Our “raft” has no paddles and we
are not able to see the actual “water” around.
Again, as a tribute to the notorious narrow-mindedness of the mortal three-dimensional biped, it
shall be informed to the reader that the existence of the substance known as “time” could only be
perceived by a fairly educated person, able of abstract thinking, having a philosophical turn of
mind. A typical, uneducated, illiterate man, who was not taught from his childhood that there was
certain so-called “time”, measured in certain units of “seconds”, “minutes” and “hours”, would
never feel any flow of time. The life would appear to him as never ending “present”. Even regular
sunrises and sunsets, and even visible signs of his own aging, would not suggest to him that
there is any so-called “time”, which is allegedly “flowing”. The so-called “humanity”, therefore,
knew about the existence of “time” only because it was so explained to them in various religious
books. It is highly unlikely that they themselves would ever arrive to the philosophical conclusion
that there is certain alleged “time” which allegedly “flows”. It is good to always keep this in mind.
Time is an invisible substance, and its flow is also invisible. We could, of course, be proud of that
we know about time’s existence, claiming to be “educated”, but if nobody taught us about it, and
we had no clocks and watches ticking around, the chances that we would discover the presence
of time on our own are equal to zero.
So, the point is that time is firstly material. Secondly, it flows. Thirdly, it may exist in some worlds,
and it may not exist in some other worlds. Finally, time is the property of our Universe. Every
modern scientific supposition in regard to our Universe claims that all spatial dimensions (either
three- or four), and an additional non-spatial dimension known as “time” are related to this
particular Universe. When our Universe was still a single spot (or “point”), there were no spatial
dimensions, and there was no time. Only after the so-called “Big Bang”37, when the said spot
began to expand (both in space and in time, don’t fail to notice this particular), forming our future
Universe, the spatial dimensions and the additional non-spatial dimension known as “time” came
into existence. In the Holy Quran, by the way, it is also explained exactly like this – there were no
dimensions, and no time when our Universe was still a single spot; time only appeared with the
37
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expansion of that spot, and so time is clearly a property of this Universe.
So, logically, the philosophical conclusions will be as follows:
1) Time exists, and therefore it is material, although the matter time is made of is not
tangible for us.
2) Time may exist in some systems or may not exist in some other systems.
3) Time certainly exists only inside this Universe.
4) Time does not exist outside of this Universe.
5) We live in time, passively flowing with it as the time flows.
6) A certain observer, positioned outside of the time-flow, could be capable of observing the
entire time-line of ours, thus being able to observe our future.
7) The Creator does not live in time and time for Him does not run; it is our time, not His.
8) Time certainly has its beginning (the beginning of the Universe) and it certainly has its
end (the end of the Universe in the “universal” sense, or the termination of life of any
mortal individual in the “personal” sense).
9) Souls of those who died 6 thousand years ago, and 2 thousand years ago, and 500 years
ago, and 100 years ago, and of those who died last year, and of those who will die this
year, and of those who will not die, but will live up to the very End of the World would
arrive to the Seventh Heaven together; it is because the time-line exists only Here, in
This World.
10) Although it might appear to some narrow-minded souls that the flow of time is constant
and the time flows with the same speed always, it might not be so in reality; apparently,
the Creator, Who created time, has physical abilities to regulate the speed of flowing of
time.
As you can see, there are huge differences when it comes to the philosophical question of time
between the systems “W” and “D”.
But what is the most shocking, especially, in the view of the Clause 9 above, is that the actual
speed of time-flow is constantly accelerating nowadays and it is pretty obvious. Only a completely
blind fails to notice that time runs faster and faster with every passing year. Years fly by faster
than ever before. An hour no longer feels like 60 minutes as it used to be, let’s say, 30 years ago.
If you bother to spend a minute to observe how fast the second hand of typical wall-clock moves
around its plate nowadays (especially noticeable on those electric clocks where the second hand
lacks the “discrete” “jumping” movement, and goes around smoothly), you will notice that
something is very badly wrong with the philosophical substance known as “time”. Typical atheists
and typical “believers” would not pay much attention to this phenomenon. However, even they
certainly noticed that in the ‘90s time used to run noticeably faster than in the ‘80s, and in the ‘80s
it run noticeably faster than in the ‘70s, while in the new millennium time runs with the literally
crazy speed, moreover, noticeably accelerating with every passing year. However, they tend to
discard it, attributing this phenomenon to their personal perception, thinking that they are getting
“older”, and before they were “younger”, and therefore they perceived the speed of time-flow
differently.
When it comes to the humble author of these lines, he does not share such views. The time runs
just too fast and the acceleration of the speed it runs with is too high nowadays to discard this
phenomenon and to attribute it to the individual perceptions of those who are simply “getting
older”. I am sure that in the medieval times such a blatantly obvious acceleration of time would
not be just “noticed” by the community (it is noticed by anyone even today, in the age of atheism);
it would be properly interpreted, in addition – as the clearest sign of the coming End.
Although the canonical edition of the Holy Scripture does not contain any clear description of the
speeding up time as an indication of the coming End of the World, it does not mean that the
medieval Christians would not make such a conclusion after seeing such an alarm. The point is
that the Holy Scripture used to be regularly updated in the ancient times. However, since the
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earlier Christian Church composed the current version of Canon some 400 years after Jesus
Christ (i.e. ~1600 years ago), the Bible has never been updated. There were quite a few notable
revelations ever since by various saints, apparently possessing prophetic qualities, who were,
moreover, recognized as such by the official Church. However, their prophesies have never been
included into the Bible, because its Canon remains in the “conserved” state since the times of St.
Augustine and of two Councils of Carthage in 397 and 419 A.D. The humble author of these lines
used to read one of such “post-canonical” Christian books. It was published in Russian in the late
‘80s, I think (when time ran incomparably slower than in the new millennium, yet slightly faster
than it used to be in the ‘70s). It was a big book, and it contained quite a few prophesies, but one
particular prophesy dealing with the acceleration of time shortly before the End of the World
especially attracted my attention and therefore I remembered it. Unfortunately, it was so long time
ago, that I can not remember exactly how it was said, but, the approximate English translation
would sound like this:
“… and seeing how evil became the mankind, the Almighty God would speed up time flow, so
preventing those few, who could still be saved, from perishing with the unbelievers; a day would
fly by like an hour, a week – like a day, a month – like a week, and a year – like a month, and
then – the End would come…”
I began to notice the acceleration of time even in the earlier ‘90s, but at that time I did not pay
much attention to it, attributing it exactly as many others to “my getting older”. In the late ‘90s,
however, the acceleration of time became so blatantly obvious, that it could no longer be
attributed to any subjective perception. Because it was the objective process that had nothing to
do with me personally. But in the new millennium the speed-up of time became awfully alarming.
Now it seems that a day indeed flies by like an hour, and a year – like a month.
Just think about it.
Oh, it seems that I accidentally jumped from the field of philosophy to the field of revelations… Let
us come back to philosophy.
The question of perpetual motion and the possibility to build a perpetual motion machine.
W. Perpetual motion describes motion that continues indefinitely without any external source of
energy. This is impossible in practice because of friction and other sources of energy loss. There
is a scientific consensus that perpetual motion is impossible, as it would violate the first or second
law of thermodynamics.
D. I have never seen any “in perpetuum mobile” so far and I am not quite sure if it is possible to
build one. I would not dare to challenge the first and the second laws of thermodynamics either.
However, it could not escape my attention that the Freemasons spent suspiciously large amounts
of their own energy instilling the notion that perpetual motion is allegedly “impossible”. Their socalled “scientific consensus” has no authority when it comes to the cynical author of these lines. It
is because it was the very same “scientific consensus” on the alleged age of our planet Earth, the
same “scientific consensus” on the “age” of the “bones” of the so-called “dinosaurs”, made from
gypsum and plastic, and the same “scientific consensus” that consented on the alleged armorpiercing capabilities of aluminum and on alleged abilities of kerosene to instantly melt structural
steel into fluffy dust.
The amount of the Freemasonic energy spent on “proving” the above notion greatly increased
entropy in our Universe – in accordance with the Second Law of Thermodynamics mentioned
above – but, instead of proving anything, it only raised doubts. It seems that the Freemasons
spent just too much of their precious energy on this particular argument, trying to instill this notion
on any and every school child in their compulsory secondary school. And this is very suspicious,
to say the least. Thus, being a cynical person, I could not subscribe to the Freemasonic postulate
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and I am obliged to doubt it. It is not to mention that, although I have absolutely no proof of it (and
it is possible that I am wrong), I have some reasons to suspect that there is a grand cheating
when it comes to the generation of electrical power since not unknown Nikola Tesla’s discoveries
dealing with alternating current. It appears to me that the Freemasons obtain electric energy
absolutely free of charge (or, at least, at the fraction of its claimed cost) and therefore they
overcharge the gullible when it comes to the price of electricity (not to mention overcharging them
with oil- and gasoline prices, when electric energy is either completely free, or very close to being
free). These are only my cynical suspicions, though. I have not collected enough proof so far.
The question of maximal speed.
W. The speed of light is the maximum speed at which all energy, matter, and information in the
universe can travel. It is the speed at which all massless particles and associated fields (including
electromagnetic radiation such as light) travel in a vacuum. It is also the speed of gravity (i.e. of
gravitational waves). The speed of light in a vacuum is exactly 299,792,458 meters per second
(186,282 miles per second) and is a universal physical constant. Such particles and waves travel
at the speed of light regardless of the motion of the source or the inertial frame of reference of the
observer.
D. The above is a blatant lie. The speed of gravity is presumably much higher than the speed of
light in a vacuum. It was not yet experimentally proven, but it definitely will be proven in the near
future. However, it has already been proven that entangled quantum particles could affect one
another much faster than the speed of light.
And when it comes to infamous claim about the allegedly constant speed of light “regardless of
the motion of the source or the inertial frame of reference of the observer”, this seems to be sheer
lunacy – not different in essence from the rest of typical Freemasonic postulates, which the
gullible are supposed to swallow without demanding any proof.
The question of spirits.
W. There is no such thing as the so-called “spirit”. Spirits do not exist. Their alleged existence
was presumed in high antiquity by superstitious primordial humans, but it has never been
confirmed by modern science.
D. God the Creator created spirits (also known as “ghosts” in Germanic and “jinns” in Arabic) from
the flames of scorching fire – exactly as suggested by the religious doctrine and explained in the
Holy Quran. The spirit is an inalienable part of any mammal (men inclusive) and bird, which
makes them actually “live” and, in addition, causes their bodies to sustain certain constant
temperature. The spirits are unique for each type of species. The spirits could be presumably “reused”, i.e. each spirit could be used more than one time – by reincarnating into a newborn of the
same species after being released from the dead. Spirits of men could reincarnate as well, by
entering newborn babies; however, it is not known for sure how many times spirits could be reused in such a manner (most cultures believed five times, but I am not quite sure about it). It is
known, however, that the type of spirit used in the body of a man could also exist independently
of the body of the man, at least for some time, which often happens after the latter’s death and it
is nothing else than the well-known phenomenon of ghosts.
Besides, there are spirits that live their own lives in the world of spirits, invisible for men, and
these spirits are capable of interacting with men (although they are prohibited from doing so by
God – exactly as the men are prohibited by God from communicating with the world of spirits).
These spirits are presumably of the same kind as the spirits of the men and therefore some of
these spirits could populate the body of the man from the technical point of view. Moreover,
exactly like embodied Homo sapiens, these bodiless spirits are also capable of distinguishing
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good and evil and therefore they could also be evil, belonging to Satan’s flock. These evil spirits
could possess bodies of men, causing their mental disorders.
Moreover, there are reasons to believe that spirits of men and spirits of pigs are of the same type
(since the pigs are known to be former men punished by God by their transformation into the
pigs) and therefore their spirits seem to be technically interchangeable. This was indirectly
confirmed by the well-known Biblical story, where Jesus Christ caused the “legion” of spirits to
quit the body of one possessed man and the freed spirits immediately entered bodies of pigs,
causing the pigs to drown in madness.
In addition, special, “custom-made” spirits, known as “holy spirits” are available as well, but these
are used only at the discretion of God the Creator in certain special cases.
When it comes to the world of bodiless spirits (“jinns” in Arabic) – they live their totally
independent life akin to the life of men. They are separated into two genders, they could multiply,
they are mortal, they are sapient, meaning they have their souls, and they have their
corresponding problems – akin to those faced by mankind. These sapient spirits will also face the
Last Judgment – exactly like the embodied Homo sapiens.
The spirits apparently have physical properties such as weight. It was experimentally established
(during Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini’s rule in Iran) that the body of a man at once loses some
weight when its spirit quits the body at the moment of his death. Besides, some animals, such as
dogs, could feel the presence of bodiless spirits. The dogs would always howl if they feel such a
spirit nearby. Hence the well-known phenomenon, which neither of Freemasonic sciences could
explain: at the moment of a man’s death all dogs around would howl at once.
It shall be also mentioned that the Freemasons deny the existence of spirits only to their slaves –
the secular so-called “law-abiding citizens” of the atheist capitalist neo-Egypt. When it comes to
the internal doctrine of their sect, the Freemasons believe in both – in the spirits’ existence, and in
the spirits’ re-incarnation. However, the Freemasons have little understanding about the true
physical nature of the spirits and they mix up concepts of spirit and soul into one. Thus, they
believe that the souls also allegedly re-incarnate; so, they do not believe that the souls, in reality,
depart at once to the Last Judgment.
The sub-question of constant temperatures in warm-blooded animals.
W. Warm-blooded creatures, like mammals and birds, try to keep the inside of their bodies at a
constant temperature. To generate heat, warm-blooded animals convert the food that they eat
into energy. They have to eat a lot of food, compared with cold-blooded animals, to maintain a
constant body temperature. Only a small amount of the food that a warm-blooded animal eats is
converted into body mass. The rest is used to fuel a constant body temperature.
D. The Freemasons and their pseudo-scientists have no shame. If you are familiar with physics
and mathematics, you can try the following experiment: take a barrel filled with 60-liters of water
with 18°C (64.4°F) temperature, providing that the room-temperature is also the same as that of
water. Then – imagine that 60% of body-weight of the so-called “human” is represented by water
and this 60-liters barrel represents a body of a 100kg man. Your task is to heat this water to the
normal “human” temperature known to be 36.6°C (98°F) by burning under the barrel (you can
enclose the fire, of course, to prevent the dissemination of energy) a single (or double if you wish,
or even triple) standard ration of the man’s food. So, you can take, let’s say: 6 eggs, 3 glasses of
milk (replace the actual milk with milk-powder – it is easier to burn), 6 Big Macs, 12 hot-dogs, may
be a few plates of hot potato, a loaf of bread, may be a hundred grams of sugar, some mustard,
or ketchup, or whatever else you wish. 6 glasses of hot coffee and 3 plates of hot soup you can
fill directly into the barrel, since you can’t burn them, but they could help you by adding some
temperature.
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I wish you a very good luck with your experiment.
You can simplify the above experiment. Instead of actually burning the food, make a simple
calculation (thanks to the so-called “civilization”, nowadays every pack of food lists the number of
calories it contains). Summarize all calories available in all foods that the man could consume –
and then – try to figure out if these are enough to heat 60 liters of water from 18°C (64.4°F) to
36.6°C (98°F) or not enough.
I will tell you a little secret. The humble author of these lines used to fast from time to time. During
such fasting, he drinks only water and eats absolutely nothing. Usually, I fast for 30 days, but one
time I attempted to repeat what was done by Jesus Christ and forced myself to abstain from food
for the full 40 days. So, I can assure you that my body temperature was always 36.6°C (98°F) –
on the first day of such fasting, on the 30th day, and even on the 40th day of it. Moreover, I could
assure you that my body energy was the same as well. It did not decrease even to the least
extent. After fasting for the whole 30 days, I could still easily walk something like 30 kilometers
without being tired and could work as hard as I work on any other day when I eat normally.
The Freemasons cheat you. Constant high body temperature in all warm-blooded creatures, such
as mammals and birds, has absolutely nothing to do with any food. It has to do with the fact that
their bodies are populated by the spirit, which God the Creator created from the flames of
scorching fire… Make sure to notice also that at the moment of death of either a man or a warmblooded animal, their bodies cool down at once – with the unbelievably high speed that has
nothing to do with the well-known thermodynamics. You can make another experiment – heat the
abovementioned 60-liters barrel with water to 36.6°C (98°F) by fire and then let it cool down back
to 18°C (64.4°F) – and check, how long will it take and how gradual will be the process. In a
sharp contrast with the above, the cooling down of the man’s body at the moment of his death
occurs in the momentarily manner. It because the high temperatures are sustained only by the
presence of the spirit; the actual body is cold. So, once the spirit departs, the body cools down at
once.
The question of mental sickness and psychiatric science.
W. A mental disorder or psychiatric disorder is a psychological pattern or anomaly, potentially
reflected in behavior, that is generally associated with distress or disability, and which is not
considered part of normal development in a person's culture.
The causes of mental disorders are varied and in some cases unclear. Services are based in
psychiatric hospitals or in the community, and assessments are carried out by psychiatrists,
clinical psychologists and clinical social workers, using various methods but often relying on
observation and questioning. Clinical treatments are provided by various mental health
professionals.
Psychiatry is a part of medicine that studies, diagnoses and treats mental illnesses and abnormal
behaviors and conditions that cause problems and make life difficult for people. The people who
practice psychiatry and treat others who have psychiatric problems are called psychiatrists.
D. A so-called “psychological anomaly” is typically an inability of Homo sapiens (because nonsapient animals do not suffer from anything like that and do not require services of psychologists
– they are naturally healthy, being driven by their natural instincts) to chose the right conduct in a
situation where concepts of good and evil are mixed up beyond repair. A typical example – a
normal, healthy male is in a state of a total psychological disorder because he does not know
what to do with a certain cohabiting bitch that got completely out of hand, but is still perceived by
him as the supposedly “lawful wife”. Another typical example – parents do not know what to do
with their kids that get completely out of control. The only treatment of such patients is to let them
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refresh their memories by reading the Old Testament (since it contains the actual concepts of
good and evil and explains what to do with disobedient wives and with disobedient children). It
has nothing to do with the so-called “clinical psychologists” and so-called “clinical social workers”
because these are not capable of restoring the proper set of moral values in the mind of such a
patient. They could only cheat the gullible patient by distracting his attention and re-directing it to
something else. The abovementioned folks act more like “spin-doctors” than like “doctors”.
It is not so simple when it comes to the so-called “psychiatric disorders”, though. These typically
occur because a patient is possessed by evil spirits. So the only possible treatment is to cause
the evil sprits to quit the patient’s body.
When it comes to the so-called “psychiatry”, it is the worst of all pseudo-sciences ever practiced
by evil mankind. It is worse than alchemy, worse than studies on how kerosene could collapse
steel buildings, worse than the study on the so-called “dinosaurs”, and even worse than astrology.
The so-called “psychiatrists” are the worst and the most dangerous cheaters and are the main
tool of the so-called “New World Order”. They are much more dangerous than the cops. The cop,
in the worst case, could only arrest you and bring you to the court where you will deal with the
judge who is presumably more logical than the cop and who has to abide by the letter of the socalled “law”. It is not so with the psychiatrist, however. The psychiatrist does not need any arrestwarrant to arrest you – he could arrest you at will. Every modern society, even including those
under the so-called “Shariah laws”, not to mention the Western so-called “democracies”, permits
compulsory treatment of mental patients. It is only up to the psychiatrist to decide whether you
are “mentally sick” and therefore require the compulsory treatment or not. Moreover, the
psychiatrist is legally entitled to impose his judgment as to your supposed “mental disorder” on
any real judge sitting in the real court. The psychiatrist is legally higher than the judge, because
the judge bases his legal opinion on the merits of the case, but the psychiatrist bases his
“judgment” on his voluntary opinion alone. Thus, the psychiatrist could easily lock you up in any
mental institution for any period of time and he is free to do with you there anything he wishes –
up to castrating you or converting you into an unconscious animal by some medication or
surgery. Only in the United States alone, only between 1939 and 1951, over 50,000 lobotomy
operations were performed in mental hospitals38. And when you look at the time-frames specified,
you could easily presume that some of those unfortunate patients might have been the Reds who
professed some “politically incorrect” doctrine, incompatible with the “secular” state and with its
so-called “democracy”. And when it comes to the actual “treatment” of the real mental disorders
(caused by possession of evil spirits), the so-called “psychiatry” is not known to successfully treat
even a single patient during its entire 150 years history (“psychiatry” is less than 150 years old,
actually, because prior to this, those who practiced it were typically burnt at the stake or simply
hanged by their necks for denying the existence of the spirits and for claiming that the
consciousness of Homo sapiens was allegedly “material”).
Besides, even judging by sheer logic, the existence of psychiatrists is incompatible with individual
sovereignty. Thus, the psychiatrists could not exist in the lands populated by free humans, the
slaves of God – such as, for example, among free Pastuns in the so-called “lawless” Tribal Area
of Pakistan. The psychiatrists could only exist within some state sovereignty as an additional
enforcement tool that is always above the so-called “constitution” of such state sovereignty.
That is why, the Reds and the Islamic Fundamentalists used to exterminate psychiatrists – they
usually put them to death ahead of the cops, because the psychiatrists are more dangerous than
the cops, indeed.
The question of soul and consciousness.
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W. Consciousness is, so far insufficiently studied by science, a unique ability of animate
matter to reflect reality. Or [as Wikipedia article puts it] consciousness is the quality or state of
being aware of an external object or something within oneself. It has been defined as: sentience,
awareness, subjectivity, the ability to experience or to feel, wakefulness, having a sense of
selfhood, and the executive control system of the mind. Despite the difficulty in definition, many
philosophers believe that there is a broadly shared underlying intuition about what consciousness
is.
Soul does not exist. May be some superstitious humans mistake the so-called “soul” with “spirit”,
but we could assure you that neither soul, nor spirit exist in reality. So, when a human dies, he
dies completely, nothing will continue to exist after his death. His consciousness will die with him.
D. Soul does exist. Soul is the very consciousness of Homo sapiens; just another name for it. And
yet another word for it is “conscience”, because “conscience” and “consciousness” is the very
same thing in reality. Even though it was “so far insufficiently studied” by Freemasonic science,
and even though the Freemasons and their pocket “philosophers” indeed have difficulties defining
it, as they honestly admit, the concept of soul was duly studied by religious philosophers who
understand what it is more or less perfectly.
Soul, a/k/a consciousness, a/k/a conscience, is the unique property of Homo sapiens that makes
him technically equal to God (or to Gods in plural, for that matter, because apparently our God
belongs to some race; He is certainly not alone of His kind). Soul is immortal and therefore it is
indestructible. It does not die with the physical death of a mortal man and it has nothing to do with
his spirit. Soul is a certain “higher substance” of unknown physical nature (when Prophet
Mahomet requested God to explain to him what soul was from the physical point of view, God
answered through Archangel Gabriel that the mortal is too limited to understand what the soul is;
so the sense of His answer was something like “the soul is a certain higher substance known to
God, but not known to the mortals”).
Soul by no means “re-incarnates” into newborn babies in This World (especially considering that
the newborn babies acquire their own souls after a few years only – well after they learn to speak
some language). It is the spirit that could re-incarnate, but not soul. But it does not mean that soul
does not “re-incarnate” at all. Soul after the death of Homo sapiens at once departs to the Last
Judgment, where it is re-incarnated into a new physical body (apparently it is impossible – to fry
and to boil bodiless souls in Hell, so the physical body is required for this process, at least,
judging from the technical point of view; moreover, it is exactly what God explains in the Holy
Quran – every dead man, as well as a woman, will be at once supplied with a new physical body
in the Seventh Heaven).
Soul, a/k/a consciousness, has nothing to do with the alleged abilities such as “sentience”,
“awareness”, “the ability to experience or to feel”, or “wakefulness” as alleged by the Freemasonic
“philosophers” in the above quotation from Wikipedia. Any animal – be it a dog, a cat, a dolphin, a
small baby of a so-called “human” (that has not developed the ability to think in a certain
language) apparently has all these qualities listed above. Such an animal is obviously able to
“feel”, “to experience” (and even to learn from its experience), “to be awake”, as well as “to be
aware”. But it does not mean that such an animal is able to realize. That is to say that it does not
mean that such an animal is “Homo sapiens” able to distinguish good and evil and therefore is
technically equal to God. Only Homo sapiens have consciousness, while animals and even small
babies of the so-called “human” do not have any. You can feel it even intuitively, without much
understanding of the philosophical categories – answer yourself honestly: could a small baby be
“guilty” of anything? Of course, not. Could an animal be “guilty” of anything? Of course, not. It is
because the animal is not being driven by any evil intent; it is driven merely by its instincts and by
corresponding emotions and so is the case with the baby of the species known as “mankind”.
It shall be mentioned also that the infamous Freemasonic “Newspeak” that the so-called “human”
often uses not only for speaking but even for thinking also adds to the confusion. For example,
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we take a baton and hit a man at his head and the man falls down. What we will think? We will
think that “the man lost his consciousness” and the man “fell unconscious”. And when such a man
gets up after a while, what will we think? We will think that “the man regained his consciousness”.
Do you think that it is correct from the technical point of view? You are badly mistaken if you think
so. The blow at the head does not affect the actual “consciousness”. It affects the senses of the
man. The man loses his senses, and not his “consciousness” in this case, despite the Orwellian
Newspeak suggesting to the contrary. And when the man gets up after such a blow, he merely
“regains his senses” and not his “consciousness”. Do you want proof? Here it is: hit a dog at its
head in the same manner – and the same thing will happen with the dog. But it does not mean
that the dog allegedly “lost its consciousness” and then – “regained its consciousness”, because
the dog does not have any “consciousness” to begin with. It is an unconscious animal. However,
the dog has its senses. And that is exactly what it loses and regains in such a case. Precisely the
same thing is applicable to the so-called “human”.
But what is consciousness, a/k/a soul? And where does it come from?
As you probably remember, the actual misconduct of Adam and Eve for which they were made
mortal and banished to the Earth was their unauthorized eating of the certain fruit from the
forbidden “tree of knowledge” (which for many folks seems to be associated with particularly an
apple tree for some not so clear reason; however, it has never been mentioned in any religious
book that it was particularly the “apple” tree; it was some special tree). Before eating from that
tree, Adam and Eve were merely biped animals – they were able to speak certain language, i.e.
they were able to communicate either with each other or with God. Apparently, they were able to
have sexual intercourse and so – to multiply. But they were not able to distinguish between good
and evil – exactly as any other animals.
It means that Adam and Eve could not be “guilty” of anything, because animals could not be
“guilty” by definition. The “guilt” is a process of conscious commitment of a certain evil act, but
unless you are able to realize that this is a particularly evil act, you are not guilty. Thus, a small
child can not be guilty of anything, because he is not “Homo sapiens” yet39.
The same thing applies to the rest of animals (a bull that eats the neighbor’s crop is not guilty –
because the crop is delicious; the one who is guilty is the bull’s owner who did not properly
secure the animal). However, when Adam and Eve ate from the forbidden tree of knowledge,
their eyes OPENED (though they were opened anyway, even before that, but that time they
OPENED) and they REALIZED that they were naked40. So they felt ashamed (a specific quality
that pertains only to Homo sapiens, not to any animals) of their nakedness and they made for
themselves a dress of leaves to cover their private parts (again a conscious conduct, an
invention, that had nothing to do with the animals).
Upon learning of this, God was outraged and He declared a certain important thing (a special
attention to the lovers of “extraterrestrial” theories, please):
“The man has now become like one of us, knowing good and evil…”41

39

In this connection, please, try to remember the infamous Biblical story of slaughter of boys below two
years of age in Bethlehem. Try to guess why King Herod did not order to kill anyone above that age? This
is extremely politically incorrect, of course, especially in today’s Freemasonic Egypt, but the point is that
killing a child of below two years of age is not a murder, because such a child has no soul yet and this fact
was well-known to any and every thinking human right up to the era of the new-Egypt with its perverted
moral values. Being evil, King Herod was, nonetheless, enough educated, especially in the God’s Law, and
he knew this politically incorrect truth very well. He did not want to commit a mass-murder; therefore, he
resorted only to the mass-slaughter.
40
Genesis 3:7
41
Genesis 3:22
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This, by the way, was the only one place in the Holy Scripture, where God mentioned that “those
like Him” were many, implying that God belonged to a certain race.
The religious philosophy interprets the above as follows:
The man is basically an animal, although he was indeed created in God’s Own Image and in
God’s Own Appearance. He was the animal when he was created and he basically remains the
animal even up to this day. What makes him different from the animal is his ability to distinguish
the concepts of good and evil – an ability that makes him to realize, to think in a certain language,
42
using words of this language for formulating thoughts , and so – to judge his own and others’
conducts comparing them against a certain scale of values.
This ability deems to be the immortal and immaterial “consciousness”, or “soul”, of which mortal
animals (both biped and quadruped) are devoid.
The immaterial and immortal soul is not to be confused with material and mortal spirit (known as
“ghost” in Germanic, or “spirit” in Latin, or “jinn” in Arabic). While the spirit was made by God from
the “flames of scorching fire” and it is an inalienable part of any man from the moment of his birth
(as well as that of any mammal or bird, since these too are hot-blooded and deem to possess the
spirits of their own kind), soul/consciousness/conscience is by no means an “inborn” quality, but
the acquired one.
When it comes to adult Adam and Eve, they acquired it at once by eating a special fruit from a
special tree. When it comes to the young children of their descendants, they develop this quality
gradually because their parents routinely teach them the concepts of good and evil along with a
corresponding ability to distinguish between them, which eventually develop in them an ability to
think in a certain language, formulating thoughts in wording (animals do not “think” in words, they
“think” in pictures only).
Thus, the religious philosophy teaches that the man is basically an animal (with a proper set of
animalistic instincts and corresponding emotions), but what makes him “Homo sapiens” is his
[illegally] acquired consciousness (a/k/a “soul”) that could be used to judge and to formulate his
conducts, moreover, often contrary to the in-born animalistic instincts and emotions. The
presence of soul makes the man technically equal to God. However, there is a little difference:
God is Immortal, but while the man’s body is mortal, his soul is immortal too.
Since their unauthorized eating from the prohibited tree of knowledge, God decided that Adam
and Eve, although becoming technically equal to God, did not actually deserve this. Thus, they
were sent as mortals to test their abilities to distinguish good and evil on their own during a “test
life” in This World. Once they pass this test (i.e. choose good rather than evil, moreover, doing so
entirely of their own free choice, and despite the enticement to the contrary), they suppose to
receive the immortal body and continue as the Gods race in the Next World. If they do not pass
this test (i.e. choose evil – either consciously, while perceiving it as “evil”, or if they are “too
clever” to choose evil while declaring it “good”), their souls will be supplied with the same
immortal bodies but would be sent to Hell (apparently, God can not kill immortal soul, since it is
impossible from the technical point of view, and apparently He is obliged to do something with it,
so Hell is the solution).
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It is believed that Adam and Eve were not able to think in a language that they were able to speak before
eating from the forbidden tree; their “thinking” was then most probably animalistic – i.e. they “thought” in
pictures rather than in words, exactly as do the small children and the rest of animals. Moreover, it is
believed (and actually explained more or less clearly in the Holy Quran) that deaf-and-dumb descendants of
Adam are not Homo sapiens, but 100% animals – they do not and can not possess any soul/conscience due
to their inability to think in any language.
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The question of concepts of good and evil.
W. Good is a broad concept but it typically deals with an association with life, charity, continuity,
happiness, love and justice. Evil is typically associated with conscious and deliberate wrongdoing,
discrimination designed to harm others, humiliation of people designed to diminish their
psychological needs and dignity, destructiveness, and acts of unnecessary and/or indiscriminate
violence.
The nature of being good has been given many treatments; one is that the good is based on the
natural love, bonding, and affection that begins at the earliest stages of personal development;
another is that goodness is a product of knowing truth. Differing views also exist as to why evil
might arise. Sometimes, evil is attributed to the existence of free will and human agency. Some
argue that evil itself is ultimately based in an ignorance of truth. A variety of Enlightenment
thinkers have alleged the opposite, by suggesting that evil is learned as a consequence of
tyrannical social structures.
D. The poor Freemasonic philosophers are not capable of even defining what is “good” and what
is “evil”, to begin with. Moreover, they associate “good” with so-called “love” (while we, the
Barbarians, known that the so-called “love”, recently re-named in the Freemasonic Newspeak
from the former “passion”, is the base, shameful animalistic emotion that is rather “evil” than
“good” when it comes to Homo sapiens). Some other Freemasonic “philosophers” go as far as to
attribute “evil” to existence of free will of the so-called “human” (so the obvious solution is to lock
the so-called “humans” in a concentration camp, where they will be “good” rather than “evil”).
The concepts of “good” and “evil” are universal (and, moreover, obviously natural, i.e. not
contradictory to the nature of Homo sapiens) constants that serve as guidance marks for the
conscience of Homo sapiens to chose the proper conduct while having free will. They are as
constant as the well known so-called c – the speed of light in vacuum – and therefore they can
not be changed or “adjusted”.
Moreover, the worst of all possible sins Homo sapiens could commit is an attempt to establish
one’s own concepts of “good” and “evil” that differ from the universal ones.
The actual concepts of good and evil were taught to Adam and Eve (and to their descendants) in
a form of God’s Law that the mortals had to follow.
Upon their placement on the Earth, Adam and his wife Eve were left seemingly on their own – at
least, when it came to their living, daily bread, and the reproduction. It was not so, however, when
it came to the observance of certain rules. Adam and Eve were obliged, still, to observe the
Universal Law (that the Freemasons called “Common Law” and which is, actually, a synonym of
the latter – there is not much difference between the words “Universal” and “Common”). This
Universal Law clearly defined the concepts of good and evil. Moreover, it explicitly prohibits the
mortals from mixing up, not to say daring to establish their own concepts of good and evil, as
opposed to those manifested by the Lord God.
It is believed that sets of the God’s Law were given to the mortals quite a few times during the
entire history of mankind on this Planet, but they were lost or distorted an equal number of times.
Badly distorted sets of the Heavenly Law apparently existed in China, Japan, Ancient India, preIslamic Persia, and in many other places on the Earth. At minimum, it is known (if tracing only the
line of the Abrahamic religion alone, discounting the rest of confessions) that the God’s Law was
given (or, at least, reminded) to: Adam, Enoch, Noah (from whom various remnants of it, mostly
distorted, exist among many nations), Abraham (lost by descendants of both of his sons – Isaac
and Ishmael), and Moses. From the latter case, the Law has never been lost by the mortals
again; it was duly preserved by the Jews in the recorded form and managed to survive up to this
day in the well-known form of the “Holy Scripture”. Moreover, since then, it was re-affirmed two
more times – during the prophesy of Jesus Christ (thanks to whose teaching, the Law of Moses
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was taught to non-Jews, converting the latter into believers, known now as “Christians”), and
during the prophesy of Mahomet (who restored the Law of Moses among the descendants of
Ishmael and among many various non-Arabic nations around).
Thus, the clarification of the concepts of “good” and “evil” is currently available in a Book known
as the “Holy Scripture”. These concepts remain precisely the same today – exactly as they used
to be 7 thousand years ago. If Homo sapiens think that the “society has changed” during the last
two centuries and so the concepts of “good” and “evil” must be “adjusted” to match the current
needs of the society, he is badly mistaken. The modern society has “changed” indeed (look at the
depiction on one US dollar bill for your reference), but it does not mean that God the Creator Who
resides in the Seventh Heaven suddenly “changed” too and so decided to close all Seven Gates
to Hell. The Seven Gates to Hell are still wide open and anyone who dares to establish his own
concepts of good and evil is welcome.
The existence of angels.
W. There is no such thing as the so-called “angels”. Angels do not exist. Their alleged existence
was concocted by cheaters and subsequently dogmatized, but it has never been confirmed by
modern science.
D. God created angels from what He called “divine light”. They are different from the spirits that
God created from the “flames of scorching fire”. While spirits have no bodies, the angels have
bodies. Besides, while the spirits are mortal, the angels are immortal. The angels apparently
abide in higher dimensions (higher heavens) than the mortals and the spirits, but, as being the
higher-dimensional creatures, they could easily move through the dimensions and appear in This
World if they wish so. Moreover, the angels could appear in This World either in their well-known
“shining white” guise, or even under the guise of “normal” mortal men.
The question of Satan.
W. Satan does not exist. It is merely a fictitious character that personifies evil as perceived by
some religious men.
D. Satan exists. It is his eye that gazes at the Egyptian slaves from atop of the Egyptian pyramid
depicted on one US dollar bill.
“Satan” (among the Muslims it is usually pronounced “Shaitan” rather than “Satan”) means
“adversary” or “enemy”. His other titles are “Devil” or “Diablo”. These titles were awarded to the
fallen angel of light who is known by his names “Phosphoros”, “Iblis”, and “Lucifer”. Satan was
merely one of the angels created by God prior to creation of Adam. Since Adam was higher in
status than angels, because he was created in God’s Own Image and in God’s Own Appearance,
but he was less powerful than the angels, God demanded that the angels should prostrate
themselves before Adam and take an oath of allegiance to him. All angels obeyed, except only
Lucifer, who refused, claiming that he was made of divine light, while Adam was made of soil.
Enraged, God cursed and banished Lucifer from His presence and promised that he would be
made a restless wanderer till the end of times. After that, Lucifer promised that he would seduce
all adams and would cause them to do evil that would look “honest” on the Earth and so would
cause all of them to turn from the Right Path. God answered to Lucifer that He would not object
making such an experiment and would not prevent Lucifer from tempting the mortals, but at the
end, He would fill Hell with Satan and with all that followed him.
I believe it is such an important event, that it must be quoted here in full:
15:26 Certainly We created man from clay, which thickened, from black mud, molded into shape,
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15:27 And before that We created spirits from flame of scorching fire.
15:28 And the Lord said to the angels: "Certainly, I'm going to create man from an essence of black mud,
molded into shape;
15:29 When I have fashioned him in adult proportion and breathed into him of My spirit, prostrate
yourselves before him and take an oath"
15:30 So, all the angels prostrated themselves, all together.
15:31 But Iblis. He did not. He refused to be among those, who prostrated themselves.
15:32 And He said: "O Iblis! What reason did you find for not being among those, who prostrated
themselves?"
15:33 And he said: "I am not one to prostrate myself to the man, whom You did create from an essence of
black mud, molded into shape."
15:34 And He said: "If so, get away from here, certainly you are banished,
15:35 And certainly the Curse shall be on you till the Day of Judgment"
15:36 And he said: "O my Lord! If so, leave me in peace till that Day of Judgment"
15:37 And He said: "Certainly, you are of those, who are left in peace;
15:38 Till the Time, which is known to you."
15:39 And he said: "O my Lord! Because You have made my life evil, I will surely make them to do evil,
which will seem HONEST on the Earth, and I will certainly cause ALL of them to turn away from the Way
of Truth.
15:40 With the exception of Your servants among them, those, who are devoted ones".
15:41 And He said. “lf so, this is right deal with Me
15:42 Surely, what is concerning My servants, you will have no power over them, with the exception of
those, who will follow you, from among those, who have gone astray from the Way of Truth.
15:43 And verily, HELL is the promised land for them ALL.
15:44 There are seven Gates to it. For each of those Gates there will be a separate party of them.
15:45 And verily, those, who resist evil, will be amid Gardens and fountains..."
When it comes to me personally, I have absolutely no doubt that Satan exists, because God says
that Satan exists, and I have no habit doubting what God says. Moreover, the existence of Satan
is obvious if you look at the modern implementation of the concepts of “good” and “evil” and look
at what was promised by Satan in the quotation above. He promised that he would not only cause
ALL OF THEM to do evil on the Earth, but that actual evil would look HONEST.
So, my philosophy insists that Satan exists and that he routinely does his job – exactly what he
promised at the very Beginning.
When it comes to the technicalities of his interactions (I am an engineer by my profession, so I
could do nothing with my “primitively technical” approach in understanding of things) with the socalled “humans”, I believe that Satan acts as follows. Homo sapiens always think. The majority of
“normal” Homo sapiens think all the time except when they sleep. Some modern degenerates,
especially from the youngest generations, may have lost the ability to think all the time because
they listen to the music all the time and this presumably “switches them off”, especially if the
music is loud. But if not counting these folks with their permanent earphones, the rest of Homo
sapiens think all the time – their minds are always populated by various thoughts coming in. So,
the problem is that the naïve Homo sapiens is unfortunately not capable of recognizing whether
any particular thought that entered his mind is his own thought, or it was suggested by someone
else. A trained person, who understands the technicalities well, is capable of understanding that
his thoughts could be:
1) generated by his own mind in the most genuine manner (for example, in an attempt to
analyze something);
2) generated by his own mind in order to “justify” a certain desire conditioned by the animal
that sits inside every man;
3) “suggested” by the third party.
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So, the trained man is capable of analyzing all his thoughts and of sorting them out to a certain
extent (depends on how good is his training). So, he could with a certain degree of success
banish thoughts generated in order to “justify” his shameful animalistic desires and to invoke the
reason to reject the animalistic urges. Likewise, he could also detect and banish some thoughts
that are not actually his, but “suggested” by some third party. However, it is only providing that he
is aware that the “third party” indeed exists. If a person is a convinced “secular” materialist – of
the current type bred by the Freemasons during last couple of centuries, he certainly does not
believe in the existence of Satan. Since he does not believe in the existence of Satan, he is
incapable of attributing certain thoughts “suggested” to him to any “third party”. He is simply not
aware that such a “third party” might exist and that it could be capable of influencing his mind
from the technical point of view. Thus, such a person perceives all his thoughts as his own. Even
some particularly “crazy” and certainly “extraneous” thoughts would be perceived by such a
person as “his own” – perhaps, he would think of himself that he is a bit “crazy” because such
thoughts enter his mind, but he would, nevertheless, believe that all of them are his own. So, it is
easier to understand the phenomenon of Satanism based on the above technicality.
Satanist, in reality, is not a person who worships Satan. And it is not a person who does some
particularly evil things by evil intent. Satanist – it is a pretty ordinary atheist (or even a so-called
“believer” who nonetheless prefers Darwin’s theory or some so-called “extraterrestrial” notion)
that is otherwise a normal man with all visible qualities of a normal man. What makes him a
Satanist is the fact that Satan could dominate his mind. Not all the time, of course, but only some
time – when it is really important. A typical Satanist could be distinguished when you try to talk
with him about God, but not in a silly manner like do modern priests and missionaries, but in a
serious manner – like explained in this Chapter. So, if you try to tell to the Satanist anything else,
he would listen to you and eagerly participate in discussing your subject (especially if he is an
agreeable and communicable person). But once you touch some “dangerous” subject – for
example, start discussing technicalities of the End of the World, or those of the Seventh Heaven,
or discussing Hell and Paradise, or existence of angels or spirits, you will notice that your
agreeable and communicative interlocutor is at once “locked” and turned “deaf”, or even irritated.
That is the visible characteristic of a typical Satanist. Satan completely dominates his mind, but
allows him to discuss any topic that is not dangerous.
From the technical point of view it could be explained very easily. Satan, exactly like other angels,
and, of course, God the Creator, could easily read men’s thoughts in whatever language they are
expressed. Moreover, Satan is powerful enough to deal with more than one man at a time
(especially, considering that he operates from other dimensions where time presumably does not
run). So, it would be a mistake to think that Satan could not simultaneously cope with, let’s say, a
million of the Satanists, because he is alone, but his clients are too many. Apparently, he can
cope with all of them without much difficulty. So, Satan is capable of interacting with the man’s
soul (“consciousness” or “mind”) by both – reading his thoughts, and by “suggesting” thoughts.
So, a typical Satanist does not believe that Satan exists, and is not capable of understanding that
his mind is dominated by the “third party”. Of course, he is not trained at all in banishing the wellknown “Satanic” thoughts, like it was the case with all Christians, Muslims, and other believing
people in the old good times. Since he is not trained in such things, Satan could influence him in
the heaviest possible manner – up to completely “locking” his mind, and turning him into “deaf”
and “irritated” – as I explained in the example above. But usually, Satan simply “suggests” that
the man should not think over the “inconvenient” things and just banish such thoughts away and
reject all discussions on such “dangerous” and “irritating” topics.
It shall be also known that Satan influences not only mankind, but sapient bodiless spirits, whose
abode is a parallel world. Some of these sprits, therefore, become evil and they could cause a lot
of various troubles for the men – from simply possessing their bodies, thus turning them mad, to
harming them physically in different ways. The latter is often used by various “advanced” folks
who could “put the evil eye on”, or “to bedevil” other people.
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In the manner of “by the way”, it shall be mentioned that the latter practice used to be punishable
until very recent. For example, if some sorcerer invoked evil spirits to kill a man (which is indeed
technically possible) and this was proven, such sorcerer would be charged with murder, tried, and
executed if found guilty. And this was practiced until very recent – in some jurisdictions as late as
after the WWII. The society became completely “secular” (thus, denying the existence of spirits
on the conceptual level) quite recently and so, of course, today such a legal suit would not be
accepted by any court of the so-called “law”. However, it does not mean that spirits “do not exist”
or that “evil spirits could not harm men”. Apparently, they do, without paying the least respect to
the opinion of the so-called “secular” society.
In addition to the above, Satan also works by convincing the men to replace the concepts of
“good” and “evil” (so that evil would indeed look “honest” – exactly as he promised to God).
Besides, Satan could make “honest” direct agreements with certain prominent people and then –
help such people openly. Satan is powerful, actually. He is an angel, after all. For him it would not
be difficult at all – to make a sinister agreement with some lowly creature and to bring him up to
become a perpetual “president” in only a couple of years, for example.
I am not quite sure if the Freemasonic sect, which is a formally Satanic organization that worships
Satan, does so because they just perceive Satan as a “non-existing” alternative to “non-existing”
God, or because they indeed openly employ his help in exchange for worship, being fully aware
that Satan exists. I would rather presume first, but it is also very much possible that the second
option is true, especially when it comes to the leadership of the Freemasonic sect. Perhaps, the
top figure in the Freemasonic hierarchy indeed deals directly with Satan as a physical entity.
So, this is what my philosophy says about Satan.
The age-old question of the purpose of life.
W. Life has no “purpose”. It is because it appeared by itself and it therefore exists naturally,
without any reason or purpose.
D. Life has purpose. The purpose of life of plants and animals was not explained in any religious
book, but it could be guessed that partly such life exists in order to sustain living conditions to the
mankind – such as providing food, as well as oxygen, for example. However, when it comes to
the life of species known as “mankind” that turned Homo sapiens without the permission of God,
the purpose of their life was explained in the clearest possible manner: God wanted to test mortal
Homo sapiens whether he or she chooses good, as opposed to evil, voluntarily, while having free
choice, before deciding where to admit him or her for his/her eternal life – to Paradise or to Hell.
The question of freedom.
W. We do not know what your so-called “freedom” is. The actual word “freedom” might refer to
other concepts, such as: “Free will”, “Civil liberties”, “Political freedom”, “Freedom of assembly”,
“Freedom of association”, “Freedom of choice”, “Freedom of speech”, “Economic freedom”,
“Academic freedom”, “Intellectual freedom”, “Scientific freedom”, and “Autonomy” – such as; "one
who gives oneself their own law".
D. I think the Freemasons forgot to add to their list quite a few “freedoms” – such as “Freedom of
so-called “sexual minorities” to register their marriages and to adopt kids”, “Freedom to choose
one’s sexual partner”, “Freedom to throw one’s sexual partner behind bars for the so-called
“rape”, as well as for the so-called “marital rape””, and “Freedom to play basketball for one hour in
the prison’s yard for those inmates who are not punished by any solitary confinement”.
In reality, Freedom is the state of affairs, when a man is subordinated directly to God, the Creator,
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and no mortal imposes on the man more limits than were imposed on him by the God, the Law
Giver.
In terms of possession of land, Freedom is when the man holds the land in his own right, being
the direct tenant of God, without any “state” being in between, such as in case when the land is
held by a sovereign who holds the supreme authority on his plot of land that could not be
challenged by anyone.
So, if you possess the land and you have right to build a gallows on this land and to hang some
criminal from among your own servants and slaves – then you can consider yourself free in terms
of possessing the land, because you hold the supreme authority on this land indeed. In all other
cases you are merely a tenant of some sovereign state, and not of God. This means that you are
not a sovereign, but a subject. In this case the only thing you could do to obtain Freedom – is to
quit “your” plot of land and to begin to lead the nomadic way of life – like forefather Abraham did.
The question of the ultimate justice.
W. There is no such thing as the so-called “ultimate justice”. But a supreme court of a sovereign
country could, perhaps, serve as such.
D. There is the Ultimate Justice – the Lord God will square all accounts, undoubtedly. But it will
not happen Here, as many naïve souls naively expect. It will happen There.
The question of the End of the World.
W. We have already told you, stupid, that the so-called “End of the World” is impossible (unless,
of course, the humanity would not destroy itself by some ecological catastrophe or by a full-scale
nuclear war).
D. Hmm… I have already told you that the End of the World was promised by God and unless
you sincerely believe that you evolved from the monkey, you should not doubt His words.
Here I will try to explain to you what I mean in a form of a certain lyrical digression. This supposes
to logically conclude my philosophy.
I would like to teach you how to interpret the last book of the “New” Testament (which is, just to
remind you, 2000 years old). As you probably know, this last book of the Holy Bible bears the
name “Apocalypse” a/k/a “Revelation”. Many people tried to interpret it, but, unfortunately, most of
such interpretations are misleading, and, I would put it more strongly, they are “loony” – as loony,
as typical conspiracy theories on various “33-degree Freemasons” and other similar crap that you
could routinely encounter on the Internet. But it does not mean that the Apocalypse could not be
interpreted successfully. Apparently, it can be, because it was written to be interpreted by some
discerning people. I would not claim that I am too much “discerning”, but I will offer you my views
on how to interpret it. The rest is up to you – you may accept my interpretation or you may not,
but, at least, I could feel that my conscience is clear because I did my part of the job.
Let me begin with a certain intriguing fact.
As you probably remember, the humble author of these lines used to serve as a commissioned
officer it the Soviet Special Control Service – a special organization in the Soviet Armed Forces
that was responsible for detection of nuclear explosions (actually, it is because of this particular I
decided to write the book on the nuclear demolition of the World Trade Center, of which this part
is merely a continuation). Of course, apart from detecting nuclear explosions (mostly by seismic
methods, since almost all modern nuclear explosions were conducted underground), my service
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used to detect ordinary earthquakes – much in the same sense as any other organization
concerned with detection of seismic activities. Therefore, I possess some knowledge not only
about nuclear explosions and about the emergency nuclear demolition schemes of the World
Trade Centers, but about earthquakes as well.
Of course, those days I knew the official list of the most serious earthquakes and I knew more or
less their properties. I knew about them from both – their official descriptions (available at my
service), as well as from chatting with various officers of my organization. You know, when you
are in a 24-hours duty shift (which was the mode of my service there), you have usually nothing
to do than to read available books (that are mostly about nuclear explosions and earthquakes)
and to chat with other officers on duty. Actually, seismic detection was not my particular specialty;
I was a communication engineer. But after spending 5 years chatting with other officers, many of
whom were concerned with particularly seismic detection, on those 24-hours duty shifts (where
you have nothing else to do than to drink tea, to play cards, and to chat), I learned from them
quite a lot of things, the fact of the nuclear demolition scheme of the World Trade Center
inclusive. However, the point here is not about the nuclear demolition of the WTC – this was
addressed in the main part of my book, but about the list of the most important earthquakes that I
used to know and to remember by heart.
When I quit my military service and went abroad, I noticed a strange thing. One of the most
important earthquakes of the 20th century A.D. was conspicuously missing in all, without any
exception, official Western lists of earthquakes. It was, of course, present in the official Soviet list
(at least, at the one available in the Soviet Special Control Service), but in the West it was clearly
relegated to the status of “unevent”, speaking in Orwellian terms. It was not listed anywhere on
the Internet; it was not mentioned in any publicly available book on earthquakes (I made sure to
look for it in a few of such books, just to confirm it), and it was not listed in any typical list of the
most important world events either. I was really surprised why an earthquake could be relegated
to the “unevent” and what could be “politically incorrect” in such a thing as an earthquake?
Later, however, I understood what was “politically incorrect” in that earthquake… It was so
Biblical, that even those folks who run the society from behind the infamous “curtain” did not fail
to notice that it was indeed the Apocalyptic event in the full sense of this word. So, they made
corresponding precautions – exactly like they did in the case of the extinction of mammoths and
with the rest of the so-called “Ice Age Fauna extinction” in connection with the Deluge. They just
hid it from the public, because otherwise some public might make very dangerous conclusions.
Surprisingly enough, they no longer hide this Apocalyptic earthquake from the public today. There
are quite a few articles on this former “unevent”, including a dedicated Wikipedia article, available
nowadays. However, none of these articles existed before 2003, lest in the ‘90s. For example, the
Wikipedia article on this 1976 event43 was put on-line only in 2005 and not any earlier than that44.
I can assure you that as of 2003 nothing at all had existed on this topic on the Internet, because it
was the last time when I checked it (since 2003 I was behind bars and had no chance to check). I
have no clue when the prohibition was lifted, but this is not the main point. The point is that the
prohibition to mention this “unevent” used to exist for more than 25 years!
The actual “unevent” was the great 1976 Tangshan earthquake, of course. It took place in a
densely populated area of Tangshan, in the Chinese province of Hebei, just 150 km to SouthEast of Chinese capital Beijing, on July 28, 1976 A.D.
There are many digits – “initial”, and “updated”, and “exact”, and “estimated”, and “other” ones
published in regard to the number of the casualties. But keep in mind that this was an “unevent”
for more than 25 years; so it does not matter what digits those folks would publish for your
consumption now, after they were permitted to at last remember this former “unevent”. You better
43
44

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1976_Tangshan_earthquake
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=1976_Tangshan_earthquake&dir=prev&action=history
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trust the digits the former officer of the Soviet Special Control Service will provide for you.
Because these digits he obtained from the official description of that event back in the old good
days. The number of killed was 7 hundred thousand people (700,000). Try to remember the
digit. You will get the point later.
This 1976 earthquake was of a magnitude previously unheard of. The cheaters try hard to
downplay it by claiming that it was merely 7.8 on the Richter magnitude scale, but it realty it was
incomparably more than that. To my shame, I forgot the exact digit, which I saw in that Soviet list,
that is why I do not want to lie to you, but it was definitely not 7.8 and not even 8.2. It was much,
much, incomparably higher than that. You can perceive what the catastrophe it was by looking at
this extremely “politically incorrect” picture showing consequences of this 1976 “unevent”:

You could scarcely imagine what energy is required to cause rail-tracks to bend in such a
manner, but you could easily imagine what it would do with concrete buildings if they were
standing here instead of the rail-tracks. There was no earthquake stronger than this one in the
recorded period of history. The next strongest earthquake ever occurred on the Earth does not
come even close to this 1976 unevent…
Just to perceive how these shameless folks cheat you, using your supposed gullibility, compare
the photo above with the photo below that shows a Valdivia street after “the most powerful ever
recorded earthquake” of 22 May 1960 in Chile:

45

From Wikipedia : “The 1960 Valdivia earthquake or Great Chilean Earthquake of Sunday, 22
May 1960 was the most powerful earthquake ever recorded, rating 9.5 on the moment magnitude
scale.”
45

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1960_Valdivia_earthquake
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The 1960 Chilean earthquake was 9.5 and it left damage shown in the second photo above. Now
you could easily imagine what would happen with these houses on the Valdivia street if the
magnitude were like in the 1976 “unevent” that managed to bend rails in the manner shown on
the first photo. However, the Freemasons claim that the 1960 Valdivia earthquake of Sunday, 22
May 1960, was allegedly “the most powerful earthquake ever recorded”. So, the point is that the
so-called “good guys” do not want to record the 1976 Tangshan earthquake. It was indeed the
“unevent” in the very Orwellian sense of this word. Therefore, it was not to be recorded.
It was recorded, nonetheless, by the “politically incorrect” Soviet Special Control Service. I just
forgot the digit, to be frank with you. I remember that it was slightly less than “11”, but the exact
digit I can’t recollect.
Apart from its unprecedented magnitude, which all open sources try to downplay nowadays in
such a desperate manner as shown above, there was another unique feature of that earthquake,
which the Wikipedia article, of course, prefers not to mention. To have a clue of what they hid
from you, I will translate something that is available in Russian:
“…at 3:42 AM local time tens of millions of people were woken up by an enormous very bright
flash in the sky. It suddenly illuminated everything around on an area over three hundred square
kilometers. And after that, the earth began to cleave, to heave, and to blow up. From the impacts,
residential houses and industrial buildings collapsed as if they were merely houses of cards…”
I think you could easily imagine that an industrial building could collapse like a house of cards
when we are talking about an earthquake of almost 11 in magnitude that could even bend railtracks. However, it is not so easy to understand what it had to do with the enormous flash in the
sky. A typical loony conspiracy theorist would, of course, at once jump at such a description and
immediately “conclude” that it must have been an atmospheric nuclear explosion.
However, the humble author of these lines is by no means a loony conspiracy theorist. He is a
cynical military engineer, moreover, from nowhere else but from the very nuclear department of
the Soviet military that was tasked with the detection of nuclear explosions. That is why he knows
very well that atmospheric nuclear explosions do not cause earthquakes. Likewise, underground
nuclear explosions do not cause enormous flashes in the sky. Besides, I would like to remind you
of some digits (taken from my main book on 9/11thology, chapter “Some interesting
testimonies of the 9/11 witnesses”). It is an official table46 describing seismic events, their
magnitudes according to the Richter scale, and corresponding TNT yields required to achieve
such events:
Richter
TNT for Seismic
Magnitude Energy Yield

Example
(approximate)

7.0 32 million tons

Hyogo-Ken Nanbu, Japan Quake, 1995; Largest Thermonuclear Weapon

7.5 160 million tons

Landers, CA Quake, 1992

8.5

5 billion tons

Anchorage, AK Quake, 1964

9.0

32 billion tons

Chilean Quake, 1960

10.0

1 trillion tons

(San-Andreas type fault circling Earth)

12.0 160 trillion tons (Fault Earth in half through center, or Earth's daily receipt of solar energy)
46

http://www.seismo.unr.edu/ftp/pub/louie/class/100/magnitude.html (this web page has been removed by
the US authorities after the author of these lines video presentation referring to it appeared on YouTube in
March 2010)
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In the table above make sure not to accidentally confuse “millions” with “billions” and “billions”
with “trillions”, and try to remember also that “million tons” in nuclear weapons jargon corresponds
to “megaton”, while “thousand tons” – to “kiloton”. The largest known nuclear charge ever
detonated was around 55 megatons (the Soviet “Czar-bomb”), so the above table cuts the digit
slightly to 32 megatons in order to match the 7.0 magnitude (because the next available “square”
digit – 7.5 – corresponds to 160 megaton and certainly there is no such weapons available). Now
look at 9.0 (which corresponds to 32 billion tons, which is not to be confused with the 32 million
tons in the previous example), and try to recollect that the Chilean earthquake was in reality 9.5,
and not 9.0. And now – look at the amount of explosives required to produce the magnitude of
10.0, and also that of 12.0.
And now – look again at the photo that showed bent rail-tracks and remember that the “unevent”
of the 1976 Tangshan earthquake had the magnitude of much more than “10”, but slightly less
than “11”. So, from now on, I hope, you would never be misled by any loony conspiracy theory
that might try to attribute this “unevent” to any thermonuclear explosion by evil so-called “Zionists”
or by evil so-called “Freemasons of 33-degree”.
The digit “11”, by the way, is strangely missing in the above table. And I have a certain
suggestion as to why it is missing there… It was there initially. It is just logical to presume so.
Because what for those who composed that table would skip the digit “11”? Was it difficult for
them to ascribe some calculated amount of TNT equivalent to the digit “11”? Obviously, not. Of
course, the digit “11” was there. Along with a certain particular “unevent” that digit pertained to.
But when it was decided to publish that table on the Internet for the lay consumption, some
censor looked at it and noticed the “unevent” that shall not be known to the lay folks. So, he
simply deleted the line. But it does not matter, actually. The missing line with the digit “11” in the
above table is by no means the primary point and it is not even the secondary point. There are far
more important points than this petty thing, of which, moreover, I have no proof. The point is that
certain folks attempted to hide from you the important event for 25 years, and even now they
continue hiding from you its true physical properties.
So, I would dare to insist that the “unevent” of the 1976 Tangshan earthquake, thanks to the fact
of the enormous bright flash in the sky, was nothing less than an act of God, which represented
nothing less than a certain Apocalyptic event. And that is exactly why the so-called “good guys”
used to completely hide this “unevent” from you for the first 25 years, and continue to cheat you in
regard to its true properties as well as in regard to the number of its victims, which, just to remind
you one more time that this extremely important digit, was seven hundred thousand.
End of the preliminary intriguing part.
Here is the text of Apocalypse that I think I could interpret for you. The events that I could
interpret are in red font:

Revelation 9
1
The fifth angel sounded his trumpet, and I saw a star that had fallen from the sky to
the earth. The star was given the key to the shaft of the Abyss. 2When he opened the
Abyss, smoke rose from it like the smoke from a gigantic furnace. The sun and sky were
darkened by the smoke from the Abyss. 3And out of the smoke locusts came down upon
the earth and were given power like that of scorpions of the earth. 4They were told not to
harm the grass of the earth or any plant or tree, but only those people who did not have
the seal of God on their foreheads. 5They were not given power to kill them, but only to
torture them for five months. And the agony they suffered was like that of the sting of a
scorpion when it strikes a man. 6During those days men will seek death, but will not find
it; they will long to die, but death will elude them.
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7

The locusts looked like horses prepared for battle. On their heads they wore
something like crowns of gold, and their faces resembled human faces. 8Their hair was
like women’s hair, and their teeth were like lions’ teeth. 9They had breastplates like
breastplates of iron, and the sound of their wings was like the thundering of many horses
and chariots rushing into battle. 10They had tails and stings like scorpions, and in their
tails they had power to torment people for five months. 11They had as king over them the
angel of the Abyss, whose name in Hebrew is Abaddon, and in Greek, Apollyon.
12
The first woe is past; two other woes are yet to come.
13
The sixth angel sounded his trumpet, and I heard a voice coming from the horns of
the golden altar that is before God. 14It said to the sixth angel who had the trumpet,
“Release the four angels who are bound at the great river Euphrates.” 15And the four
angels who had been kept ready for this very hour and day and month and year were
released to kill a third of mankind. 16The number of the mounted troops was two hundred
million. I heard their number.
17
The horses and riders I saw in my vision looked like this: Their breastplates were
fiery red, dark blue, and yellow as sulfur. The heads of the horses resembled the heads of
lions, and out of their mouths came fire, smoke and sulfur. 18A third of mankind was
killed by the three plagues of fire, smoke and sulfur that came out of their mouths. 19The
power of the horses was in their mouths and in their tails; for their tails were like snakes,
having heads with which they inflict injury.
20
The rest of mankind that were not killed by these plagues still did not repent of the
work of their hands; they did not stop worshiping demons, and idols of gold, silver,
bronze, stone and wood—idols that cannot see or hear or walk. 21Nor did they repent of
their murders, their magic arts, their sexual immorality or their thefts.
Revelation 10
1
Then I saw another mighty angel coming down from heaven. He was robed in a
cloud, with a rainbow above his head; his face was like the sun, and his legs were like
fiery pillars. 2He was holding a little scroll, which lay open in his hand. He planted his
right foot on the sea and his left foot on the land, 3and he gave a loud shout like the roar
of a lion. When he shouted, the voices of the seven thunders spoke. 4And when the seven
thunders spoke, I was about to write; but I heard a voice from heaven say, “Seal up what
the seven thunders have said and do not write it down.”
5
Then the angel I had seen standing on the sea and on the land raised his right hand to
heaven. 6And he swore by him who lives for ever and ever, who created the heavens and
all that is in them, the earth and all that is in it, and the sea and all that is in it, and said,
“There will be no more delay! 7But in the days when the seventh angel is about to sound
his trumpet, the mystery of God will be accomplished, just as he announced to his
servants the prophets.”
8
Then the voice that I had heard from heaven spoke to me once more: “Go, take the
scroll that lies open in the hand of the angel who is standing on the sea and on the land.”
9
So I went to the angel and asked him to give me the little scroll. He said to me, “Take it
and eat it. It will turn your stomach sour, but in your mouth it will be as sweet as honey.”
10
I took the little scroll from the angel’s hand and ate it. It tasted as sweet as honey in my
mouth, but when I had eaten it, my stomach turned sour. 11Then I was told, “You must
prophesy again about many peoples, nations, languages and kings.”
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Revelation 11
1
I was given a reed like a measuring rod and was told, “Go and measure the temple of
God and the altar, and count the worshipers there. 2But exclude the outer court; do not
measure it, because it has been given to the Gentiles. They will trample on the holy city
for 42 months. 3And I will give power to my two witnesses, and they will prophesy for
1,260 days, clothed in sackcloth.” 4These are the two olive trees and the two lampstands
that stand before the Lord of the earth. 5If anyone tries to harm them, fire comes from
their mouths and devours their enemies. This is how anyone who wants to harm them
must die. 6These men have power to shut up the sky so that it will not rain during the time
they are prophesying; and they have power to turn the waters into blood and to strike the
earth with every kind of plague as often as they want.
7
Now when they have finished their testimony, the beast that comes up from the
Abyss will attack them, and overpower and kill them. 8Their bodies will lie in the street
of the great city, which is figuratively called Sodom and Egypt, where also their Lord
was crucified. 9For three and a half days men from every people, tribe, language and
nation will gaze on their bodies and refuse them burial. 10The inhabitants of the earth will
gloat over them and will celebrate by sending each other gifts, because these two
prophets had tormented those who live on the earth.
11
But after the three and a half days a breath of life from God entered them, and they
stood on their feet, and terror struck those who saw them. 12Then they heard a loud voice
from heaven saying to them, “Come up here.” And they went up to heaven in a cloud,
while their enemies looked on.
13
At that very hour there was a severe earthquake and a tenth of the city collapsed.
Seven thousand people were killed in the earthquake, and the survivors were terrified and
gave glory to the God of heaven.
14
The second woe has passed; the third woe is coming soon.
15
The seventh angel sounded his trumpet, and there were loud voices in heaven,
which said:
“The kingdom of the world has become the kingdom of our Lord and of his Christ,
and he will reign for ever and ever.”
16

And the twenty-four elders, who were seated on their thrones before God, fell on their
faces and worshiped God, 17saying:
“We give thanks to you, Lord God Almighty,
the One who is and who was,
because you have taken your great power
and have begun to reign.
18
The nations were angry;
and your wrath has come.
The time has come for judging the dead,
and for rewarding your servants the prophets
and your saints and those who reverence your name,
both small and great—
and for destroying those who destroy the earth.”
19

Then God’s temple in heaven was opened, and within his temple was seen the ark of his
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covenant. And there came flashes of lightning, rumblings, peals of thunder, an earthquake
and a great hailstorm.
Revelation 12
1
A great and wondrous sign appeared in heaven: a woman clothed with the sun, with
the moon under her feet and a crown of twelve stars on her head. 2She was pregnant and
cried out in pain as she was about to give birth. 3Then another sign appeared in heaven:
an enormous red dragon with seven heads and ten horns and seven crowns on his heads.
4
His tail swept a third of the stars out of the sky and flung them to the earth. The dragon
stood in front of the woman who was about to give birth, so that he might devour her
child the moment it was born. 5She gave birth to a son, a male child, who will rule all the
nations with an iron scepter. And her child was snatched up to God and to his throne.
6
The woman fled into the desert to a place prepared for her by God, where she might be
taken care of for 1,260 days.
7
And there was war in heaven. Michael and his angels fought against the dragon, and
the dragon and his angels fought back. 8But he was not strong enough, and they lost their
place in heaven. 9The great dragon was hurled down—that ancient serpent called the
devil, or Satan, who leads the whole world astray. He was hurled to the earth, and his
angels with him.
10
Then I heard a loud voice in heaven say:
“Now have come the salvation and the power and the kingdom of our God,
and the authority of his Christ.
For the accuser of our brothers,
who accuses them before our God day and night,
has been hurled down.
11
They overcame him
by the blood of the Lamb
and by the word of their testimony;
they did not love their lives so much
as to shrink from death.
12
Therefore rejoice, you heavens
and you who dwell in them!
But woe to the earth and the sea,
because the devil has gone down to you!
He is filled with fury,
because he knows that his time is short.”
13

When the dragon saw that he had been hurled to the earth, he pursued the woman who
had given birth to the male child. 14The woman was given the two wings of a great eagle,
so that she might fly to the place prepared for her in the desert, where she would be taken
care of for a time, times and half a time, out of the serpent’s reach. 15Then from his
mouth the serpent spewed water like a river, to overtake the woman and sweep her away
with the torrent. 16But the earth helped the woman by opening its mouth and swallowing
the river that the dragon had spewed out of his mouth. 17Then the dragon was enraged at
the woman and went off to make war against the rest of her offspring—those who obey
God’s commandments and hold to the testimony of Jesus. 13:1aAnd the dragon stood on
the shore of the sea.
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Revelation 13
.

13:1b

And I saw a beast coming out of the sea. He had ten horns and seven heads, with
ten crowns on his horns, and on each head a blasphemous name. 2The beast I saw
resembled a leopard, but had feet like those of a bear and a mouth like that of a lion. The
dragon gave the beast his power and his throne and great authority. 3One of the heads of
the beast seemed to have had a fatal wound, but the fatal wound had been healed. The
whole world was astonished and followed the beast. 4Men worshiped the dragon because
he had given authority to the beast, and they also worshiped the beast and asked, “Who is
like the beast? Who can make war against him?”
5
The beast was given a mouth to utter proud words and blasphemies and to exercise
his authority for forty-two months. 6He opened his mouth to blaspheme God, and to
slander his name and his dwelling place and those who live in heaven. 7He was given
power to make war against the saints and to conquer them. And he was given authority
over every tribe, people, language and nation. 8All inhabitants of the earth will worship
the beast—all whose names have not been written in the book of life belonging to the
Lamb that was slain from the creation of the world.
9
He who has an ear, let him hear.
10
If anyone is to go into captivity,
into captivity he will go.
If anyone is to be killed with the sword,
with the sword he will be killed.
This calls for patient endurance and faithfulness on the part of the saints.
11

Then I saw another beast, coming out of the earth. He had two horns like a lamb,
but he spoke like a dragon. 12He exercised all the authority of the first beast on his behalf,
and made the earth and its inhabitants worship the first beast, whose fatal wound had
been healed. 13And he performed great and miraculous signs, even causing fire to come
down from heaven to earth in full view of men. 14Because of the signs he was given
power to do on behalf of the first beast, he deceived the inhabitants of the earth. He
ordered them to set up an image in honor of the beast who was wounded by the sword
and yet lived. 15He was given power to give breath to the image of the first beast, so that
it could speak and cause all who refused to worship the image to be killed. 16He also
forced everyone, small and great, rich and poor, free and slave, to receive a mark on his
right hand or on his forehead, 17so that no one could buy or sell unless he had the mark,
which is the name of the beast or the number of his name.
18
This calls for wisdom. If anyone has insight, let him calculate the number of the beast,
for it is man’s number. His number is 666.
In the above we will need to interpret several things, the infamous digits “666” inclusive, of
course. I will interpret for you even the “666” digits, but, actually, they are not the most important,
as you will see below. There are much more important and much more shocking things than just
these “666” digits.
However, because the digits “666” are actually the least shocking thing, I will begin with them.
The most shocking thing I will prepare for the dessert, if such things could be called “dessert”, of
course…
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To begin with, I will just remind you something that is commonly known and which was not to
difficult to recognize. This is the “first woe”, described at the very beginning of the above Biblical
quotation. In fact, many discerning people recognized that event immediately, back in the ‘20s
and even earlier – right at the moment the First World War began.
Of course, it was the WWI. It is difficult to imagine for the modern so-called “human” who has no
clue when it comes to the recent history, because his iPhones, computer games, and music
players reduced his “active memory” to merely a few years. However, it shall be known, that by
the year 1913 A.D., the world was peaceful as never before, and the Freemasons actually
planned that by the mid-‘20s they would achieve the complete globalization, and by the mid-‘30s
all so-called “citizens” would reside in concentration camps. The so-called “citizens” themselves,
however, used to perceive at that moment that all those “evil” and “brutal” wars were in the past
and their feelings were roughly corresponding to the feelings of the peaceful slaves of today. That
is why the unexpected start of the WWI, which was devoid of any objective reasons whatsoever,
produced such a shocking impression on the peaceful slaves “à la 1913”, that they at once
remembered about God and did not fail to connect the WWI with the start of the Apocalyptic
century. Thus, the fact that the “first woe” is represented by the WWI is by no means a discovery
of the humble author of these lines – it was well-known to any self-respecting researcher who
sincerely attempted to interpret the Apocalypse; it was no secret since the times of the actual
WWI. I just want to inform those who might not know about this particular interpretation.
From the point of chronology, we should interpret the “second woe” now. But I prefer to violate
the chronology and to jump directly to the digits “666”. As you can see from the above description
in the Bible, the text of Apocalypse is written in such an indirect manner that only those endowed
with certain understanding could actually understand it. It is obviously not intended for those folks
who could not even simply read between the lines and demand that everything must be written in
plain text and moreover, demand that the one who wrote it must also produce some diploma
certifying that he was indeed taught grammar. For example, it is clear from the text of the last
sentence in the Apocalypse quotation above that the number “666” must be calculated. And this
process requires some wisdom and some insight. However, typical loony conspiracy theorists do
not see words “calculate”, “wisdom”, and “insight” written in plain language and therefore devoid
of any ambiguity. So, instead of calculating these digits, these loony folks began to look for them
just in the plain form, trying to discover them “as is”. Not surprisingly, they find them everywhere,
because a combination of digits “666” is nothing unusual.
However, in the above Biblical verses, it is suggested that some beast, which exercised all the
authority of the first beast on his behalf and deceived the inhabitants of the earth must have such
a number. So, what it could be? I think a man even with little brains would not think for too long
what the “beast” it is. Of course it is “The United States of America”, which presumably exercised
all the authority on behalf of the first “beast”, which is most probably the infamous G7-G10
countries, because the first “beast” is described as heaving “seven heads” and “ten crowns”.
Moreover, one of its heads (I quote Apocalypse 13:3) “3One of the heads of the beast seemed to
have had a fatal wound, but the fatal wound had been healed”. What it could be? Try to guess. Of
course, it is Germany, which was divided seemingly forever between the capitalists and the
socialists, but, nonetheless, managed to heal up (I mean “unite”) in the last moment.
All apocalyptic descriptions of both beasts perfectly match their actual qualities. They are
aggressive, blasphemous, boastful, deceiving the majority, they wage wars against the remaining
believers, who follow God’s Commandments, and are about to cause every biped to be implanted
with an identification microchip that would obviously serve also as a kind of payment card or a
direct link to his bank account.
So, the description of the “second beast” is almost certainly the description of the “United States”
and the number “666” most probably belongs to the United States. However, the number has to
be calculated, not simply discovered on some new design of a can with Pepsi-cola as those loony
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conspiracy theorists always try to do. So, let us try to calculate the number of that beast.
What could be the “number of a country” if not the year of its creation? Do you have any other
suggestion? So, let us presume that the beast is the United States and its “number” is the year of
its creation. Let us try to calculate the needed number “666” out of this presumption. Here it is:

What do you think the inscription “MDCCLXXVI” is? It is nothing else than number “1776” in
Roman numbers. But what is “1776” and why it is there? The “1776” written on the lowest stage
of the Egyptian pyramid symbolizes the state known as “The United States of America” as the
fundament that supports the rest of the Freemasonic structure above it. As you probably know,
the Freemasons have many so-called “degrees of initiation” (I guess precisely 33 – exactly as
those loony conspiracy theorists who always talk about alleged “33-degree Freemasons” remind
you). These degrees form the pyramidal structure, since the higher degrees held by fewer folks,
and the highest – by even fewer. So, the actual pyramid symbolizes two things simultaneously
(the Freemasons always try to compete with God in this sense and one meaning is never enough
for them – it is too cheap to their exquisite taste): it symbolizes the structure of the Freemasonic
sect that rests on the profanes, known as the “United States” and its so-called “citizenry”. And, in
the same time, it symbolizes slave-owning Egypt, because the Freemasons try to mimic the
ancient Egyptian Pharaoh – their guru. But what is the number “1776”? Well. It is the year of the
United States Declaration of Independence, as far as I could recollect. I.e. it is the “birth-year” of
the state known as “The United States”. Do you agree with this logic? So, if the “number of the
beast” is to be calculated, then, logically, it must be derived from this number. Let’s try? Here it is:
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Impressive, isn’t it? Now we know the “beast” and were even able to calculate “its number” – and
it is exactly “666” – as suggested.
It is not the most shocking thing, however. The interpretation of the “second woe” that we jumped,
violating the chronological order, is far more shocking. But before we go to the “second woe”, let
us make one more jump. This time – to Revelation 17. Here it is:
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One of the seven angels who had the seven bowls came and said to me, “Come, I
will show you the punishment of the great prostitute, who sits on many waters. 2With her
the kings of the earth committed adultery and the inhabitants of the earth were intoxicated
with the wine of her adulteries.”
3
Then the angel carried me away in the Spirit into a desert. There I saw a woman
sitting on a scarlet beast that was covered with blasphemous names and had seven heads
and ten horns. 4The woman was dressed in purple and scarlet, and was glittering with
gold, precious stones and pearls. She held a golden cup in her hand, filled with
abominable things and the filth of her adulteries. 5This title was written on her forehead:
MYSTERY
BABYLON THE GREAT
THE MOTHER OF PROSTITUTES
AND OF THE ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH.
6

I saw that the woman was drunk with the blood of the saints, the blood of those who
bore testimony to Jesus.
When I saw her, I was greatly astonished. 7Then the angel said to me: “Why are you
astonished? I will explain to you the mystery of the woman and of the beast she rides,
which has the seven heads and ten horns. 8The beast, which you saw, once was, now is
not, and will come up out of the Abyss and go to his destruction. The inhabitants of the
earth whose names have not been written in the book of life from the creation of the
world will be astonished when they see the beast, because he once was, now is not, and
yet will come.
9
“This calls for a mind with wisdom. The seven heads are seven hills on which the
woman sits. 10They are also seven kings. Five have fallen, one is, the other has not yet
come; but when he does come, he must remain for a little while. 11The beast who once
was, and now is not, is an eighth king. He belongs to the seven and is going to his
destruction.
12
“The ten horns you saw are ten kings who have not yet received a kingdom, but
who for one hour will receive authority as kings along with the beast. 13They have one
purpose and will give their power and authority to the beast. 14They will make war
against the Lamb, but the Lamb will overcome them because he is Lord of lords and King
of kings—and with him will be his called, chosen and faithful followers.”
15
Then the angel said to me, “The waters you saw, where the prostitute sits, are peoples,
multitudes, nations and languages. 16The beast and the ten horns you saw will hate the
prostitute. They will bring her to ruin and leave her naked; they will eat her flesh and
burn her with fire. 17For God has put it into their hearts to accomplish his purpose by
agreeing to give the beast their power to rule, until God’s words are fulfilled. 18The
woman you saw is the great city that rules over the kings of the earth.”
As I have a couple of times reminded you before (in the part called “A Big Lyrical Digression”) in
English translations of Bible they improperly use word “prostitute” instead of “whore” in such
cases. So, the proper translation is, of course, “whore”, and not “prostitute”.
Do you know who is this great whore that is dressed in everything red and sits on seven hills,
while playing with the beast of seven heads and ten horns? Do you know what is that great city
that rules multitudes of nations and languages?
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It is Moscow, of course. Because it indeed sits on the seven hills . And because it is indeed the
whore that used to dress in everything red, while not being actually red. That whore, in reality,
betrayed the entire Red movement on the Earth when it denounced Stalin and his ideology and
turned fascist in the mid-‘50s. Moreover, it used to seduce naïve souls with its pseudo-communist
ideology for another 35 years since then, simultaneously waging wars against the real Reds, as
well as against Islamic Fundamentalists. I hope by the time you reached this point, you have
already read my “Big Lyrical Digression” and so you should know the actual history of the Soviet
whoring.
So, it is the time to finally address the Chapter 11. The “second woe”. The most shocking part. To
make it easier for you, I will repeat the quotation here (this is Revelation 11):
1

I was given a reed like a measuring rod and was told, “Go and measure the temple of
God and the altar, and count the worshipers there. 2But exclude the outer court; do not
measure it, because it has been given to the Gentiles. They will trample on the holy city
for 42 months. 3And I will give power to my two witnesses, and they will prophesy for
1,260 days, clothed in sackcloth.” 4These are the two olive trees and the two lampstands
that stand before the Lord of the earth. 5If anyone tries to harm them, fire comes from
their mouths and devours their enemies. This is how anyone who wants to harm them
must die. 6These men have power to shut up the sky so that it will not rain during the time
they are prophesying; and they have power to turn the waters into blood and to strike the
earth with every kind of plague as often as they want.
7
Now when they have finished their testimony, the beast that comes up from the
Abyss will attack them, and overpower and kill them. 8Their bodies will lie in the street
of the great city, which is figuratively called Sodom and Egypt, where also their Lord
was crucified. 9For three and a half days men from every people, tribe, language and
nation will gaze on their bodies and refuse them burial. 10The inhabitants of the earth will
gloat over them and will celebrate by sending each other gifts, because these two
prophets had tormented those who live on the earth.
11
But after the three and a half days a breath of life from God entered them, and they
stood on their feet, and terror struck those who saw them. 12Then they heard a loud voice
from heaven saying to them, “Come up here.” And they went up to heaven in a cloud,
while their enemies looked on.
13
At that very hour there was a severe earthquake and a tenth of the city collapsed.
Seven thousand people were killed in the earthquake, and the survivors were terrified and
gave glory to the God of heaven.
14
The second woe has passed; the third woe is coming soon.
I believe you are enough educated in ideology, so I do not bother interpreting for you expressions
such as “great city, which is figuratively called Sodom and Egypt”, because they suppose to
be self-evident. However, before we move further, I want to tell you a few basic things:
By the time the Apocalypse was written (2 thousand years ago) it was unimaginable that some
dead man could be kept unburied for a few days. The dead, by those days’ standards, must be
buried the same day before sunset (exactly as is the case with today’s Muslims, still). So, the fact
that some dead bodies could lie in state for three and a half days – was an unimaginable thing –
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at least for the man who was told to write the actual Apocalypse after being shown all those
signs. The second thing that was even more shocking for him – that some dead people could be
refused burial.
And now, just to remind you, two men known as “Josef Stalin” and “Mao Tse-tung” were not
actually buried. The people, who came to their funerals from all parts of the Earth, decided that
their bodies must be preserved in mausoleums.
So, we have, in accordance with the Biblical description above:
Two very powerful and very dangerous servants of God. Both dressed in sackcloth (presumably
of olive color, moreover). Upon their deaths (actually “murders”), they would be refused burial.
Their great states, upon their deaths, would immediately denounce these God’s witnesses, thus
converting into Egypt and Sodom. Many on the Earth would celebrate their deaths, because
almost everyone hated them, despite the unprecedented attendance of their funerals.
But, what is the most important, God would resurrect them in THIS World and would take them to
the Next World in bodies – exactly like He did with Jesus Christ and with a few selected prophets
of the past.
Who do you think these two witnesses are? Judging by the historical timeframes and chronology?
I.e. presuming that they used to operate in between the WWI and the time of unification of
Germany? Take your guess. Do you know, by the way, who was dressed in sackcloth of olive
color from among such prominent folks that could match the above descriptions?

Oh, I almost forgot about the “unevent” of the 1976 Tangshan earthquake, which killed seven
hundred thousand people and which the so-called “good guys” attempted to conceal from the
lay auditorium. Do you know when it happened? At the moment Mao Tse-tung was dying. It
indeed occurred in “that very hour”, counting by the measurements of the apocalyptic age.
What remains? Oh, the Apocalypse suggests that these two men were resurrected in This World
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and taken to the Heaven in bodies – like Jesus Christ. So, this means that their actual bodies
must be missing Here. Do you think it is not true? Well. I will betray to you a couple of secrets.
Stalin died in 1953. I was not yet born. However, I heard a couple of times from serious folks that
there was one very serious, moreover, mysterious irregularity with Stalin’s funeral. I knew that
something went wrong there, but I did not know what that was exactly, because in the USSR they
knew how to keep such secrets.
It was not so with the case of Mao. Mao died in 1976. I was eleven years old by then. Adult
enough (actually, at the age of 13 I felt as if I was completely adult, so by the age of 11 I was
quite adult as well). So, I distinctly remember the funeral of Mao. I saw it on TV. All Mao’s
henchmen stood by his coffin. Their hands were visibly shaking, and on their faces there was an
expression of such a horror, that I could not forget it even today. Even the Soviet commentator
felt obliged to comment on that and said something like “even dead he still terrifies them” (Red
China and atheist fascist USSR were bitter enemies at that moment, so the commentator had an
obvious right to gloat and to make such comments).
Now, judging by logic, it shall be presumed that these folks could only be happy that Mao died
without executing them first. It is difficult to go against logic, indeed. The members of Chinese
Politburo and other henchmen of his, on the third day of Mao’s death, should not have any
problem at all. So, why should all of them be in such a terrified state?
I remembered that scene with Mao’s coffin from 1976 – all the way down until today. And, I have
to admit, sometimes it even haunted me. I discovered the answer when I moved out of Russia
and settled in South-East Asia. I was acquainted with one Chinese communist, an old man. And
he told me this story: Mao was indeed resurrected. And he indeed went to Heavens in body – in
the full view of his henchmen who were obliged to urgently produce his wax copy as not to
disclose this awful occurrence to the general public.
Now I hope you understand why the 1976 Tangshan earthquake was reduced to the “unevent’…
However, even this is not all.
Some three years ago (I guess in 2010 or so) Russian TV showed an extremely seditious
48
interview that was recorded shortly before the death of a certain Vladimir Semichastny , a former
chairman of the Soviet KGB. Among other things Semichastny revealed the most awful one: at
the moment of Stalin’s funeral some unknown folks managed to steal his body…
Still do not believe?
Well. In the Apocalypse, if you read it carefully, there is a verse:
9

He who has an ear, let him hear.

So, it is not for everyone, but only for him who has an ear.

I did my job. So, my conscience is clear now.
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